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Chapter 1
Mexico and the official recognition of legal pluralism: the challenge of diversity

This first chapter explains the factual situation of the recognition of
Legal Pluralism in Mexico, the way it has been handled out in a formal
way and how Diversity has become a challenge in the country. Here
also, are explained the methodology, the research techniques and
concepts such as Interlegality and Rules of Conflict.

1.1. Introduction
Mexico has been defined as a multicultural nation but at the same time as indivisible
and indissoluble. Since the mid-90's, there began a series of changes paving the way to
eventually recognize officially the local legal institutions of the ethnic groups peoples
living in the country. These changes occurred as a result of different factors such as the
First International Decade of the World's Indigenous Peoples (1995-2004), the
Zapatista movement uprising, the establishment of alternative legal systems of justice,
the adoption of the Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention 169 of the International
Labor Organization, national and international pressures, among others.
The formal recognition as a multicultural country, leads us to the question, how many
ethnic and minority groups there are (or were) in Mexico? Which are these? Which
might be officially recognized as such? Who are the members? Where are they? What
kind of policies will be established for them? And what kind of policies will be or must
be established? I am dealing with the how local people and or traditional judges are
interacting with state law and vice versa.
The Mexican state at this point is facing a process of alterity, that is to say an encounter
between two groups (Krotz 1994: 6) that have not met each other before causing
astonishment and that hitherto has never been recognized in its history. It is also a
relationship between Deep Mexico and Imaginary Mexico (Bonfil 1989), as well as a
process of establishing formal legal pluralism 1 by officially recognizing the social
existence of distinct groups and peoples as well as their right to govern themselves
and to develop their own institutions of administering justice.
1

The concepts of legal pluralism, cultural defense and also other relevant concepts like interlegality and
internal conflict rules will be discussed below.
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In the last 30 years there have been three big amendments to the law which recognize
different indigenous rights in Mexico:
1. The signature and ratification of the Convention 169, the Indigenous and Tribal
Peoples Convention of the International Labor Organization in 1989;
2. The addition of a paragraph to Article 4 of the Federal Constitution in 1992,
abrogated as of 2001 and
3. The constitutional reform on indigenous rights and culture of August 14, 2001.
Because of the ratification of the Convention 169 in some states the legislature
reformed their constitution and recognized different indigenous rights. In the first case
are located the states of “Guerrero (March 1987), Oaxaca (October 1990), Querétaro
(November 1990 now repealed), Hidalgo (October 1991). Later, in 1992, the Mexican
rulers added a paragraph to Article 4 of the Federal Constitution (which was repealed
in 2001).
In the second case, in the repealed document of 1992, the multicultural nature of the
Mexican nation was recognized as well as its obligation to protect and promote the
distinctive characteristics of indigenous peoples and moreover, ensure their access to
state jurisdiction. The states that adhered to this reform and adapt their local
constitutions on the basis of the federal mandate were: Sonora (December 10, 1992),
Jalisco (July 13, 1994 now repealed), Chihuahua (October 1, 1994), State of Mexico
(February 24, 1995), Campeche (July 1996), Quintana Roo (April 30, 1997), Michoacán
(March 16, 1998), Chiapas (June 17, 1999), Nayarit (August 21, 1999 ), Veracruz
(February 3, 2000), Durango (November 26, 2000, now repealed), Sinaloa (May 9, 2001).
On August 14, 2001 the Constitutional reform on indigenous rights and culture was
published. Since that time there have been important legal adjustments which sought
to lay the groundwork for a new relationship between indigenous peoples, the state
and society in general. 2 The Mexican states however decided to implement the
reforms one by one, state by state. They were allowed to decide how the indigenous
reforms would be applied in their territory (DOF 14TH August 2001), how to treat or
regulate the relationship of the state with the indigenous groups living over there. On
this basis reformed their constitutions: the states of San Luis Potosi (July 11, 2003),
Tabasco (November 15, 2003), Durango (February 22, 2004), Jalisco (April 29, 2004),
Puebla (10 December 2004) Morelos (July 20, 2005), Querétaro (January 12, 2007)."
2

The recent Mexican reform (August 2001) to recognize indigenous rights has been widely questioned
by the indigenous movement and sectors of civil society as a limited reform that recognizes rights that
cannot be implemented. (Sierra 2005: 295)
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(Guerrero García et al, 2007: 97-98) The states are free to decide if these reforms would
be applied at all.3
So far, there are only six states in the country which have officially recognized the
presence and legal validity within their state legal system of institutions of traditional
(indigenous) justice. These are: Campeche (1996), Quintana Roo (1997), Chiapas (1999),
Puebla (2000), San Luis Potosi (2006) and Morelia (2007).
As we can notice, the Yucatan Peninsula has three states, and only two did reform its
legislation, Campeche in 1996 and Quintana Roo in 1997. The state of Yucatan, has
neglected the reforms. This is conflicting because the states have not coordinated their
policies towards the indigenous peoples and therefore issue different policies which
are not reciprocal or comparable among the three. This is the more deplorable as these
three states together represent the second largest ethnic population of the whole
country, the Mayans.

1.2. The problem
Mexico is a country that officially harbors 62 ethnic groups and 68 linguistic groups.
(DOF January 14, 2008). At present in the country there are more than 10 million
people considered indigenous4 representing 10.5% of the total population of Mexico5.
The clashes between these ethnic groups and the Mexican state judicial system are
frequent; their legal traditions often confront national state legislation defining them
as criminal by the state law. This is highly related to fact that "ethnic homogeneity is
exceptional according to some estimates, "most societies are now characterized by
diversity, distinct identities and relationships, and statistics show that only about 10%
3

These recognitions made at a constitutional level in the country, coincide in time with those made by a
number of Latin American States, reinforced by the ratification of Convention 169 of the International
Labor Organization (ILO), and are a significant symbolic break with the past. It has been suggested that
perhaps we can speak of a "multicultural model emerging regional" model described by Van Cott
consists of five elements: "the rhetorical recognition of the multicultural nature of their societies and the
existence of local indigenous peoples as distinct and substate, the recognition of the customary law of
indigenous peoples as official public law (protected in Articles 8-9 of ILO Convention 169), the collective
property rights protected in the sale, fragmentation or confiscation of lands, the status or official
recognition of indigenous languages and bilingual education guarantees. " In different ways the new
constitutions include several elements of this model. (Assies et al 1999: 506)
4

10,253,627 Overall people are indigenous according to the National Commission for the Development
of Indigenous Peoples. (Serrano 2002)
5

This census does not include how many minority groups like the Roma, African descendant population,
Asian ones are in Mexico.
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of countries can be considered ethnically homogeneous. Most states now face the
demands of the minorities to award them a place in the set up of the state as different
but equal partners”. (N. Auriat 1995: 460)
The recognition of socio-cultural differences in legal systems within one country and
state around the world has become one of the points discussed by governments,
commissions, rulers and judges in Latin America. The challenge of diversity (As Assies
et al named it in 1999) is about everywhere although the challenge takes a different
form depending on the specific country involved. Responses by the various states
however have been very uneven and often did not lead to a proper understanding and
acceptance of the distinct lifestyles of groups, while in terms of the legal recognition of
these differences especially regarding local institutions of administration of justice,
laws coordinating this local justice with the national state justice system are
notoriously absent.
Regarding this latter point; coordinating laws, constitutional reforms almost always
require the formulation and legislation of additional rules to establish the forms, ways
and means of coordination and providing compatibility between the local and the
national legal institutions. In Mexico, very little progress has been achieved in the
actual formulation of such laws of coordination. The lack of progress in formalizing the
laws of coordination suggests a fundamental political difficulty and sensibility when it
comes to the formulation of e.g. the limits within which an indigenous jurisdiction has
to stay lest its decisions will be declared invalid and not binding by higher nonindigenous courts. This is the case of the indigenous tribunals of the state of Quintana
Roo, established in 1996 as it will be develop later in chapters 2, 4 and 5.
Up till today the number of studies in Mexico of what can be called cultural defense is
not too big. Cultural differences cases are those in which elements are related to
diversity and cultural difference are playing a role in the judicial proceedings and
reasoning. Judges e.g. might try to produce better and more legitimate outcomes by
taking into account elements related to the distinct customs of persons belonging to
indigenous people. Renteln affirms that this issue has not yet attracted a lot of scholars
because “they have mistakenly assumed that the field of investigation produces only a
few and rare cases. Of course, the numbers of cases are not necessarily an indication of
importance.” (Renteln 2005: 18)
The Yucatan Peninsula of Mexico has not been the exception to all this and has its own
answers to the challenge of diversity. In this area I will deal with a variety of socio legal
fields. None of these has been studied thoroughly and even less so regarding the way
the official legal systems deal with Maya customs and administration of justice.
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1.3. The objectives of the investigation
This study focuses on the study of the nature and scope of formal legal pluralism as it
exists in the Mayan area of the Yucatan Peninsula. I want to evaluate how this legal
pluralism (empirical and formal) manifests itself in the Mayan area of the Yucatan
Peninsula.
Fundamentally this will be done in three different ways.
First, through a study of how the Mexican laws handle cases related with the Mayan
people, under a cultural defense scheme and how they try to conciliate two different
worlds (the Mayan and the official law).
Second I analyze the ways in which traditional judges are interacting with the Mexican
laws that rule and control their actions and legalize them now that they are part of the
official QR judicial set up. It is also a study of Mayan judges in their new official capacity
recently introduced in the State of Quintana Roo.
As to the third way, within this formal legal pluralism I want to answer the question in
how far the legal recognition of "Maya culture" as source of law, as a matter of fact
allows for reinforcement of and more respect for specific Mayan ways of handling
conflicts and generally specific Mayan cultural elements.
As to the first objective I will study formal legal pluralism in the Peninsula of Yucatan, I
particularly analyzed the way in which cultural differences are taken into account in
federal criminal proceedings when an ethnic Maya person is accused. The analysis of
cases filed in the federal courts will show how far the recognition of cultural
differences has break in the judicial system of Mexico at the federal level and how do
federal judges take the Maya rights and distinct culture into account. This will take me
to know in what ways and how far these Mayan judges apply proper Mayan norms and
traditions and how they "mix" these with state norms (interlegality).
As to the second way I am dealing with the way Mayan judges are dealing with the
Mexican laws that rule, legalize them and control their actions. Their competences
however are strongly conditioned by a series of what I call internal conflict rules.
Hitherto practically unrecognized by the formal Mexican legal system, the Maya
indigenous people still preserve and utilize their own specific institutions of doing
justice which are consistent with their traditional cultural beliefs. Notwithstanding the
adverse effects of the colonization period, the Mayas have found ways and strategies
to continue administering their traditional judicial system. In Quintana Roo official
policies have built on these local institutions by introducing special Mayan courts and
|7
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judges. I analyze how these “new” Mayan judges go about and settle cases brought
before them and how do they develop their ways of doing justice now that they are
part of the official Quintana Roo judicial set up.
These ways and forms of recognition of local authority and law “can be called internal
conflict rules.6 These may be defined as follows: legal rules, part of national law, that
define the scope and limits as well as personal and material competence of an officially
recognized indigenous (or other distinct community-based) jurisdiction. They also
establish the procedures to solve problems of mixed cases and conflicts over
jurisdiction between this indigenous justice and the official one.” (Hoekema 2005: 2)
And finally, I summarize all the data to see the way and how far the Mexican state has
gone into the legal recognition of "Maya culture" as source of law, how it is
implemented and the way it is done.
At the end of the thesis, the reader will understand the way the traditional justice
system in Quintana Roo is working, and how this system can be called “Traditional
Official System”. Also the reader will realize how the federal system is dealing with the
cases where the Mayan people id being judge at the federal courts in the Peninsula of
Yucatan.

1.4. Methodology
This study is a comparative one of the various ways in which within the official Mexican
legal order some form of recognition has been granted to indigenous institutions of
doing justice or at least to the existence of distinct cultures and their right to be
respected. The area of study is the Mayan area of the Peninsula Yucatan. Particular
emphasis is on the state of Quintana Roo, where in the Mayan territories, traditional
institutions of representation and administering justice are functioning still, which
have been given a new boost by incorporating these into the official judicial set up of
that state.
Here, I studied the Traditional Judges of the Maya people, with particular emphasis to
the conditions under which these judges have obtained a new role in the judicial
system of this state. These judges are coordinated by a Magistrate of Indigenous Affairs
(MAI) who has documented much of their actions.
For my research, I visited the state of Campeche, where I documented verbally and
learned the experiences of their indigenous judges; also I analyzed the anthropological
6

‘Internal” to distinguish this category from conflict rules to be found in international private law
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expert opinions issued and submitted by the representatives of the National
Commission for the Development of Indigenous Peoples (CDI), and various other
authorities.
This research started in the year 2003 but its idea was conceived in 1998. Therefore,
some ideas were pursued in earlier works; others have been re-evaluated and
contrasted with the results obtained in the field work.
Fieldwork has been done between the years 2006-2009 in the three states. I had the
opportunity to visit the cities of Campeche, Mérida, Cancun, and Felipe Carrillo Puerto,
the ceremonial centers of Xyatil, Chancá Veracruz, Carrillo Puerto, and Tulúm. I also
organized visits to various locations of the three states to interview indigenous judges,
participated in their official working meetings. Some locations visited were the
ceremonial centers mentioned, Yalchen, Chan Chen I, San Juan de Dios, and San
Silverio in the state of Quintana Roo. Some of these communities were visited several
times to verify data or visiting judges who became key informants. Also I met several
Mayans people who faced trials and cultural defense was used in their cases in the
communities of Dzonot Carretero; Kimbilá, Izamal, Telchaquillo, Tecoh, El Cuyo,
Tizimín, all in the State of Yucatan.
The federal files I used to study the influence and the way the federal judges are
dealing with the admission of multiculturality came from the Court Unit of the 14th
Circuit based in the state of Yucatan. This Court had also jurisdiction in Campeche and
Yucatan. It has been a leader in applying arguments of cultural defense in criminal
cases dealing with Maya suspects.

1.4.1. Participant observation
Another technique used was participant observation. I could sit in with the traditional
judges of the three states in various activities of administration of justice or their
meetings. Of particular importance has been a regional meeting of the Peninsula
judges organized by the National Commission for the Development of Indigenous
Peoples or CDI, in August 2008. At this meeting I met all the judges of Campeche, and
a good part of the other two states.
On these bases I could experience the way they do their work and the way they
coordinate and share their experiences with others. Also I got the opportunity to study
in particular the ways in which the Mayan judges of Quintana Roo interact with other
external authorities, as well as with other authorities of the community and with their
ceremonial centers.
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In 2008, I have participated as an expert in legal anthropology for a case at the federal
level, hired by the defense of a person claiming cultural difference. This allowed me to
learn about the judicial system from the inside. I was an eyewitness as well as a
participant.
In the period of my fieldwork I was invited to participate in the internal meetings of the
Indigenous Judicial Council in Quintana Roo and accompanied them to the internal
work sessions with judges and to their several visits to ceremonial centers.

1.4.2. Focus Group
The Focus Group technique can be seen as one of the primary tools of fieldwork in
view of the amount of data this technique can offer. The Focus Group questions are
not addressed to an individual but to a collective ego that allows community members
to express themselves freely, discuss, critique and review information, situations, issues
and judgments. This allowed me to understand better how they perceived and
practically managed the problem of their social integration in the host country. With
this technique reality is analyzed by the participants themselves. (Sharken 1999)
In some of the meetings of the Mayan Judges of Quintana Roo I worked with them
using the focus group technique. Using this technique, we addressed issues related to
their work, especially of the acceptance in their communities to their work, the first
cases studied, the way they have progressed in their trials and sentences, the
challenges of their work, and the way they understand their relationship with the
Mexican state. This technique allowed me to compare their different points of view,
generate discussions with the judges, learn and contrast their different views on how
they solve cases, but also the way in which they conduct their daily lives.
I used this technique, with the Traditional Judges of Quintana Roo, three times, when
they finalized their internal meetings. When that meeting was over, I could see they
were all together just hanging around, and they decided to talk to me. The first part of
the talk was about their origins and motivation. The second part was about their daily
job and the last meeting was about their future and how they see the justice in
Quintana Roo.

1.4.3. Interviews
One of the most used techniques to obtain first hand information has been the
generation of depth interviews with several judges, experts, traditional judges and
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Mayan priest of the three states. The interviews were focused on knowing their family
history, their living environment, the way they think about some cases and why they
have resolved it one way or another. The interviews were conducted through open
questions about specific issues leaving them free to develop the themes. By staying in
the communities for long periods, some interviews were also conducted in the sense
of just listening to their conversations. Also I could interview to some of the person
who were prosecuted in the process where a cultural defense was developed.

1.4.4. Documental Review
I did an extensive literature review on topics related to interlegality, legal pluralism, the
Maya group, administration of justice by indigenous peoples, human rights and other
topics. I did this at the University of Amsterdam, the Documentation Centre for Latin
America of this university (CEDLA), as well as in the House of Judicial Culture of the
Supreme Court of Mexico in the state of Yucatan. Also I had access to the files of the
National Commission for the Development of Indigenous Peoples in the State of
Campeche and Yucatan, the files of the Court Unit of the 14th Circuit based in the state
of Yucatan and the Indigenous Judicial Council in Quintana Roo.
Documents found have focused on cases where Mayan accused were released by
arguing cultural difference and cultural defense, while other documents concerned
copies of records of traditional judges, of judges of conciliation and peace of the three
states, as well as anthropological surveys and various internal documents of the
agencies, offices and institutions already mentioned.
The documents obtained were used to analyze the discourse generated by the judges,
to identify and observe the general attitudes of the Mexican state authorities, the way
in which cases are resolved, the way to determine whether a person is indigenous or
not and the statistics handled in the courts, institutions and agencies that are related
to the administration of justice.
The analysis of the documents was conducted on two levels. One related to the
documents found or provided and the second on the basis of what judges and other
relevant persons said. The documents can be distinguished in two parts. One is
relating to judicial records that come from the Mexican state through its federal courts
and the second consists of the files of indigenous judges of the Peninsula. This is as
follows:
I. Documents found or provided,
a. court records from the Mexican state through its federal courts and
| 11
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b. the files of indigenous judges of the Peninsula.
II. Interviews with the judges and the people involved.

1.5. The cultural defense
This study locates itself within the discipline of legal anthropology. In this discipline
specific attention goes to phenomena and processes of interlegality, formal legal
pluralism, the empirical way of administration of justice by indigenous peoples and its
relationship to the legal systems of nation states Central topics also are the recognition
or denial of indigenous rights within the set up of the state and its legal order, and the
way in which cultural arguments appear in court proceedings and are taken into
account or rejected or ignored.. This last topic is the issue of cultural defense.
Currently in various countries like USA, Canada and in Europe, there is a debate about
the boundaries and scope of the cultural defense, and if this debate is to be admitted
or how it must be done. Also there is discussion as to its role as a kind of mediator
between official law and local, minority or indigenous law. While traditionally cultural
defense has been considered in some countries, mostly it is not recognized explicitly.
Woodman for instance notes that the cultural defense as such does not exist in English
law. But there are four types of defense in which it is possible that culture be taken into
consideration.
“While there is no culture defense as such in English law, there are four defenses
in which it might be thought possible for culture to be taken into account.
These are mistake, duress, self-defense and provocation. It has been said of
each that they apply only subject to all that are subject to a test of
‘reasonableness’, that is, they apply only in cases, which satisfy an objective
criterion formulated in the terms of reasonableness. The possibility that arises in
that in considering whether an accused acted reasonably, it may be necessary
to use the criterion of reasonableness held in the culture to which the accused
belonged.” (Woodman 2009: 13)
So, even if recognition is not explicit, cultural elements of the accused may be taken
into account in the legal processes that take place daily.
In Mexico the situation is comparable. No explicit recognition of cultural defense exists
at any level, and it is more an exception to the rule which is accessed through legal
twists and subjective interpretations of the legislators. But, since the beginning of the
decade of the 90's, arguments of cultural differences and cultural defense in federal
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criminal cases is are becoming increasingly common. (However this does not mean
they are accepted but only that they are mentioned.)
Still, within the Mexican legal system we find that within the judicial practice and even
within the codes themselves are enough elements that provide openings for judges to
defend and set free indigenous suspects who claim existence of a cultural difference
between them and the average population which as the case may be might lead to the
judgment that their behavior although violating official law, should not be punished.
The cultural defense is a topic with little discussion in law and legal anthropology. This
is indicated by Renteln, who says,
Because the practice of barring cultural evidence is so common, a cultural
defense is necessary to ensure that such evidence is considered by the court.
The adoption of a formal cultural defense does not mean that every defendant
should be exonerated, nor does it mean that every plaintiff should prevail in a
quest for damages or an injunction. A formal cultural defense would simply
guarantee that cultural evidence could be presented in a court of law. (Renteln
2005: 6)
Part of my study is dealing with this topic of cultural defense as federal judges at the
Yucatan Peninsula use this line of reasoning. The other focus of my study is on the way
Mayan judges having an official capacity are trying to conciliate two different worlds,
their own Mayan culture and the requirements they meet as a member of an official
state legal system.

1.6. Rules of conflict and interlegality
The analysis of the way in which justice is exercised by federal judges in cultural
defense cases and by Mayan judges respectively leads us to the analysis of the limits
within which they themselves define their competences which they derive from the
official regulation of their competences. Such rules define the scope and limits of
personal competence and material of indigenous jurisdiction and procedures for
resolving the problems of mixed cases and disputes arising in the case law. According
to Hoekema they can be defined as follows:
“The scope and limits, the personal and material competence of the indigenous
jurisdiction as well as the procedures to solve problems of mixed cases and
conflicts over jurisprudence” (Hoekema 2003: 190).
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In recent years in Latin America with the adoption of international treaties and the
recognition of various indigenous rights, the decade of indigenous peoples, and the
protests and claims of ethnic groups, generated a process of changes in various legal
devices. In (drafts of) coordination laws trying to delimitate competences of traditional
(Mayan) judges, to define the place of human rights as a requirement for the local
judge, and in laws defining the material and personal competence of these judges, we
meet such rules of conflict. Also in the purely de facto practice of federal judges
pondering whether or not to seriously consider a claim of cultural defense, one try to
reconstruct de facto “rules” or rather “principles” that these judges seemingly see as
guidance for their decisions. Also in this de facto judicial practice rules of conflict are to
be found. Sometimes, then, these rules have a legal standing, sometimes they just
refer to empirical patterns to be detected in judicial practice.
A different phenomenon is interlegality which also will play a central part in this study.
This phenomenon manifests itself purely in day to day social life for instance when
Mayan people borrow elements of state law - or see themselves as a judge forced to
take over state legal procedures and concepts, or vice versa, when official Mexican
state authorities borrow concepts from the Maya culture and mix these with state law
and procedure. Hoekema develops the concept of interlegality as follows:
“My leading question for these studies has been framed in terms of interlegality.
National law and local law do not exist the one next to the other as selfcontained entities or like billiard balls that perhaps hit each other, instead they
are closed, massive entities in itself. On the contrary, there has been and there is
a constant interpenetration between, for instance national Norwegian law and
the legal sensibilities of the original Nordic inhabitants, the Sámi. Certainly this
often seems to be a one-way penetration only, from the powerful top to the
bottom, but the minorities are not just helpless victims. They appropriate
majority concepts and build these actively into their own legal outlook.
Sometimes there is such penetration in the reverse direction, when elements of
minority law are accepted within the dominant legal order and perhaps even
leave an imprint on the dominant legal concepts, procedures and practices.”
(Hoekema 2005: 6) And “It can be defined as a process and as an outcome. A
process of adoption of elements of a dominant legal order, both national and
international, and with frames of meaning that constitute these orders, into the
practices of a local legal order and/or the other way round. Or as the outcome
of such process: a hybrid new legal order.” Hoekema (2005: 10 - 11)
He uses as an example the aboriginal Canadian practice of so called “healing circles”
meant to try to conciliate someone who broke the order with his fellow community
members. Canadian state authorities sometimes borrow this ¨procedure¨ and
introduce it in the official administration of criminal justice.
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“The term ‘interlegality’ was introduced by Santos (2002: 437, first mention in Santos
1987). Internormativé and métissage are the terms Le Roy uses (Le Roy 1999: 250, 271).
As a phenomenon it has already been common in legal anthropology for more than 30
years, after the legal anthropologists parted with the concept of and the quest for
‘pure’ indigenous law, and after national (colonial and postcolonial) administrators quit
structural and evolutionary thinking (Moore 2001; Merry 2003).” (Hoekema 2005: 10)
The first to use the concept of interlegality has been Santos, but it was Hoekema who
developed its methodology. (Simon Thomas 2009: 3)
In Mexico, Teresa Sierra (2004) uses a somewhat different definition with greater
reference to the functional structure of society. She remarks that interlegality is
defined as “the stakes of legal regulations and legal discourses as it is updated in
specific situations... that allow us to conceptualize legal dynamics ...the interlegality
actually turns out to be an empirical dimension of legal pluralism and the practice of
justice in indigenous regions.” (Sierra 2004: 43)
This definition though linked and limited to the recognition of indigenous customs
and certain functions of society, reveals that the large number of indigenous groups in
Mexico will produce a surprisingly rich and wide gamma of mixing and interweaving of
local and state legal institutions.
In this study interlegality plays an important role. We will meet several ways in which
local people and/or traditional judges are interacting with the state law and vice versa.
This is a purely empirical process, as result of which a constantly changing hybrid form
of law develops.

1.7. Legal Pluralism
Latin America since the mid 80's began a series of transformations, at the
constitutional level aiming at admission, accommodation, recognition and affirmation
of the existence of populations and groups different from the dominant culture. 7
“Clearly these communities cannot be just grouped under one heading, but for
the sake of briefness I use one term: distinct communities, sometimes switching
7

The emerging international standards and the new pluralist constitutionalism imply recognition of
collective rights granted to indigenous peoples and suggest the explicit recognition by the State of the
right of indigenous peoples to self-government in a given territory based on their own political and
legal traditions. Such formal recognition presents the challenge of striking a balance between, on one
hand, indigenous participation in the state and its institutions and, on the other hand, respect for the
autonomy of indigenous institutions. (Assies et al 1999: 507 - 508)
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to local communities as well. Almost every society is host to many socioculturally different or ‘institutionally distinct’.” (Moore 2001: 106) encompassing
societies like ‘first nations’ (indigenous peoples), national minorities, immigrant
communities8 and the like.9 (Hoekema 2005: 8 -9)
When talking about communities, here I follow the idea of Hoekema when he
mentioned:
“I am dealing mostly with indigenous and with immigrant groups. National
minorities pose similar questions as to the set-up of a multinational society as
well as pluralist order of law and state. To one’s mind come cases like the
Catalan and Basques in Spain, the Scottish and Welsh in the UK, perhaps similar
French examples like les Bretons, as well as cases of national minorities such as
there was on the Balkan and in many other European countries (Russians in the
Baltic States, Hungarian minorities in Romania).” (Hoekema 2005: 8 -9)
Particularly the acknowledgement of the fact that distinct communities are part of the
population tends to open the eyes for a phenomenon hitherto denied and ignored,
with the exception of some anthropologists and anthropologically oriented lawyers.
Griffiths (1986) provides a definition of legal pluralism that is attractive for its simplicity
which I believe is still valid even after the passage of time. He defines legal pluralism as
"The Presence in the social field of more than one legal order" (Griffiths 1986b: 1) and
then remarks that "'Law’ is present in every ‘semi-autonomous social field’, and since
every society contains many such fields, legal pluralism is a feature of social
organization” (Griffiths 1986: 38). A situation of legal pluralism is therefore “one in
which law and legal institutions are not all subsumable within one ‘system’ but have
their sources in the self-regulatory activities of all the multifarious social fields present,
activities which may support, complement, ignore or frustrate one another” (Griffiths
1986: 39).
The term legal pluralism refers us to the de facto existence of different orders and interrelated regulatory systems. Particularly interesting are the encounters which take place
8

Not all immigrant communities are “institutionally distinct” over the whole range of human
endeavours.
9

In this article I distinguish sharply between two constellations which are often taken together by the
experts in legal pluralism. Often the reference is also to the coexistence of state law and the normative
ordering capacity of functional groups like medical professions, the New York sweat shop business,
street-level bureaucratic groups and other “semi-autonomous fields”. The case of non-functional
encompassing communities is different in that matters of identity, ethnicity, and socio-cultural diversity
pose problems of their own. Let me follow here the footsteps of Moore, who calls these two situations
“entirely different” (Moore 2001: 106).
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day to day between state law and its authorities on the one hand, and on the other
hand indigenous leaders and community members involved in their institutions of
resolving conflicts and restoring order within their territories.
The moment that these de facto existing non state institutions - local law - are
becoming visible and even recognized as part of the state legal order, a series of new
questions come to the fore. These questions can be grouped under the heading of
formal, or official, legal pluralism.
The way in which formal legal pluralism is established has been multiple and varied,
from the recognition and establishment of resguardos in Colombia (Van de Sandt
(2004), Esther Sánchez (2006)) Bolivia’s formal and informal ways of justice (Assies
(1999), Orellana (2004)), or, as in the case of Mexico in which the recognition of legal
pluralism is still in the discussion phase and largely unfinished. (Sierra and Chenaut
(1999), Krotz (2001, 2002)). I shall now turn to this formal legal pluralism.

1.8. Formal legal pluralism
Formal legal pluralism is introduced when governments officially recognize the
existence of distinct indigenous groups, ethnic or minority groups in their country and
accord them the right to apply and develop their own institutions of administering
justice. In the case of Mexico, the relation to these distinct communities has been
shaped and reshaped by different historical circumstances and legal changes. Recently
more interest has emerged in accommodating the grievances of the indigenous
peoples in Mexico while also within the social sciences somewhat more attention is
paid now to the issues involved.“The restructuring of international political forces is in
relation to processes of decolonization in the world. It also situates the grievances and
social movements for autonomy and / or self-determination in Africa, Europe and
Asia.” (Valdivia 1992: 111)
Moreover in the words of Krotz, "the impact of the international debate on the ethnic
question related to the Central American wars, the unusual attention of various
international agencies (from environmentalists to politicians) to indigenous people
around the world, preparations for the fifth centenary of the arrival of the first Spanish
to American shores and the debate on the cultural aspects of human rights"(Krotz
2003: 95), has become "one of the three main fields of study of culture (religion,
politics, indigenous people.)" (Krotz 2003: 93). In particular legal anthropology is the
discipline that is doing most to study the changing relations between the indigenous
peoples in Mexico and the Mexican official policies.
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The Mexican nation once started life as an independent entity from Spain, and
reinforced by the revolution of 1917, issued a series of measures and laws to promote
and advance the unity of the country and the existence of one Mexican nation. On this
basis, through legal provisions as to legal equality, it was thought that social equality
would follow automatically. The Mexican Constitution established the basic rule that
"All Mexicans are equal before the law." But in real life glaring social differences and
discrimination persisted particularly in the case of indigenous peoples and persons.
In the early 90's however the government signed the "Convention 169 on Indigenous
and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries" of the International Labor Organization
which is replacing the Convention 107 of the same organization and doing away with
the assimilative thrust of this former convention 107. Mexico at this time was in a
period of great changes and structural reforms designed to bring the country to first
world in a very short period, to improve the country's international image as the "Free
Trade in North America" was approved. One of the main concerns of the government
of the day was to silence the claims of indigenous groups that after almost five
hundred years of the first European contact, still were the most neglected, abused and
least developed parts of the population. The signing of the Convention 169 would
show that the country had them in mind and was doing its best to correct the former
injustices.
Assies comments: "In 1989 it adopted the new ILO Convention 169. Mexico was the
first Latin American country to ratify the Convention, although it was to project itself as
a progressive country in the international arena. Within the country the ratification
went almost unnoticed." (Assies 2003: 75)
De la Peña coincides with a similar view, noting that in 1989 this document was signed
because of international pressure and political-economic concerns and not because
the government took the indigenous case as a case of major concern. Mexico ratiﬁed
the convention in 1991, at the time, former President Salinas was interested in gaining
legitimacy for his government both within Mexico and beyond.10 De la Peña notes that
the changes also had strong relations with international political and economic
circumstances and concerns of the government of the day.
“After a highly contested election in 1988, the –president Salinas- needed to
build domestic support for radical reform policies and solicit international
approval for the admission of Mexico to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). He also craved for the partnership of the
10

The Mexican post-revolutionary model, regarded with sympathy by the US government and academia
in the 1940 - 70 period was no longer approved by the powerful northern neighbor: its populist and
protectionist legislation was a hindrance to foreign investment and free enterprise. (De la Peña 2006:
287)
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Unites States of America and Canada in the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA). Accordingly President Salinas pushed legislative changes
to allow for an easier ﬂow of capital and commodities. Most importantly, Article
27 of the Constitution was modified to allow for privatization of the collective
peasant holdings created after the revolution. Simultaneously, Salinas
promoted a change in Article 41, in order to comply with the principles of ILO
Convention 169. After a rather cursory consultation conducted by the INI with
indigenous organizations and a swift discussion and approval in the
Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) - dominated Congress of the Union in July
1991.” (De la Peña 2006: 287)
Nevertheless, some modifications were made in Mexican laws and some regulations to
implement the Convention, no serious obligations were entered into concerning the
position and rights of the indigenous groups. Assies called this move "The Betrayed
Reform." (Assies 2003: 74) It is required to all indigenous legal systems to be under the
state conception of multiculturality “but without changing the constitutional order.”
(Escalante 2004).
Jane Collier and her studies at Zinacantán in the 70’s were among the first studies
examining the relationship, reproduction and relationships of the regulatory systems
of indigenous groups from one region and processes of interlegality that could be
observed. The existence of these proper indigenous regulatory institutions is due to
circumstances like the absence of formal authority in those regions, the big distance to
the state capital and the strong legitimacy of these institutions within the local
communities. She discusses several examples of interlegality and forum shopping.
However, since the mid-sixties and for over two decades, the study of contemporary
indigenous peoples of Mexico, ethnic relations and ethnic issues was practically
abandoned. (Krotz 2003: 95).In Mexican anthropology, the study on indigenous
groups, were designed as studies of an oppressed social class, identified under
concepts such as indigenous, peasants, rural, suburban, urban or migrant workers.
However, in such studies the indigenous population in a very short time came to
occupy a central place in the anthropological discipline, which is due largely to the
confluence of several factors outside the Mexican anthropological discussion itself,
among which the movements for autonomy and self-determination in various parts of
the world.
In the present day research of the legal practices of indigenous peoples, “not only
become visible some structural features, but above all, cultural, that lead directly to the
old and new debates in anthropology and dynamic configuration of symbolic
universes The processes of diffusion and transformation of cultures and cultural
relativism." (Krotz 2003: 98)
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1.9. 32 states, 32 different policies
Mexico has thirty-one states and one Federal District as capital of the country. In total,
the new reforms established that not the federal government should implement the
reforms, but the states. Therefore 32 different entities are responsible for carrying out
the same number of policies towards indigenous groups and minorities living in their
respective territories. With this strategy the federal state “wash their hands” giving the
responsibility of the implementation of the strategy to all the states. The argument
used was it would produce more effective results because the states are in contact
with the population. But the reality has proved otherwise because this alone
generated a large variety in the policies applied to the indigenous peoples because
each of the states has a fair amount of political independence.
An interesting aspect of the Mexican case is the debate about the forms and extent of
indigenous autonomy. The critical issue here is that the confinement of indigenous
self-government to the local community provides a too narrow basis for a kind of selfgovernment that provides real opportunities for the peoples involved. The community
is only the last line of defense of indigenous identity and must be strengthened
through the establishment of supra-autonomous schemes, such as municipalities and
autonomous regions. The Mexican government opposes these proposals invoking the
spectre of balkanization.
In fact, the presidential initiative for constitutional reform published in March 1998
takes a very restricted turn. While it says that "indigenous peoples"11 have the right to
self-determination, a concrete expression of which is the autonomy of indigenous
communities, the formula is reduced to a minimum: autonomy on the community submunicipal level. These examples are yet another illustration of the thesis that
decentralization in itself “does not grant meaningful power or improved participation
of hitherto marginalized groups.” (Assies et al 2001: 527 - 529)
One of the groups affected was the Mayan one, living in three states where they are
the main ethnic group. Because of different policies and different implementation
thereof in each of the three states one and the same Maya indigenous people is now
divided artificially into three, even though they share a common past, language,
traditions, culture throughout its history. For this reason we may expect different social
processes of interlegality at work in the different states.

11

It should be noted that in Spanish the word people means both "ethnicity" or "nation" (people) and
"village" or "settlement", a semantic feature that often lends itself to confusion and deliberate
manipulation.
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1.10. Formal legal pluralism in the Yucatan Peninsula
Let me finally consider some of the legal changes in the three states of Yucatan that
have promoted formal legal pluralism in the sense of official legal recognition of the
processes, traditions and customs of indigenous peoples and, in a wider sense, the
recognition and acceptance of the indigenous peoples right to be respected in their
difference and therefore in their existence as a distinct entity.
The fact that constitutional changes have been approved and new laws issued, in
which indigenous people’s identity and specific administration of justice are
recognized officially could be interpreted as the legal conformation of a social process
of reverse interlegality, as I have mentioned. However, it is difficult to determine to
what extent these changes have been incorporated as a result of an influence of
minority or indigenous groups in the country. In the case of Mexico, from my point of
view and experience this recognition is due more to the Mexican state's own strategy
than to a real influence of the indigenous peoples, with exception of the impact of the
San Andres agreements and the 500 years of resistance.
In the Yucatan Peninsula, we found several interesting situations, such as the one in
the state of Yucatan, where the Maya ethnic group constitutes in number and a
majority in the population. Even though their influence on the ruling elite is limited
mainly because of a lack of structures of representation and influence. In this case we
have to do with an underrepresented group.12
The area I studied is rich in phenomena of interlegality. This region as I said earlier has
passed through various historical processes that have shaped its current configuration.
One of the most significant has been the so-called Caste War, a military movement, as
well as a social and religious movement between the nineteenth and early twentieth
century that I will explain in the next chapter.
In this movement the indigenous element was used as a common indicator to unite
the ethnic Mayan that hitherto had been dominated while their internal social
structures had been broken. Through the Caste War new structures emerged
especially of the military and religious type, which prevail to this day especially in the
12

“Customary law is not a coherent body of shared norms in a society, but in a specific way of organizing
competing interests and an arena where different strategies are deployed existing asymmetrical power
relations (Dorontsky 1990 p. 70). As Comaroff and Roberts have shown for the Tswana in South Africa,
the rules or standards do not directly determine the outcome of the conflict resolution processes, but
rather resources are managed by the actors and thus subject to negotiation. (Comaroff / Roberts, 1981:
14, 216; Roberts 1979: 200)” (Gabbert 2003. P. 136)
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state of Quintana Roo. The Caste War was a movement that promoted and revived the
Mayan identity in the region to such an extent that the structures are still standing
even today, after more than 500 years of colonization, with more than 1 million
members, the second largest in the country, a culture still alive and active.
Ethnic relations on the Peninsula have been intense throughout the history of
colonization, Mexican independence and the revolution, but because of the
fragmentation of Yucatan in three states these relations developed along different
lines. However, even though changes and challenges in the region are long standing
and profound, research and researchers are just a few. As a result up till today there is
no solid ground to evaluate properly how legal pluralism, both empirical and formal,
manifests itself on the Peninsula. With this study I want to start to fill that gap.
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CHAPTER 2
[THE MAYA ETHNIC GROUP:
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS AND SOCIAL
ORGANIZATION]
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Chapter 2
An approximation to the Maya ethnic group: Its general characteristics, social
organization and Traditional Justice in Quintana Roo

In this second chapter some ethnographic data of the Mayan people are
provided such as their cosmology and religion and their current social
organization. This chapter contains a description of the traditional
Maya ways of doing justice stressing the special features of a particular
group of Mayan people in the state of Quintana Roo It also contains a
sketch of the concrete ways in which (the remains of) traditional Mayan
institutions of administration of justice are recognized in Quintana Roo
which have been working in Quintana Roo since 1996. This chapter is
highly related with chapters 3 and 4.

2.1 Introduction.
The word “Maya” 13 defines an ethnic group that occupies the Mexican states of
Yucatan, Campeche, Quintana Roo, Tabasco, Chiapas, Oaxaca and the countries of
13

Historical background. 4500 years ago a proto-Mayan group settled in Los Altos Cuchumatanes in the
present department of Huehuetenango, Guatemala, and thereafter, the Maya occupied the states of
Yucatan, Campeche, Quintana Roo, Chiapas, Tabasco part of the republics of Guatemala and Belize, and
western parts of Honduras and El Salvador. The Mayan culture has been divided for study into three
historical periods: the Preclassic (2500 BC-300 AD), Classic (300-900 AD) and Postclassic (1000-1541 AD).
During the Classic period the theocracy leadership consolidated in the city-states, giving the highest
expression of religious architecture and sumptuary, the mathematical sciences, calendar, writing, fine
arts and astronomy. Hydraulic techniques and intensive cultivation were developed, allowing a large
population to feed. In the mid-tenth century, around AD 900, cities of the Mayan civilization were
abandoned. In the Postclassic (1000-1524/41 AD), Maya society was restructured due to the influences
of groups of central Mexico, through Tabasco Putun who migrated to the mainland and Xiues Itzá.
Around the year 987 recorded the arrival of Quetzalcoatl, spreading the cult of Kukulcán (Feathered
Serpent). This period was characterized by intense commercial activity in an area stretching from central
Mexico to Honduras. The most important city-state was Chichen Itza, which was destroyed in 1250 AD
Maya society was highly stratified: at the top was the nobility, politicians, priests and high ranking
military, after this there was a middle section consisting of rich peasants, specialized professionals and
officials, and, finally, farmers, fishermen and artisans called commoners. In the last group were the
slaves. The history of Peninsular Maya group, has been long and complex since they have not been
outside the becoming the country, its independence from the Spanish crown, external and internal
wars, the Mexican Revolution and the subsequent public policies that are designed to them. "On arrival
of the conquistadors, the Maya resisted the invasion; the Spanish took 19 years to submit the north and
center part of the Peninsula, while some eastern provinces, northeastern and southern rebels remained
physically and culturally distant from Spanish rule. The Spanish imposed the encomienda, which
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Belize, Guatemala, Honduras, as well as western part of El Salvador14. The Maya is the
second largest group in Mexico and together with the ethnic group called “Naua”
constitutes the only group in Mexico which exceeds one million people (Serrano 2003).

2.2. Social organization
The present Mayan society is widely extensive and complex; it has been shaped by
incisive political, economic, social, and environmental conditions for the last three
thousand years.
Within the Yucatan Peninsula society we find four different categories of people:
whites, noble mestizos15, the “Mayeros” or simply “mestizo”, and the rebels. The whites
are those, who until today, still have the control the economic and social life in the
region. Among them are descendants of Spanish, European and Syrian-Lebanese
(commonly called Turks) who are engaged in trade and professional services, and
maintain economic control in the region due to inherited wealth of the oligarchies and
monopolies of the beginning of the last century.
The second group is named the “noble mestizos”. This group is composed of the
descendants of the former Maya aristocracy. They dress with sumptuous outfits that
indicate their economic status and pride themselves on speaking the Mayan language
with ease and elegance. The third group is simply called mestizos and not of noble
descent. They are living in towns, villages or cities and work in the elemental economic
sectors as general/farm laborers, peasants, artisans, construction workers, and
fishermen, among others.
The last group is formed by the “rebel macehuales”. They are the descendants of the
participants of the Caste War of 1847. They are organized around the cult of the
“Talking Cross”- the same that lead them into war. They still pray at their ceremonial
centers and practice their old religion. It is estimated that this group embody
approximate 10, 000 people in the state of Quintana Roo. This is the part of the Mayan
ethnic group I will focus on this thesis.

allowed control the native workforce and gain tax. In the second half of the eighteenth century the
encomienda system was replaced by corn and cattle ranch through which the natives were indebted for
wages. By 1820, the Spanish descendants took over most of the Maya lands and increased the
production of sisal and sugar cane crops that replaced corn." (Bastarrachea 2009)
14
Ruz (2006: 5) adds Veracruz and San Luis Potosí to the list of Mexican states which have Mayan
background.
15
Mestizo denotes a person who is half blood-Maya and Spanish.
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The Mayan group of the Yucatan Peninsula is spread over the three entities with a
geographically uneven population. "Thus, by 1930, to speak only of modern times,
Yucatán had 380,096 inhabitants, while Campeche had 84,630 and Quintana Roo
hardly exceeded 10,000. Today the differences have grown less: for the year 2000
Yucatan was in the lead with 1,658,210 inhabitants, Quintana Roo had 703,536
inhabitants in 1995 and 874,963 in 2000. Campeche moved into third place with
690,689 inhabitants in 2000” (INEGI 2001). The Maya population in the state of Yucatan
constitutes 59.2% of the total population. This means the majority of the population is
Maya.
In the state of Quintana Roo, according to Quintal, Bastarrachea, et al (2003), it is
possible to distinguish “three main zones and four regions. On those there are 150,434
speaking of Mayan people officially registered. The zones are: north, center and south.
The regions are: in the north, Mayan of Yucatan or Mayeros; in the center Mayan
máasewales and Mayan Yucatan descent or Mayeros; in the south there are Mayan
Icaichés. Based on mass tourism, the north zone is characterized as the one with the
largest economic development in the state and comprises a total of 76,603 Maya
speakers. In this area the presence of Mayan of Yucatan is relevant; they tend to accept
the names Maya or Mayero.” (Quinta, Bastarrachea, et al 2003)
The center zone is “the place of refuge of the Maya who led the Caste War. Mayan
communities of this region combine traditional and subsistence farming, cutting
hardwoods, beekeeping, raising pigs, handcraft production and wage labor. It is the
area with the highest poverty rates. Here there are two regions: the Maya macehual
and the Mayan of Yucatan descent. The first mentioned (macehual) keep the cult of
the Cross in the sanctuaries of X-Cacal Guardia, Chumpon, Chan Cah Veracruz and
Tulum.” (Quinta, Bastarrachea, et al 2003)
Finally, the south is characterized by “a one product plantation economy of sugar cane
or pineapple or jalapeno chile. Its inhabitants are settlers from other states during the
administrations of Lázaro Cárdenas and Luis Echeverria presidents. The Mayan people
of this area seem to be descended from the Mayans Icaichés who were called peaceful
people during the Caste War.” (Quinta, Bastarrachea, et al 2003)

2.3. Cosmology and religion
According to the ancient Mayan, the universe was composed of nine levels in the sky
and thirteen underground levels; each one of them was under the regency of a
particular deity. In the nine levels in the sky lived the group of gods known as "Bolonte’-K'u’; in the thirteen levels below lived the gods called “Oxlajun-ti'-k'u'”; in the last of
these planes was the hell governed by Aj Puch the "Lord Destroyer.”
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The natural phenomena with most influence in the lives of the Mayan are rain, wind,
thunder, and lightning. These are driven by different gods, spirits, and forces. The
supernatural is as real and effective as the material world is. These supernatural beings
are called "owners", "lords," "guardians" or "angels." Among the most important
supernatural beings are the "Bacabes" (the four patrons of the sky), "pahuatunes"
(these are the four helpers of the Bacabes), "iik'o'ob” (winds) and "chaques” (the four
rain gods).
“These gods guard the forests, waters, plants, animals and the weather, benefiting
those who seek their assistance and honor them with offerings and prayers, while
punishing those who treat them badly, offend nature or mistreat it."(Ruz 2006: 3335).The Yucatan Peninsula has Catholicism as its main religion. 81.8% in the state of
Yucatan follow Catholicism; 10.4% are evangelical or protestant; 0.1% belongs to other
religions and 3.9% declare having no religion. 65.7% of the people in the state of
Campeche are Catholic, 17.4% are evangelical Protestant, 4.4% of non-Evangelical,
0.2% other religions and 11.6% of the people declaring no religion. In the state of
Quintana Roo, Catholics and Christians represent 71.2%, 15.1% are evangelical, a 3.7%
non-evangelical, 0.3% other religions and 8.4% of the people declaring no religion.
Currently the Mayan religious beliefs have a deep mysticism, mixed with a profound
animist belief, resulting in a unique syncretism as the ceremonies of “hanal
pixan“16,“hetz mek“,17 the “chachaak“18 (Casares et al. 1998) and the “wuajicol”. (Casares
et al 1998: 198)19 “These ceremonies are related to agriculture, rain, birth and death.
Each town or village has a saint which is revered as a protector of the place. Around
him are organized various cofradías (guilds) who take care of the image and their
annual festivity to thank the protection of that saint." (Casares et al (2) 1998: 172 - 173)
and “novenas”20 to the saints.” (Casares et al (3) 1998: 339)
According to my fieldwork, the ceremonial centers have priests and traditional prayers,
which practice mass in the Mayan language, and conduct weddings, baptisms and
various traditional practices organized in a so-called Maya Christian Church. Priests and
prayers help maintain this organization.
16

Day of the Dead Celebration.

17

Ceremony to ask for a good future for the baby. The Mayan priest asks to the parents and godparents
to support him in the hips. If parents want the child to be a good farmer they put seeds and tools in the
ceremony. If they want him to be a professor they bring books. If it is a girl they put some clothes or
books so she will be a teacher or a literate person or the clothes so she knows how to repair it.
18

Ancient Mayan ceremony dedicated to the request of the lord of the rain “Chaak”.

19

U-hanli-cool. (Meal of the crops) Ceremonies run by an individual farmer to ensure a good harvest.

20

Catholic religious expression where people prays for nine days in a row to remember or honor to the
Holy Trinity, to Christ, the Holy Virgin Mary or saints asking for a special grace.
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They venerate the “Talking Cross”21 especially on the ceremonial centers. The cross
represents the guardian of man’s excellence, and it is believed to prevent the entry of
malignant beings, forces, spirits, as an example elements like the winds that have an
effect in areas of vital interest to both the individual and the community" (Ruz 2006:
42).

2.4. The traditional Maya legal and justice organization
The Maya prehispanic society was divided into well defined political, military, and
religious structures “... divided horizontally in the relevant branches of activities and
vertically in hierarchical layers.” (Ruz Lhuillier 1988: 139)
The Mayan civilization was structured into several separate and independent states in
the opinion of Ruz Lhuillier “... says they never formed an empire” and continues to say
that "... when the Spanish arrived in the area of the Yucatan Peninsula, the Maya area
was divided into autonomous political entities, states, provinces or independent
chiefdoms.” (Ruz Lhuillier 1989: 26) This structure remained throughout the life of this
culture, which demonstrates the efficiency of this organization, taking in to account
the centuries of socio-political stability as one of its main features in the classic period
(300 AD to 900 AD) “and several centuries later, though less stable during the postclassic period”.
About the judicial system he writes: “In this classical period the structure of the judicial
system in the various Maya areas was quite similar but with variations not only
because the Mayan population was composed of many ethno linguistic groups, but
also in terms of stylistic differentiation revealed by the studies in archaeological sites,
although most sites were occupied by people of a same technological, economic and
cultural heritage that shared the same knowledge and the same beliefs.” (Ruz Lhuillier
1989: 26) The judicial organization that prevailed throughout the Maya area is the
same we can find in the center of Quintana Roo, with very slight variations in name
and function. (Ruz Lhuillier 1989: 26)
In the area of the Yucatan Peninsula, each state was ruled by a member of the nobility
who received the title of Halach Uinic (True Man) “who was ... the main commander”
also known as Ahau which means "Lord". (Ruz Lhuillier 1989: 26) This position was
hereditary and normally passed to his eldest son, while in case of female offspring or
child disability, the position or honor went to his brother. The powers given were very
broad and the Lord was advised by a “council” which consisted of “gentlemen and
21

In the Caste War they were leaded by a Talking Cross that suddenly appeared in one of the ceremonial
centers. This cross talks through the priest and ordered them when to go to battle and how.
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priests.” (Ruz Lhuillier 1989: 26) The Yucatecan Encyclopedia states “the administration
of justice depended on the nobility or gentlemen who acted as judges directly… in a
number of three”. (Ruz Lhuillier 1988: 204)
This council was called “Ah Cuchcab” which means “that who shoulders the people.”
(Ruz Lhuillier 1989: 26) Through the participation of noble lords and priests, it is
assumed that the exercise of authority and the morality of this body were very
pervasive. The government of states, and dependent populations, was under the
charge of the Batab. This officer was usually a relative of the Halach Uinic and was
advised by a council consisting of “heads of the neighborhoods.” (Ruz Lhuillier 1988:
133) Both the Batab and the Halach Uinic had military and religious functions, but the
Batab “acted as a natural leader of the militia of his place.” (Ruz Lhuillier 1989: 26)
From these two figures downward a “bureaucratic structure” 22 was formed. The main
elements of the bureaucracy we find are the Ah Kuleloob and the Ah Holpopoob - an
expression meaning “those who are at the top of the rug.” (Ruz Lhuillier 1988: 133)
Among the functions the Ah Kuleloob counted the implementation of the decisions
handed down to him. The Ah Holpopoob had as primary function the administration
of the Popilná or Popolná which means “the people's house” in which meetings “were
held to discuss the issues of population and preparing the ceremonies, dances and
songs.” (Ruz Lhuillier 1988: 133)
The Ah Holpopoob was an administrator from the same family as the Ah Kuleloob,
who use to act as a mediator or a defense lawyer. This authority used to deal with the
laws and customs of the rights of his people and interceded for the defendant party,
presumably to advice on the various steps of the judicial proceedings such as pointing
to the time to submit their evidence or when to make their arguments to the judges
among others.
The history of the Maya society has been long and complex as they were part of the
process of Mexico becoming a country, its independence from the Spanish crown,
external and internal wars, the Mexican Revolution and the subsequent public policies
that were designed for them. "On arrival of the conquistadors, the Maya resisted the
invasion; the Spanish took nineteen years to submit the north and center part of the
Peninsula, while some eastern provinces, northeastern and southern rebels remained
physically and culturally distant from the Spanish rule. The Spanish imposed a new
form of administration system called “encomienda”, which allowed control of the
native workforce and the collection of taxes. In the second half of the eighteenth
century the encomienda system was replaced by corn farming and cattle ranching
22

Term used as a synonym for people working for the state and not of its negative context

related with the embodiment of time-consuming procedures.
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through which the natives were under paid for their services. (Bastarrachea 2009) They
lived under an eternal debt with the owner of the land because they had to pay for
everything they needed. So the prices were fixed by the owners to make it priceless.
And these debts run from generation through generation.
The continuous and systematic exploitation of indigenous people in a simulated
slavery, as Kenneth Turner says in his book “Barbarous Mexico”, produced many social
problems and popular discontent was increasingly growing. Thus, in 1847, the same
year as the U.S. invasion of Mexico, began the so-called "Caste War" in which the Maya
who were suffering from oppression, domination and destruction of their structures
and institutions, organized a rebellion. The Caste War had as a main purpose for the
Maya rebels to regain their autonomy and to eliminate the "foreigners" of the entire
Peninsula of Yucatan (Villa 1987: 95). They “pooled in a military, religious structure that
obtained significant victories. After three years of war, the insurgents came to besiege
the cities of Merida and Campeche. But insurgents’ troops withdrew to return to farm
their crops, so the Yucatecs saw the opportunity to take advantage to recover
militarily.” (Bastarrachea 2009)
The Caste War reshaped the way of living of the Yucatec Maya in the states of
Campeche, Yucatan and Quintana Roo. Many of the Mayans at that time fled into the
forest and lived there for decades, where they developed their institutions and kept
the same military - religious structure used in the Caste War. They copied and followed
the names from the Mexican military structure of the 19th century such as captains,
sergeants, corporals and others. As a result of the war, the Mayan adopted a military
organization, where the men formed "companies." On top of that organization was the
chief minister of the Talking Cross, he was also appointed governor and his office was
for life. Each company had a group of leaders with military ranks ranging from
Commander to Privates.23 (Villa 1987: 105)
This structure prevails only in the state of Quintana Roo, because in the state of
Yucatan and Campeche, the protests forced the reduction of the communities. The
atomization of communities into smaller units such as police stations, ranches or farms
(haciendas24) reduced the capability and resources for protests. In the communities,

23

See also Ruz (2006: 57) "In the central area of Quintana Roo and some in the eastern part of the
Yucatan and around the city of Valladolid the traditional authorities derive from the Caste War
organization, with its system of guards in each of the communities that established "companies" formed
by married men, who maintained a military structure, from corporals to commanders. Moreover, each
community appoints its own local authorities. Most important, however, are the “military companies”
which still prevails in the ceremonial centers in the region."

24

A system of work where one person had huge extension of land, so big that it included sometimes
small villages and communities that were under the power of the owner of the hacienda.
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the person responsible for the administration of justice is the head of the family, or
other senior family members and lastly, the capataz25 chief of haciendas in charge of
the labors.

2.5. The way the traditional Maya institutions of administration of justice are
recognized legally in Quintana Roo
Part of the Mayan people refugee in the jungle of Quintana Roo, this structure survives
to this day and remains of a military nature composed of approximately 10,000 people
as indicated by Ruz (2006). The traditional Maya institutions of administration of justice
are now recognized by the Indigenous Justice Law of the State of Quintana Roo. This
Act incorporates these traditional institutions within the official justice system but also
imposes conditions and formalities for accepting their judgments. One of the
requirements that the law has established, is that indigenous judges will be elected by
the communities but under the supervision of the Superior Court of Quintana Roo.
Also in addition to the Indigenous Justice Law Quintana Roo the state of Quintana Roo,
issued the Law of Rights, Culture and Indigenous Organization of the State of Quintana
Roo. This law talks in general about the rights of the Indigenous elders, women and
young people, their language, culture and their ceremonial centers. This law is mainly
used in marriages and baptisms to justify they are done under a tradition and a
ceremonial center legally recognized as we can see in 4.11.
However, the Mayan priests and persons in the military judicial structure are still
operating in their traditional ways regardless of the new structure that has been
shaped. This is due to the fact that the Indigenous Justice Law does not deal with the
full gamma of functions exercised by Maya authorities and particularly does not cover
military or religious issues explicitly. They continue to practice the ceremonies
connected with the harvest and the rains, while the military keep guarding centers and
practicing ceremonial rites related to saints, ensuring the protection of the community,
as well as exercising justice among their peers. This means that these traditional
institutions of cultural reproduction keep going as before as a parallel phenomenon to
the new official position of Mayan judges.
In Quintana Roo, in view of this situation one may identify two levels of Mayan
institutions of justice regulation:
• The traditional system
25

The person who lead (in the field) the hacienda. His work is similar to a foreman.
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• The one recognized and partly created by the Indigenous Justice Law of the State of
Quintana Roo and the Law of Rights, Culture and Indigenous Organization of the State
of Quintana Roo.
The first system, the traditional, is formed by the religious, military and judicial
institutions. They serve the purpose of guarding the Talking Cross, the ceremonial
centers, which had led the Mayas into the revolt and also for the purpose of
administration of justice in the region. According to Buenrostro (2006) the hierarchy is
as follows.


Generals,



Captains



Lieutenants,



Sergeants,



Corporals,



Soldiers,



Priests,



Prayers,



Writers



Gentleman,



Cowgirls,26

In the area of Quintana Roo there are traditional centers. In these centers the Maya
people exercise their cult, pray or celebrate traditional marriages and baptisms. Also
they keep several images of their "saints", their holy cross. These religious images were
acquired as gifts, bequests or as trophies of war.
These primary traditional centers in Quintana Roo are named:


Tixcacal Guardia



Chancá Veracruz,



Chumpón

26

Buenrostro (2006) mentions a person named the “chíik” (who brings joy in the festivities) and the
“pagan priest”. However I couldn’t find them in my fieldwork.
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Tulúm,



Cruz Parlante,



And those recognized by the High Maya Council.27



Table 1. Maya General of Chancá Veracruz with his wife.

Also, there are other secondary centers named:


San Antonio Muyil, (Mentioned by Vazquez: 2001),



Chan Santa Cruz or Felipe Carrillo Puerto,



And according to my research and observations in fieldwork the community of
Xyatil.. This one is not yet recognized as there have not been modifications to
the law and there is a lack of actual research to demonstrate the use of the
place as a ceremonial center so as to be able update the number of places in
the law.

27

This according to the article 45 of the Law of Rights, Culture and Organization of the state of Quintana
Roo.
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Table 2. Interior of the Church of Xyatil with the Mayan prayers celebrating a
Mayan Mass in Mayan language. August 2008.

The actual structures are built over a system of guards in each of the communities
called “companies” formed by married men, who maintained a military structure, from
corporals to commanders. “This form of ethnic organization is centered on the worship
of the cross. Each family maintains a cross of the family and each community also has
its own community cross.” (Ruz 2006: 57)
These centers are protected by civilian guards from a military company which is
standing a few meters from each other. These guards are volunteers that protect the
place from one to two weeks or until replacement arrives.

These guards are armed and are responsible for the custody, opening and closing of
the ceremonial centers. They also carry out the orders of their superiors and are
responsible for maintaining order in the centers. In providing security to the
ceremonial center they control with respect, decorum and solemnity so, for example,
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they do not allow people with shoes to enter or to take photographs. Maya Generals
are responsible for maintaining this system of security.

Table 3. Local people from Xyatil outside the church standing guard.28 August
2008.

2.6. The Indigenous Judicial Council in Quintana Roo
The traditional indigenous justice system established in 1996 is integrated by the
Indigenous Judicial Council (CJI), a Magistrate of Indigenous Affairs (JIA) and the
Mayan Generals.
The Indigenous Judicial Council is an institution composed of five Maya generals. The
roles the generals have are to advise the judges and to be a bridge and a link between
the traditional structure and the state. This hierarchical structure is as follows.

28

From left to right: first person Captain; second person Sergeant; Third person no - rank; fourth person
sitting in a chair Coronel; Fifth and Sixth persons Corporals.
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Table 4. Organization of Indigenous Justice in Quintana Roo combining
tr
traditional and official elements.

This council is an institution that works more as an advisor than a decision maker. This
Indigenous Judicial Council29 has three basic functions that involve the supervision,
training and orientation of traditional judges. The Maya generals maintain contact and
periodic deliberations with the judges and the magistrate to act as a channel of
communication between the tradi
traditional and the new institution

29

Article 8.- For the supervision, training and orientation of the traditional judges, an Indigenous Judicial
Council in Quintana Roo will be presided by a Magistrate of Indigenous Affairs appointed by the
Superior Court of Justice of Quintana Roo. The council will further consist of five representatives
designed by each of the Mayan ceremonial centers. The council of indigenous justice will monitor the
performance of the traditional judges and of the Magistrate of Indigenous Affairs; it will validate their
appointments and will see to it that the indigenous justice agenci
agencies
es have the necessary means to
function properly.
Article 9.- The Superior Court of the State, by proposal of the Judicial Council of Indigenous Justice, will
appoint the traditional judges. The appointment of judges and magistrates of traditional indigenous
indigeno
affairs should fall on outstanding members of the community, who speak the language and know the
uses, customs and traditions of their community, without having to qualify or have the constraints set in
Organic Law of the Judiciary of the State of Quint
Quintana Roo. (Indigenous
Indigenous Justice Law of Quintana Roo.
1996.)
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The Superior Court of the state of Quintana Roo has certified these generals as part of
the state judicial system. In its capacity, it incorporates the Mayan general counsel to
the state judicial system. The state recognizes and accepts the dual character of the
indigenous council and the state indigenous system.

Table 5. Designation to General Peraza Santiago Cruz Maya as a board member of
the Judicial Council in Quintana Roo
Roo.
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The Indigenous Justice Law (Quintana Roo) legitimizes some of the traditional
activities of administration of justice the Generals have been executing. Contrary to
what might be expected, in an interview in 2008 the Generals mentioned they do not
consider their actions as limited, but extended. They sense that they are now in charge
of more people due to their belonging to the Indigenous Judicial Council in Quintana
Roo, which moreover allows them to participate in an institution that gives them
visibility. In this new position they suffer less internal troubles and debates than was
typical in the past.
Their traditional activities have been extended into official state justice and indigenous
laws have been accepted by the state. This allows the Generals to access another level
of justice which gives them political influence to dialogue with the authorities in the
region and the state. They consider this to be an alternative way to stand for their
traditions and preserve their customs.

2.7. Magistrate of Indigenous Affairs
This magistrate has a dual role in the scheme of the Indigenous Justice Law Quintana
Roo. On the one hand, he is responsible for hearing appeals from those judgments
handed down by the indigenous judges, while on the other hand he has to organize
the indigenous justice system through the organization of the courts. The MAI
organizes, manage and coordinate the annual budget, policies to be followed, and
election of judges, among other functions.
The current magistrate, Francisco Javier Reyes Hernández, is the first and only
magistrate who has been chosen. He was born in the town of Tixmehuac, Yucatan, is
forty years old, is married with three daughters and is Catholic. He moved to the state
of Quintana Roo when he was a child because his father was hired to work in Quintana
Roo, and he considers his ethnic background as Maya despite his very Spanish names.
According to my personal opinion, he is the central authority and the axis around
which revolves the administration of indigenous justice. Having to deal both with the
traditional system and the judicial officer of the state of Quintana Roo, he becomes the
interpreter between both systems making him the key figure of traditional indigenous
justice.
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For example the MAI has the right to delete, change or confirm the decision of the
judges.30 Designated in 1997 the Magistrate has, up until now, received only one case
of an appeal from a person unconvinced with the decision of an indigenous judge. This
case was not pursued, however, as the file was incomplete and the appellant did not
persist.

Table 6. Current Magistrate of Indigenous Affairs of Quintana Roo.

The MAI also submits to the Superior Court of Quintana Roo the petitions to install new
traditional judges in the communities. When the Superior Court of Quintana Roo
approves the budget and authorizes this new judge, then the MAI will consult the
community to select a traditional judge who meets the requirements stipulated in the
LJI.
The MAI tries to meet with all members once a month. He sends a van to transport
them to the place where they will be bringing together and to return them to their
places after the meeting.
30

"Article 30.- "The disagreements that may arise against the traditional judges in the exercise of their
function will be dealt by the Magistrate of Indigenous affairs. The corresponding document will be
submitted to the judge concerned within three days of the decision."
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At meetings they talk about current problems in the communities, try to resolve
problems of the prior month, and plan or set an agenda for the next one. The
magistrate leads the meeting and drives the schedule. He listens, gives an opinion and
advises the judges about the problems that have to be solved immediately and their
immediate tasks. He asks for the consensus among all the generals and the Magistrate
decides the measures to be deployed. He also keeps an eye on personal activities of
judges, their interests and needs, for example, different materials or resources needed
for the exercise of their activities. He also deals with the annual compilation of the
activities and report to the Superior Court of Justice.

Table 7. Monthly meeting of traditional judges in Quintana Roo.

2.8. Material and personal jurisdiction of traditional courts of Quintana Roo
Judges have jurisdiction in the following areas: civil, family, criminal. In civil matters,
the judges may hear conflicts about all types of contracts that will generate rights and
obligations, whose benefits do not exceed approximately $ 350 US. Within this
category are included all credits or debts up to $350 US. They can also address
commercial contracts related to, livestock, poultry, beekeeping, hunting, fishing or
forestry. In criminal cases, the traditional courts have jurisdiction over the following
crimes: Damage, thievery, fraud in an amount that cannot exceed approximately $ 330
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US. It also includes minor incidents with purchases, trading and cattle rustling and its
derivatives.31
The Indigenous Justice Law of the State of Quintana Roo has ruled that judges have
attributions and jurisdiction in three subjects, civil, family and criminal law. Articles 14,
15 and 19 of the Indigenous Justice Law of Quintana Roo of 1997 mention judges’
have jurisdiction in three matters: civil, family and criminal.
“Article 14.- The traditional courts have jurisdiction to hear and settle disputes in Civil,
Family and Criminal matters.
Article 15.- In civil matters traditional judges have jurisdiction in the following matters,
I. - contracts generating all kinds of rights and obligations, the monetary value of
which does not exceed one hundred minimum wages. Included are also the
obligations out of debts, up to the amount indicated and II.- The contracts stipulating
obligations related to farming, livestock, poultry, beekeeping, hunting, fishing or
forestry.
Article 16.- In family matters, traditional judges have jurisdiction in the following
matters: I. - Maya marriages and its dissolution, when the marriages would be officially
recognized by this law and the Maya authorities and dignitaries of the place where the
marriage was celebrated as valid, II.- Custody, education and care of children, III.Maintenance and IV.- Family disputes that affect the dignity, customs or traditions of
the family.
Article 17.- In criminal matters, traditional judges have jurisdiction in the following
offenses: I.- Stealing an amount not exceeding one hundred minimum wages; II.- cattle
rustling of minor species (such as sheep, pigs and goats), as well as the cases referred
to in fractions I through IV of Article 148 of the Penal Code for the State of Quintana
Roo; III.- Fraud in an amount not exceeding one hundred minimum wages; IV.- Breach
of trust in an amount not exceeding one hundred minimum wages; V.- Abandonment
of people; VI.- Damage to the amount of one hundred minimum wages; VII.- All other
crimes that are being prosecuted on the basis of a previous complaint under the Penal
Code for the State of Quintana Roo." (Articles 14, 15 and 19 of the Indigenous Justice
Law of Quintana Roo. 1996)
The judges have also the power to attend faults like verbal aggressions, bad behavior
in public, disrespect to an authority, or to a saint or an image, such as failure to show
the respect a person must have in the ceremonial centers. (LJI Articles 15, 16, 17)
As for family matters, judges have jurisdiction to rule on custody, education, childcare,
Maya divorce and alimony disputes. Also, they may deal with behavior that affects the

31

Articles 17 and 18 of the Indigenous Justice Law of Quintana Roo. 1997.
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character, dignity and customs of family life. This is the first legislation in the country
that recognizes traditional jurisdiction in this area. (LJI Articles 16)
Divorce is a particularly sensitive area. Among the traditional judges, only three
divorces have been dealt with (all in the same community of Chan Chen I). A case of
divorces constitutes a paradoxical category because divorce runs counter to local
values as in Maya communities marriages are perceived as being made for life. A
traditional judge who is also a priest talked about this position in an article:
"This month I had a lot of work. Many people came to me for separations. But all
of them were well attended, I conciliated all of them and they are already
calmed down" (Reyes and Ek 2001: 94)
The quote above shows that the judge of this court prefers people not to insist on
divorce; however, if parties push a little more, the judge will accept their wish to be
divorced. Should the judge still not accept what the parties want, they may report him
to the MAI to have him sanctioned and/or or allow them to go on with the divorce. If
necessary, if they do not wish to continue under the indigenous jurisdiction, then they
can choose to bring their case to the Mexican state tribunals. (LJI Article 11)
Let me stress again that the official competencies of the indigenous judges are not the
same in the three states of the Yucatan Peninsula. For example, the Organic Law of
Judicial Power of the State of Campeche, in Article 75-5 states that "under no
circumstances the conciliator’s judges have jurisdiction over matters of trade or
business, divorce, dissolution of marriage, paternity, adoption, guardianship, disputes
over land tenure, temporary child custody, physical separation of spouses and
determination and payment of alimony.” Here, family matters are excluded, while in
the law of Quintana Roo, family cases do fall under the competence of the indigenous
judges.
To enforce their decisions, judges may choose and impose some of the following
coercive and punitive punishments:
I.

Verbal warning;

II.

Fines up to thirty minimum wages, (currently $4 US dollars per day)

III.

Jail up to thirty-six hours. (LJI Article 20)

In criminal cases, judges may impose penalties and security measures like the
following:
I.

Monitoring of the authority;

II.

Fines up to thirty minimum salaries;
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III.

Repair of damages;

IV.

Working for the community;

V.

Prohibition of going to a particular territorial area or live in it;

VI.

Seizures of tools and objects related to the crime. (LJI Article 21)

The judges can pick up one, two, or more different sanctions to be imposed at the
same time. They can order people to do some work for the community, also to pay
damages and a fine. It is up to the judge and the situation.
To impose sanctions, judges take into account the circumstances of the person,
especially the economic one. Usually communities’ economies are depressed; thus,
monetary sanctions are not imposed frequently. In the majority of cases, people are
ordered to do community work. This work is done in public places in order to show the
person as an offender who just has been punished and this public humiliation is a
punishment that hurts most. Another important aspect of the sanctions of the
Indigenous Justice Law is the requirement that the judicial decisions do not violate
human rights. To stress the importance of this requirement, the judges get
recommendations and training courses run by the MAI, the CJI, or the Superior Court
of Quintana Roo.

2.9. Traditional Judges
The region's indigenous judges are elected in community meetings convened by the
Superior Court of Quintana Roo, the Magistrate of Indigenous Affairs and the
Indigenous Judicial Council in Quintana Roo.
“Article 9.- The Superior Court of the State, by proposal of the Judicial Council of
Indigenous Justice, will appoint the traditional judges. The appointment of judges and
magistrates of traditional indigenous affairs should fall on outstanding members of the
community, who speak the language and know the uses, customs and traditions of
their community, without having to qualify or have the constraints set in Organic Law
of the Judiciary of the State of Quintana Roo.” (Article 9. Indigenous Justice Law of
Quintana Roo. 1996.)
So far, there are 17 who have been chosen in this way. All of the elected are men,
although the invitation is issued for either gender. Until today, there are 17 Traditional
Judges, five Mayan Generals and a Magistrate. The ages of the judges range from the
youngest of 34 years old to over 90. All traditional judges appointed for the area are
married except for one and have a monthly compensation for their activities of a little
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less than 3000 pesos ($ 240 US). These judges are selected for life, and since I have
been studying these communities, no one has resigned. The only changes occurred
because of death.32 In addition to their traditional activities as judges, they can engage
in other jobs and activities, among which are blacksmith, mechanic, baker, Mayan
priest, and peasants; being a farmer is the most frequent job the judges hold.
The list of judges is as follows
MUNICIPALITY

TULUM

SOLIDARIDAD

JOSÉ MARÍA MORELOS

LÁZARO CÁRDENAS

FELIPE CARRILLO PUERTO

CITY

JUDGE NAME

TULUM

VÍCTOR BALAM CATZIN

CHAN CHEN I

LUIS DZIB CANUL

SAN JUAN

GONZALO CANUL MAY

SAHCAB-MUCUY

ANTONIO TUZ KUMUL

HONDZONOT

LAURO MAY MAY

SAN SILVERIO

ANTONIO TUN MAY

YAXCHE

PASCUAL CANUL MAY

YALCHEN

DARIO CHE MAY

POZO PIRATA

TITO RACIEL MARÍN CHAN

SAN MARTINIANO

ROSENDO MAY DZIB

AGUA AZUL

JACINTO UC UCH

SAN FRANCISCO

MARCELO CAUICH MAY

TIXCACAL-GUARDIA

PEDRO EK CITUK

YAXLEY

EULALIO TUN CAN

CHUMPÓN

FIDENCIO CAAMAL CANUL

XYATIL

JUAN WITZIL CIMA

SEÑOR

ABUNDIO YAMA CHIQUIL

32

As I write these lines, a judge died and a new assembly convened for the appointment of his successor
in the course of 2010.
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The judges serve in local traditional buildings subsidized by the Superior Court of the
State of Quintana Roo. All these places (except two) have the same characteristics.
Constructions are built semi-oval with 5 meters long by 4 wide, approximately with a
height of 2.5 meters. The premises have a ceiling of guano (a palm tree), two doors
(one in front and one at the rear) and have two wooden windows in the front. In the
front of the house there is a sign that says "Judiciary of the State of Quintana Roo,
Indigenous Judicial Council in Quintana Roo, Traditional Court (and the name of the
village or center)."

Table 8. Example of a sign placed outside of traditional courts.
The houses have been built following a pattern similar to that of traditional houses in
the area. Local materials such as guano (a palm tree), stones and wood are used in an
attempt to respect the aesthetics of the village architecture.
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Table 9. Photograph of a Judge and a traditional court in Yalchen, Quintana Roo.

The furniture in the court is austere. Usually they have a table and two wooden chairs,
a small file cabinet to store documents of the proceedings and a manual typewriter.
The locations of the courts do vary. In Xyatil for example, the court is located next to
the community church. In the village of Chan Chen I, the court it is located 3 blocks
away from the main plaza. In San Juan de Dios the court is located next to the
Municipal Delegation33. However, most often courts are located next to delegation
offices in the center of the villages.

33

The Mexican State of Quintana Roo is made up of 10 municipalities (or municipios): Cozumel,
Felipe Carrillo Puerto, Isla Mujeres, Othón P. Blanco, Benito Juárez, José María Morelos, Lázaro
Cárdenas, Solidaridad, Tulum and Bacalar. In each town of the municipalities there is an office
named “Municipal Delegation” which represents the municipality. The person in charge of this
office is named Delegado (in Spanish) who is accompanied by a policeman. Its main functions
are: to help in the census, education and health campaigns, to watch over public order among
others. These delegations are the first instance a person from a community attends when
having a trouble. This instance only has attributions for conciliations, and this are done usually
by arguing to send the case to higher authorities or to use the police force.
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Table 10. Interior of a traditional court.

The indigenous judges have their credentials, to accredit them as members of the
Judiciary of the State of Quintana Roo.
"The judges use a variety of traditional materials, such as: official papers, legal
documents and stamps." (Buenrostro 2006: 26)
Though these judges appear to belong to the system, at the same time they are
outsiders. They do not have an official remuneration or allowances as an official state
judge would. They don’t receive social services for themselves or their family. They
have no retirement program and if someone gets an accident, they are not taken care
of by the state. The state pays them only monthly “bonuses” and accepts no further
responsibility.
When the indigenous judges travel to other state offices or outside of their town, they
are not always welcomed or respected by the formal authorities. The Magistrate of
Indigenous Affairs prefers to accompany the indigenous judges to avoid potential
disrespect from the local authorities. The Magistrate of Indigenous Affairs says that
little by little the work of the indigenous judges has been reaching the municipalities
of the region, but still they are relatively unknown to other higher levels of the state
government administration.
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Table 11. Authorities providing training for Traditional Judges, Peace Judges and
Conciliatory Judges of Quintana Roo, Yucatan and Campeche, held in Campeche,
27 and 28 of August, 2008.

The judges of the state of Quintana Roo have no set working hours; working hours are
left up to each one of them, but usually office hours are between 9 am and 5pm from
Monday to Friday. However, judges who have to work in the fields, or engage in other
professions, may choose to conduct business in the afternoons or weekends. Usually,
they wait for the people to come back from the fields, crops or their farms, or from
their works in hotels in the main villages such as Cancun, Playa del Carmen, and Tulúm,
where they are employed all the week.34
When a complaint is set up, the judge then issues a time and date for the parties
involved in the dispute to appear in court. If the first summon is missed, the judge
provides two more opportunities to have their case heard. If all three appearance dates
are missed, the judge may send the case to an ordinary state court, and this generally
means that it will take longer to resolve the dispute.

34

Usually young people work in the hotels as cooks, waitresses, drivers etc. One bus picks them up from
their towns early on Monday and returns them on Friday night. They live at the hotel but return to the
villages on weekends.
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Table 12. Photography of the Traditional Judge and the traditional office of Chan
Chen I, Quintana Roo.

2.10. Procedural rules
During the mediation both parties explain the case and their positions. Judges are
limited at this point to be mediators. The mediation can take place in Mayan or
Spanish or in both languages. If a party speaks only in Mayan or Spanish the judge will
be the interpreter.
The Indigenous Justice Law of the state of Quintana Roo points out a series of
requirements that judges have to follow lest their decisions lack legal validity. One of
these requirements relates to the starting of conciliations with a dialogue, to give a
voice to all the stakeholders. An important element of conciliation is the fact that
people are accompanied by members of their family. The judges are aware that usually
a predicament, a felony, a transgression or an offense involves the whole family. The
role of these family members is an important element in their way of trying to find a
settlement. The judges take great care when family members are present at the
mediation because people tend to favor and protect their relatives. Also, people may
be influenced by the pressure coming from the family to act in one way or another.
This same family pressure however, sometimes inhibits parties to talk freely. In that
case, the judge orders people to withdraw, or even closes the doors to talk in private
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with the person in order to encourage him/her to give his/her version. This allows
children, teenagers or women to speak freely and openly of their situations. The judges
take into consideration gender, age and condition of the person in their efforts to seek
a fair decision.
Conciliations are based on consensus among the parties. The solution emerges from
the parties involved and the judge. Legally, it depends on the parties whether they will
submit their case to the indigenous judges and/or whether they want to continue their
case there. The judges only deal with cases where people have chosen to submit their
problem voluntarily. Parties can withdraw their case at any time. However, after the
decision is settled it becomes a legally valid and binding decision.
"The word for the Indigenous people, in the communities of Quintana Roo, is
worth a lot. If you say “yes”, yes it is, and when you say “no”, it is no. The word is
the truth. "(Reyes and Ek 2001: 93-94)
The Indigenous Justice Law LJI has declared this kind of justice as “alternative and
volunteer”. This law states in its articles six and twelve that the person has the choice
to whether submit his case or not to the legal indigenous process. The LJI points:
Article 6.- The indigenous justice is an alternative to the ordinary judicial courts
and judges of the common order, this jurisdiction will always be expedited
under the terms and conditions agreed in the Political Constitution of the
Mexican States, the States Constitution and ordinary laws.
Article 12.- If the parties, decide the mediation by the traditional judge to settle
their differences by agreement, it shall be approved at a properly and execute a
mandate of this decision.

The traditional judge has an office into a community; however, if a person wants he
can go to the state authorities to deal with his case. For example in a case of theft, the
offended can go to the state municipal office of the town or to the federal or state
prosecutor to start a complaint. Also he can go to the traditional judge of his
community (if there is one there). This choice will be up to him.
When this person decides to attend with the traditional judge, the mediation process
or investigation of the criminal behavior will be started. However, if mediation is not
set or if the person does not feel well with the traditional justice, he still has the right to
stop the process and continue with the state or federal justice.
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However, once the parties get an agreement under the traditional justice, this decision
will be considered to be final. However like in any state criminal system they may
appeal the decision to the MAI. (LJI Article 30)
The MAI has tried to standardize the agreements by issuing all of them with a “master
model” with blank spaces to be filled with the data of individuals and the decision
taken. This is also to help judges who have problems in reading and writing to
document their activities, in which case, the judges ask an assistant to fill the record
and read it in front of him.
The Magistrate of Indigenous Affairs of Quintana Roo said: "We have tried to document
all actions of the judges. Many times they do not make records in cases such as
gossips, rumors or tittle-tattle. Sometimes they hide the file or the case is settled in
secrecy. I have tried to generate information to make comparisons, but it is a bit
difficult, because they are very jealous of their private life. However, we have tried to
support them by providing them with a master model facilitating their work. (Reyes
and Ek 2001: 94)
The judges have been instructed to make the largest possible number of records.
However, because the final resolution depends on each case and each judge, some
conciliations are done in the form of an advice given by the judges and are not
completely written. As a result, the number of cases reported by judges is less than the
number of actual cases. The MAI said:
“The judge from Yaxley came and told me: ‘I don’t like the master model, and
I'm not going to use it anymore.’
Why? The MAI asked, "Is it wrong or what?"
"No, because I... I do not like it; I feel I can do it better on my own and redact my
own one...”
And the MAI answered “And what I can say? He is free to make his own verdict.”
(Reyes and Ek 2001: 94)
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Table 13. Example of a marriage certificate.

All the ceremonial centers, except Xyatil,35 have Mayan priests who can marry people
under a Mayan ceremony. They identify their church, masses, sacraments and rituals as
belonging to the Mayan Catholic Church. This form of marriage is widespread among
the population of the region. However, this has created problems in the relation
35

I mentioned before this is considered a ceremonial center for its inhabitants, but not for the law.
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between the state and the Mayan people because before 1996 the traditional
marriages were not recognized as valid.
A Mayan person said:
id:
“II got married in Tixcacal and one day I had to do some paperwork in Carrillo
Puerto and a bureaucrat told me:
Where did you get married? In the Ceremonial Center of Tixcacal? Sorry, but
that marriage is not valid. You have to go to the civil registr
registryy office in order to
marriage yourselves again.’
again.’" (Reyes and Ek 2001: 91-92)
However, The Indigenous Justice Law of Quintana Roo recognizes the Mayan marriage
ceremony conducted in the ceremonial centers, as an official valid marriage in all the
state and therefore all the country
country.

Table 14. Mr. Juan Witzil, Mayan Judge and Mayan Priest of Xyatil posing in front
of his Traditional Court.

Marriages have been made since ancient Maya times in the ceremonial centers by the
Mayan priest in the presence of godparents, witnesses, and the spouses. The couple
remains kneeling at least one hour. The groom dresses in various ways, such as tie,
jacket,, pants and dress shoes. Sometimes a Guayabera, the traditional male outfit of
the area is used. The bride wears long white and heavy dresses.
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"The priest makes recommendations to the couple and both sets of parents and
the godparents, while performing prayers in Mayan language to ask for
blessings for them to do well, and not only those involved in the ceremony, but
also for members of the community, for all the Maya and all human beings. The
ceremony lasts about an hour and the couple must remain kneeling all the time
holding a candle. During this time, godparents will provide them
water."(Buenrostro 2006: 12).
The services of the judges are free and only for weddings and baptisms they charge 50
pesos ($4 US) for issuing the certificates. If the couples do not have the money, it will
be provided for free. The certificates begin with the words "Ceremonial Center of
(location)" Act of Marriage. They have also added stamps of the Mayan Catholic
Church. This is a name that is used in the region to stress that the Mayans have their
own religion, which they themselves identify as Catholic, but which in fact is typical
Maya, a product of a long process of syncretism.
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Table 15. Examples of the stamps used by traditional the judges in the acts.
The priest and prayers are not mentioned in the Indigenous Justice Law. However, I
have included them in my sketch of the official organization of indigenous justice in
Quintana Roo (table 4) because people only get married by this specific ceremony.
Therefore I incorporated the priest in the table 4.
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Chapter 3
The way cultural difference is handled in federal courts

In this third chapter the way cultural difference is handled in federal
Mexican courts is described by examining extensively four different
cases where Maya indigenous people are being judged for criminal
offensives but set free because of “cultural difference”. This chapter is
used to explain how the Federal Courts of the states of Yucatan and
Campeche in the Yucatan Peninsula are dealing with the admission and
recognition of this cultural difference in Mexico.

3.1 The methods for the admission of the cultural difference in judicial systems
As I mentioned before, Mexico has carried out judicial reforms for the acceptance of
cultural diversity. These reforms are mandatory for all federal institutions, authorities
and rulers36. However, judges and magistrates are independent and they have a
personal idea of what an indigenous person is, or they have their own criteria of how
this difference should be understood. Let’s analyze the way this difference is handled
in federal courts.

3.2 Criteria to select the cases analyzed
When I was granted access to the Federal Courts37 in the state of Yucatan and the CDI38
records, I looked for cases with at least one of the following criteria:

36

One of the mains changes is related with the way cultural difference has to be determined in the
federal criminal processes. This is established in Article 220bis of the Federal Criminal Procedure Code,
which states: “When the accused belongs to an indigenous ethnic group, (the judge) will procure to use
expert studies so as to gain a deeper understanding of the personality of the accused and to establish
his cultural difference compared to the national average culture. In proceedings involving individuals
who claim to be indigenous, the judge shall consider him as indigenous. In case the judge has doubts
about it or questions are raised in court he shall request the community authority for any record that
certifies that the accused belongs to a particular people or community.”
37

At the federal level, there are three types of courts: District Judges or Court, the Unitary Court and the
Collegiate Tribunal. The District Court attends criminal, civil, commercial, constitutional rights (or habeas
corpus) and labor issues at a federal level. These tribunals are located in the same building in Merida City
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1. Cases where the cultural factor is mentioned,
2. Cases where the person has identified himself as indigenous,
3. Cases that have been asked for anthropological expertise or advice.
I got eight different cases with these requirements; however from these eight cases,
only four of them had their records complete. Once I got the file of the case, I tried to
find and interview the people who were involved in the trials and learn from them
about their case and with enough information to develop research on it.39
These eight cases have been developed in the Yucatan Peninsula since 1999 until 2008
at a federal level.40 Since 2005 an institute of the state of Yucatan named Institute for
the Development of the Mayan People (INDEMAYA) started to applied experts opinion
but only at a state level and collaborating with the CDI. Also, I decided not to make a
review of these cases in Yucatan, because the procedural criminal code of Yucatan
copied41 the article 220bis of the CFPP literally. This is explained and analyzed in 6.7.

at 45th Street No. 575 - H between 84 and 84 - A, Santa Petronila neighborhood in Merida, Yucatan. This
Unitary Court is the place in which appeals against resolutions of a District Judge take place. The third
tribunal, the Collegiate only attends the appellations against procedures of constitutional rights (or
habeas corpus) made by a District Judge.
38

I choose the National Commission for the Development of Indigenous Peoples (CDI) because they
have been considered by the judges as the main institution to attend indigenous affairs in the country,
especially the anthropological expert studies. Formerly this institute was named INI National Indigenous
Institute.
39

I explained this in the methodology section of this thesis.

40

1999 is the year in when the first case was found and 2008 the last year where I could check for files.

41

The procedural criminal codes of Yucatan: Article 154.- "When the accused belongs to an indigenous
ethnic group, (the judge) will procure to use expert studies so as to gain a deeper understanding of the
personality of the accused and to establish his cultural difference compared to the national average
culture. In proceedings involving individuals who claim to be indigenous, the judge shall consider him
as indigenous. In case the judge has doubts about it or questions are raised in court he shall request the
community authority for any record that certifies that the accused belongs to a particular people or
community."
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The cases listed below deal with cultural difference in various ways. However, all of
them use the argument of cultural difference42 as the main element to determine if the
person is guilty or not by the court and to determine the punishment.

3.3. Case number one: Mr. Gómez
The first case is the number 481/2002-A where a person named Mr. Gómez43, was
charged for the crime of carrying a firearm.
Mr. Gómez lives in the town of Dzonot Carretero of the municipality of Tizimín,
Yucatan. The town is located 180 km from the capital of the state, Merida. It has a
population of 1,500 inhabitants. The educational service offered is kindergarten,
elementary, and secondary schools. The town has access to electricity services, water,
and telephone.
Mr. Gómez speaks the Mayan language for his mother tongue. When he grew up he
learned “some Spanish.”44 He wears traditional sandals or plastic work boots, hat, jeans
and white shirts. His daily diet is based on the traditional Yucatecan food of tomatoes,
beans, squash, corn, chili, etc. He professes the Catholic faith, is baptized, confirmed,
and married in the Catholic Church. Mr. Gómez is thirty years old; he studied up to the
sixth grade and has as monthly gross income of three hundred dollars. Most of that
money comes from a government subsidy to help people to work a field for a period of
cultivation. He also states that he has worked as a mason worker and has moved
seasonally to Cancun, Quintana Roo for work.
His house is a two-room structure about four meters long and three meters wide. The
first quarter is in brick with a fragile roof of guano (palm tree branches) and serves as a
storage room - storage room for animal’s food and a room. The second room is made
of wooden stakes walls and same type of roof and serves as the kitchen. This house is
built on the land of his father, who gave him space to inhabit there with his wife and
son. His property is located on the outer edge of Dzonot Carretero, where he plants a
variety of products such as corn, peppers, radishes, squash and cucumber.

42

The fact of a cultural difference in these cases has been proved through a comparison with the
“national average culture (NAC) to be conducted by an anthropological expert. This procedure will be
analyzed in chapter 6.
43

I changed their names in order to respect their identity and private life.

44

Interview with Mr. Gómez.
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3.3.1 Crime for which Mr. Gómez was accused: carrying and transporting
weapons and explosives
Mr. Gómez was charged with the crime of carrying and transporting weapons and
explosives. This offense is established at the Federal Criminal Code (CPF). This
regulates when the use of weapons and guns are considered prohibited by the
Mexican state.
According to these articles any person who manufactures collects or carries any kind of
weapon prohibited by Article 160 of the CPF45 without permission shall be punished.

3.3.2 The process
On March 15, 2001, Mr. Gómez was arrested by members of the Mexican army in the
garden of his home in Dzonot Carretero, after returning from his land.46 The soldiers
questioned him about the possession of the shotgun he was carrying on his back and
he responded it was his property.
The soldiers told Mr. Gómez that carrying a firearm was forbidden (they never asked
for a permit) and that he had to accompany them to the nearest military base. With
good faith, he decided to go when he received the assurance to be quickly released
with just a fine. In addition, he was promised assistance in returning to his home town.
Mr. Gómez also mentioned he was afraid they were going kidnap him in order to
remove his entrails. 47
Mr. Gómez was taken to the city of Merida that day and delivered to Federal
Prosecutors (MPF)48 who charged him for the crime of “Carrying a firearm without a
45

The Federal Penal Code Article 160 states: “To all who manufactures, imports or collects without a
permit, instruments that can only be used to attack, they shall receive imprisonment from three months
to three years or a fine of 180 to 360 minimum daily wages plus the confiscation of the weapons. State
public workers may carry weapons necessary for the exercise of their duty, subject to the regulation of
the respective laws.” Article 161 states “a special license is required to carry or sell guns”. (Federal
Criminal Code 2004)
46

On the contrary, the military report states that Mr. Gómez was grabbed when he was walking on the
main street of the town of Dzonot Carretero.
47

"At the time of his arrest he thought they were going to kidnap him to sell his organs when he was
arrested. At the beginning he did not realize he was stopped because of the shotgun he had, to scare
gophers and rabbits from the corn crop of his grandfather." 481/2002-A. p. 25
48

Federal prosecutors in Mexico or MP have a dual role: investigate and prosecute. If they suspect a
crime occurred, the prosecutor, makes an investigation which may derive in the following results: to
decide not to pursue the conduct; to decide there are not proofs or enough proofs at this time to
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license.” (481/2002-A p. 1) He was immediately sent to the Social Rehabilitation Centre
(CERESO) in Merida where the authorities took photographs and fingerprints to be
identified by the Office of the Government of Yucatan for the Social Rehabilitation of
Convicts or (DGPRS).49
At the same time, he got appointed a defense lawyer of the Federal Institute of the
Public Defendants. The next day, that lawyer, asked for the benefit of bail in order for
Gómez to face the process in liberty. Bail was settled at five hundred pesos or $35US.
His wife was responsible for bringing the money and depositing it in court two days
later. Once released, the shotgun was put in the custody of the 3rd District Court of the
14th Circuit and he was asked to go to court once a week to sign the “book of people
in process”. This is a book people in process sign once a week or once a month, in
order to demonstrate the court the person is still in the location available to face the
trial.
When the defending attorney paid attention to Mr. Gómez for the first time, he
realized Gómez couldn’t speak proper Spanish sufficiently to defend himself and,
especially, that he wasn’t unable to understand his behavior was wrong. As a result,
the lawyer requested CDI to start an Anthropological Expert Study (AES).
The anthropological examination delivered to the court by the CDI, stated that Mr.
Gómez considered the weapon a part of this traditional outfit and it was used to scare
animals or for occasionally hunting on his land. Mr. Gómez said in an interview, that
gophers were eating the plants in his plot, so he thought about shooting to scare them
away. He considers carrying a firearm normal, as he crosses in front of the municipal
police station every day where he has never been told anything about carrying a gun.
Also, this study indicates that for locals it is common and normal to carry, buy, sell and
hunt with shotguns because they use to shot to scare away animals or trespassers.
These shotguns are transported on the shoulder, or on their bicycles50, along with
other tools for farm work.
According to the anthropological studies, Mr. Gómez showed cultural difference when
he was compared to the national average culture (NAC), and this is why he cannot be

prosecute a crime, but leaving the case open in case some new elements arise, or to prosecute and
accuse a person in court if enough proofs has been collected. When this last action happens, the MP
becomes the accuser.
49

They took photographs and fingerprints to be identified by the DGPRS.

50

While I was at the community doing my research, I saw people coming and going all the time with a
firearm riding their bikes along roads, carrying guns over their shoulder, or attached to the back of their
bike. Sometimes few of them were carrying a hunted prey.
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considered socially responsible for carry a firearm. This difference and his indigenous
background prevented him from understanding that using a firearm is a crime.51
The expertise and the allegations offered by the defender stated that customs of the
locals were not taken into consideration by the district judge of the case, which found
him guilty. The defendant appealed this sentence and the case was sent to the Court
Unit of the 14th district.
When reviewing the anthropological survey presented in the process, the Unitary
Court Judge, in appellation, felt that this expertise study was not valued properly by
the judge who handled the case previously. Therefore, the arguments presented were
revaluated and, especially, the anthropological expert studies. This magistrate
considered that Mr. Gómez was carrying the weapon as an instrument to which he was
accustomed by tradition, as part of their traditional clothes and it was used to scare
animals in his parcel. All these elements put Mr. Gómez into a situation of cultural
difference that hindered him from recognizing if his act was considered a crime by the
Federal Penal Code or not. Also this magistrate mentioned in the sentence that this
cultural difference was related to a mental situation named “psychological vice”52
which stopped him from identifying the indigenous cultural difference as wrong. 53
The Magistrate of the Court of the 14th Circuit ruled according to anthropological
expertise that the person was of Mayan origin and cultural differences were presented
by the circumstances mentioned above. 54 As a result, he annulled the first case on
51

In the file is stated that “ in social anthropology, subscribed by the Experts of the National Institute of
Indigenous that the defendant belongs to the Maya Ethnic and it is conclusive that his traditions
observed are the same as those of the same ethnic group with residence in Dzonot Carretero, Tizimín.
This person shows cultural difference with respect to the average national culture as per it is considered
socially wrong to carry a weapon or firearm for farming. Also by valuing this cultural difference it is
impeded the accused to oversee his behavior as wrong. This means that carrying a weapon without
permits it is part of the Peninsular Maya custom, as it is used to control potential damage to farming and
activities related to.” 481/2002-A. p. 16.
52

I will analyze this topic in Chapter 6.

53

In the case of Mr. Gómez one can read: “I conclude based in the evidence that the author of a typical
behavior was unaware of this unlawful conduct, by the existence of a cultural difference. The Maya
ethnic have the wrong knowledge about carrying a firearm as a commonly acceptable behavior. Such
action is punishable. The evident psychological vice is shown in the social anthropology study. Mr.
Gómez did not think his arrest was because the shotgun cartridge he used to scare gophers and rabbits
from the corn crop at his grandfather land. Using all these arguments was emphasized in concatenation
with other evidence, that it was not recognized the behavior as illegal. "481/2002-A. p. 24-25.
54

The defendant lawyer said: "In the opinion of the social anthropologists and their study, my client is a
Maya person. They concluded that his behavior is the same to the one of the Maya people from Dzonot
Carretero, Tizimín. He shows a cultural difference when compared to the national average culture. This
national culture in average does not consider this behavior as socially reprehensible for the fact of
carrying a firearm at field work. "481/2002-A. p.16.
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March 6, 2002, setting him free of charges. The magistrate also ordered the gun and
the deposited bail money to be returned to Mr. Gómez. Mr. Gómez says that when he
was exonerated he felt good because he felt he was right when taking his gun with
him, as it has been something he has done forever. However, he said he would not be
showing his shotgun in public or to strangers to avoid future problems.

3.4. Case number two: Mr. Hernández
The second case is the number 35/2002-B where a person named Mr. Hernández was
charged for an environmental crime.
According to my fieldwork, I could determine, Mr. Hernández wears plastic or
traditional plastic sandals or work boots, a hat for working in the field, long cotton
pants, and all are white. His food is based on tomato, beans, peppers, squash, and
seafood, as he lives close to a coastal community. He professes the Catholic faith, is
baptized, confirmed, and married in the same religion.
Mr. Hernández lives in the ejido Dzacbó, near El Cuyo, Yucatan. The ejido is located
about 19km from El Cuyo. To get to this ejido there is a deviation from the main road,
four kilometers before reaching the town of El Cuyo. There is a section of a one way
non paved road. Once on this road, it is 10 kilometers to get to the ejido.
The public transport that goes from the community of El Cuyo, to the ejido, drops and
picks ups people from one place to another at the beginning of the rustic road, so
people have to walk 10 kilometers to be picked up. Inhabitants of the ejido walk to
their land, or bicycle from El Cuyo. Approximately five kilometers from the non paved
road, there are entrances to private farms and livestock..
The ejido is composed of only a few houses, and has electricity and a well which they
use to water crops and cattle. In the ejido Dzacbó, people are distributed throughout
all the territory it covers. Each family possesses a parcel. Each parcel is part of a federal
program named Certification of Land Rights (PROCEDE in Spanish), implemented by
the Minister of the Agrarian Reform and the National Agrarian Registry. These entities
promote the division of land which gives each inhabitant of the community a piece of
land. This program was implemented ten years ago.
Mr. Hernández owns two houses, the first in the town of El Cuyo and the other in the
farm land. The house in El Cuyo is located on one of the last streets in the community
with services electricity, drinking water, but not the others such as paving, telephone
and drainage. This dwelling is made with block walls and an aluminum roof for
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housing and another room is made of wooden walls and roofing, for a workshop and a
storage room for grains. On the day of the interview, I observed him accumulating
several Chíit palms.
His house, located on the farm land at ejido Dzacbó, is a three-piece construction built
with palm branches and wood. This place is used as a storage room and workshop. I
also observed there were no close neighbors.

Table 16. View from El Cuyo, Yucatán.

3.4.1 Mr. Hernández´s offense: accused for trading endangered flora without
permission
Mr. Hernández said in an interview in April 2001, that he came to his land in the ejido
Dzacbó in preparation for burning a hectare of his land and in preparation of planting
vegetables. The planting system Mr. Hernández uses is a “cut and burn” process. All the
vegetation over a certain area is burned in order to add nutrients from the ashes.
As soon as he began the work, he realized there were plenty of palm trees known in
Maya as Chíit (Thrinax Radiata). These palms are used for traditional brooms used in
the region. Noticing there was a considerable amount of Chíit and would be a waste to
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burn it, he decided to cut and sell it with a price of eighty dollars for one thousand
branches. According to the visual inspection made by the authorities of the Biosphere
Reserve, Ria Lagartos, the truck of Mr. Hernández contained a total of five thousand
branches. Thrinax Radiata is specie that is nationally protected by the Official Mexican
Norm 55 (NOM-ECOL-059-94) "List of species of plants and mushrooms".

Table 17. Thrinax radiata Palm tree in El Cuyo, Yucatán.
Once he cut the branches that day, Mr. Hernández asked a contact for a van to
transport the palms. They loaded the van and began their journey to the town of
Tizimín, Yucatán, where palm branches and over thirty brooms could be sold well. On
leaving the town of El Cuyo, about five in the afternoon, inspectors from the Biosphere
Reserve Ria Lagartos who were surveying a nearby checkpoint56 asked the driver of the
vehicle to stop, and they were asked for the permit to transport and manufacture the
brooms.

55

This NOM is found in Annex II of the Official Mexican Norm or NOM. It is a rule issued by any Mexican
government institution that complements any law or other regulation. These are usually issued by the
State Ministers.
56

The office of the reserve is located at the junction of roads linking the towns of San Felipe, Rio
Lagartos and Tizimín. Officers monitor traffic of vehicles.
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Table 18. Office of Biosphere Reserve Ria Lagartos in El Cuyo, Yucatán.
The Minister of Environment and Natural Resources (SEMARNAT) established the “Rio
Lagartos Reserve”. Inside this area there are different towns located, such as Rio
Lagartos. This site is considered to be one of the richest in plants and animal species of
the Yucatan Peninsula. The territorial extension of the area covers the villages of
Dzonot Carretero, San Felipe, El Cuyo, Las Coloradas, and Ria Lagartos. Mr. Hernández
and the driver were taken to the Federal prosecutor’s office in Merida.

Table 19. Road where Mr. Hernández was stopped in El Cuyo, Yucatán.
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The same day, Mr. Hernández and the driver were transferred to the CERESO of Merida,
Mr. Hernández was charged with an "environmental crime for illegal commerce of
endangered species”. There, the police opened a file on him. This is a crime established
in article 420 of the Federal Criminal Code57 (CPF). The driver was released once he
proved his business was transportation of goods and he was just providing a
transportation service of palms.

3.4.2 The process
Once Mr. Hernández was sent to the CERESO of Merida, the next day they allowed him
to communicate with his family and pay bail of five thousand Mexican pesos
(approximate $350US). The next day his wife and brother paid the bail; he was set free
immediately with the condition to go once a week to sign the “book of people in
process”.
Throughout the first statement made by Mr. Hernández, the judge realized that he
spoke principally in the Mayan language. As a result, he decided to request INI to
provide a translator into this language. Also, he asked this office for an anthropological
expert to elaborate a study related to the use and exploitation of the Chíit palm for the
manufacture of brooms and compare him with the NAC.
In my field trips to Dzonot Carretero, Tizimín I had the opportunity to see large amount
of guano trees and Chíit palms all over the road and in the plots. Sometimes the
densities of palms were five or more trees in an area of ten square meters.58 This made
a of high density pattern of palms per square, let alone, within a large plot of land. Chíit
palms were cut in the lower part of the tree trunk, while newer leafs were left in the
center uncut. This means that palms were cut or exploited in a rational manner, so the
palms could grow faster newer leaves. Some of the palms observed reached three to
ten meters in height.
In the record, it’s indicated that the two inspectors of this Biosphere checked the truck,
where Mr. Hernández was carrying five thousand branches of Chíit palms and thirty-six
57

Article 420.- A penalty of one to nine years in prison and the equivalent of three thousand three
hundred days of fine will be applied to persons who illegally: IV. Undertake any activity for purposes of
traffic, capture, possession, transport, collection of flora, fauna, endemic, threatened, endangered, or
subject to special protection or regulated by any international treaty to which Mexico is a party. (Federal
Criminal Code 2004)
58

Personal appreciation.
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brooms made from the same tree. Mr. Hernández stated that in the past he had a
permit issued by the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources (SEMARNAT in
Spanish) in 2001 to exploit the Chíit.
The exploitation permit was used as evidence for the defense as it was issued by
SEMARNAT, and authorized the operation of Chíit palm for commercial purposes,
although it had already expired. This same office had previously issued money loans to
Mr. Hernández to acquire machinery to produce brooms as part of their social
programs. Mr. Hernández said in an interview that he received a permit in 2001 and
SEMARNAT handed him the machine to make brooms, nevertheless he never thought
the license had expired. Moreover, he thought the permit was a type of a life
certification that he knew how to make brooms.59
"The government acts one way and then changes its mind; one day they give
you a permit to extract Chíit palm to make brooms and the next day they stop
you and tell you it is forbidden. 60

In February 2004, I went to the offices of the Biosphere Reserve Ria Lagartos in the
town of Rio Lagartos, Tizimín, since they are monitoring the area of El Cuyo, in order to
interview the personnel of this reserve. In this institution, I was told that cutting Chíit
palm is tolerated as long as the request is made in advance and it is intended to build
houses. However if the request does not include cutting palms for selling brooms, then
it is not tolerated because it is an economic activity of endangered species.
Consequently, palm branches can be used to build the roofs of houses, but not to
make brooms. However, these functionaries projected that to construct a traditional

59

In the year 2010 this permit had a cost of 9,579 Mexican pesos (around 710USD$). The name of the
procedure is "SEMARNAT-03-58-B Approval of Forest Biological Resource Collection". It is issued for a
period of two years which can be renewed when the first period is over.
<http://www.cofemertramites.gob.mx/intranet/co_dialog_PublishedTramite.asp?coNodes=996881&nu
m_modalidad=2> 02 July 2010.
60

The Magistrate said: “I conclude that the behavior displayed by the person is not punishable. Given
the various circumstances such as his belonging to a Maya ethnic group where it is acceptable to exploit
in any way the natural resources. Also his no education background and the lack of speaking Spanish
The transportation of palm branches of Chíit elsewhere for its preparation to sale, was also justified,
since previously was issued a permit to transport a shipment of eight thousand leafs of palm to the city
of Valladolid, Yucatán, which permit Mr. Hernández considered as valid. As it was argued by the defense
the authority gave Mr. Hernández machinery for the production of palm brooms. ". 35/2002-B p. 35-36.
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house of four by four meters in the region of El Cuyo requires more than three
thousand palm branches.61
The sentence of Mr. Hernández was analyzed at the Unitary Court under the
consideration of cultural differences and all aspects related, such as, his comparison
with the NAC, the custom of cutting Chíit palm for construction, and the making of
brooms. The magistrate stated this comparison was reinforced by the permission sheet
issued by the SEMARNAT which gave him the permit to use the Chíit palm to sell and
to make brooms.
In the final statement, issued on February 25, 2002, the Unit Court Magistrate decided
Mr. Hernández was innocent of the crimes, ordered the recovery of the palms
previously confiscated, and the return of the money deposited for the bail. When Mr.
Hernández received the news, he was in El Cuyo; two days later, he traveled to Merida,
to recover the palms that had been seized to make brooms. He sold all the palms in
order recover a portion of all monies spent on his criminal case.

3.5 Case number Three: Mr. López
The third case is the number 55/2001 where a person named Mr. López was charged
for a violation of the law for transportation of firearms and explosives.
Mr. López lives in the town of Telchaquillo, county of Tecoh, Yucatán. He is married,
fifty-three years old, and currently is engaged in the sale of beer. He has previously
combined the activities of making wells and working his land. He is Catholic and
studied up to fifth grade. In the interview he stated he belonged to the Maya ethnic
group.
Mr. López wears plastic sandals or boots, Guayabera (the traditional outfit of Yucatan),
and white t-shirts. His food is based of tomatoes, beans, peppers, squash, and corn,
among others. He is a baptized Catholic, confirmed and married by this same church.
61

"We support the local population with the Chíit and the guano. When someone approaches us and
asks us a few palms to rebuild their house or something like that, we tell them where they can cut palms.
We allow this action under to collaborate with them. However it is not always possible to give this
permission to the entire town if we considered that to make a room four by four meters, I will take you
more than 3,000 palm branches. From a large tree can sometimes take about 10 palm branches without
damage, but many times people cut it all and destroy it. Besides the problem with the Chíit, unlike the
palm of guano, is that once you slice it, the Chíit, does not grow any longer and dies, so this palm does
not comes back. You might need one hundred palm trees to cut, which can result damaging to
endangered species, according to the official Mexican norm. “Interview with the manager of the
Biosphere Reserve Ria Lagartos.” February 12, 2004.
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Also, he stated that now, he and his family run a liquor sale store in the town which
gives him a bit of a bad reputation.

Table 20. Municipality of Kimbilá, Yucatán.

The town of Telchaquillo, Tecoh, Yucatán, is located 40 km. from the city of Merida. It
has an approximate population of 1500 inhabitants. The educational service offers
secondary, primary, and kindergarten schools. The population has electricity, water,
and telephone services.
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Table 21. Kimbilá, Yucatán.

The home of Mr. López consists of three pieces made of stone blocks. On the front of
the house, he installed an agency serving beer with his wife. He has lived in the village
all his life and has dedicated part of his life to the excavation of wells, but now, he also
works in the beer business.

Table 22. Man from Kimbilá, Yucatán with a traditional firearm.

Mr. López said in an interview that he was engaged in the development of a well in the
town of Pentuyub where he was hired by an engineer he knew. The day he decided to
make the well, August 23, 2001, he took the bus to transport the explosive material
and along the way was an army checkpoint. The soldiers searched the bus and
identified him as the owner of two sacks of explosive powder.62 The military just asked
-who’s the owner of these explosives? And He said: Mine. When they found the bags,

62

The record states: “The common name of this substance is Mexamón. To detonate, it is necessary to
prepare it in a tube called “sausage”, along with a detonator and a fuse. It is a mixture of ammonium
nitrate named “ANFO Ammonium Nitrate Fuel Oil” mixed with fuel oil, the substance is also known with
the name of Mexamón or ANFO. The test substance is likely to explode when in contact with direct heat.
Ammonium nitrate has a melting point of one hundred and sixty nine point six degrees Celsius, and
Diesel has a boiling point of one hundred and eighty to three hundred and fifty degrees Celsius.
"55/2001. p. 14-16.
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they took him to the public prosecutor´s office.63 Mr. López was transported to the city
of Merida the next day, where he was accused by the Federal Prosecutor Office (MPF)
for the crime of “illegal transport of explosives”. He was immediately sent to the
CERESO in Merida where the police opened a file on him.

3.5.1 Crime for which Mr. López was accused: illicit transportation of explosives
The crime of “illicit transportation of explosives” is sanctioned by the Article 86 of the
Federal law of weapons and explosives. 64
Article 86.- "Will be imposed three months to three years imprisonment and two to
two hundred days fine, who, without the respective permit:
1. Buys explosives, and
2. Transports, repairs, transforms, stores explosives or make plans for all those
actions."
This law punishes the possession of an explosive as well as its transportation.

3.5.2 The process
Once Mr. López was arrested and moved to Merida, he was immediately charged with
the crime of illicit transportation of explosives. At the same time, he received a defense
lawyer who asked for bail. The bail was settled on five thousand Mexican pesos
($350USD) and it was paid on the second day by his wife. When he was free, he was
asked by the judge, to return to court once a week to sign the “book of people in
process”.
The defense strategy alleged that for the last twenty years Mr. López had the usual job,
of traditional well-drilling, and in fact, all the town has been characterized with the use
of traditional wells and there are still people who work on that. To verify this, the judge

63

Mr. López said his arrest was because "someone put him a trap"; it means someone accused him and
talked to the police, due to the fact that not everyone likes the beer agency he manages.
64

Federal Law on Weapons and Explosives. 2004.
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requested an anthropological survey of the Delegation Yucatan INI. The delegation
asked the director of the legal department to work on it.65
The study mentioned that Mr. López belongs to the ethnic Maya Peninsular group as
his customs, lifestyle, and predominant spoken language, are the same of the Maya
people of the area. As for his profession, he has been drilling wells for over 25 years
which is an activity that he learned from his father when he was a child.

Table 23. Man from Kimbilá, Yucatán with a traditional firearm.

The anthropological expert state Mr. López had a different culture when compared to
the “national average culture” (NAC). All his life, he has lived in an area where the
traditional Maya system has not considered the act of buying, or transporting,

65

In fact, anthropological surveys of the four cases analyzed were prepared by the staff of the Legal
Department of CDI. The Legal Department of the CDI had three members: one director and two
assistants. All of the three had a LL.M. degree in law and are speakers of the Mayan language. No one
had training in anthropology.
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explosive-related objects to build wells as socially reprehensible or illegal. The activity
of digging wells for water is considered socially acceptable as an honest way of living.66
Traditional wells are those that are drilled by hand, and not by machinery, to break
stones that cannot be lifted with the help of two or more persons. Drillers place
dynamite to break the limestone "laja"67 and continue to make the well deeper to find
water.
I observed, while I was in the community, that many people were engaged in making
traditional wells and, most of them, for personal use on their land or in their plots.
Therefore, it's a common necessity to get the tools and materials together in order to
make them.68
The judge pointed out that because of the customs of his community, Mr. López
couldn’t discern the implications of using explosives as an activity sanctioned by the
Federal Penal Code.69
The district judge based his decision on the arguments of the anthropology study
delivered by the INI which accepted the indigenous status of Mr. López. Then his
indigenous status was identified as the element that caused an invincible mistake
because of cultural differences. As a result, his conduct was not considered unlawful
and a decision was issued to release Mr. López as he was innocent. This process was
completed on September 11, 2002.70
66

The anthropological expert study stated Mr. López belongs to the Maya group; the customs, lifestyle
and language used were the same as those existing in the Maya Peninsular group who lived in the
community of Telchaquillo, Tecoh. It was also observed a cultural difference between the culture of the
Mr. López and the national average culture. This cultural difference brings the accused to not
considering as socially reprehensible or illegal the act of acquiring and transporting explosives and
explosive-related objects to build wells, as this activity was acceptable and honest within their ethnicity.
The circumstances above related, prevented the accused from estimating his behavior based in carrying
two bags of mexamón to dig a well in the town of Pentuyub.” 55/2001 p. 12-13.
67

Mayan name for a limestone rock-type, very hard as it is easy to find in the Yucatan Peninsula.

68

In fact dynamite is still used, although new diggers prefer machines because they are more
comfortable and takes less work. The problem is that not everybody has or can get one because it is
expensive. Interview with a traditional well-digger. February 10, 2004
69

The Maya of this region do not consider as socially reprehensible, or wrongful the act of acquiring and
transporting explosives to build a well, and equally it is socially acceptable and honest in his ethnic
group to dig wells as a job among the Maya. The use and practice of excavating and drilling wells and
using explosives are due to the hard ground limestone of the Yucatan Peninsula.” 55/2001 p. 35-36.
70

"Stating that the accused was part of the indigenous town of Telchaquillo, Tecoh, Yucatán, where
people are recognized to practice digging activity of making wells. This activity requires the purchasing
and transportation of explosives. The community perceives this activity as a normal activity of the
individuals. The behavior is found not blameworthy, nor considers Mr. López with reprehensible
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3.6 Case number four: Mr. Perez
The fourth case is Mr. Perez´s. This person does not have a police record or any other
form of past crime. The IFDP record books record an isolated reference to a case of
carrying firearms without a license. A person, named Mr. Perez, was hired to come to
the city of Merida to care for a small ranch outside the city. On the night of August 13,
1999 he had a discussion with a neighbor while he was drunk. He started to throw
stones at the window of this neighbor and shouting insults. The neighbor saw him
carrying a gun behind his back; she was frightened and called the police who arrested
him.71
During my interview, I noticed Mr. Perez speaks the Maya language. Also, his parents
spoke to him in that language, while, as a child, he learned some Spanish. Mr. Perez
wears cowboy boots, jeans, and white shirts with long sleeves to protect him from the
sun. His diet is based on the traditional elements of the Yucatan diet, consisting of
tomatoes, peppers, squash, corn, beans, and other products. He is a baptized and
confirmed Catholic.
In my dialogue, Mr. Perez said, he thought he was arrested because he had insulted his
neighbor, however never considered the fact he was carrying a weapon. Carrying
weapons was not something forbidden in the town, as anybody from the community
could carry a weapon and go in and out of town at the sight of the municipal police
without ever being arrested. His judicial process was number 33/99.

3.6.1 The process
Because there are no official data about the process other than the assertion of the
judge who handled the case, (as in the other three cases already discussed), I am
including this transcription from the interview with Mr. Perez where he describes his
process:
“Yes, one time I was caught. That day I was having drinks, I was walking outside
the ranch where I worked and saw my female neighbor. I had a romantic
interest on her and wanted to talk with her. When I knocked at her door she
conduct. Such evidence demonstrates that Mr. López is culturally different from national average
culture, and belongs to the ethnic Maya. He is a resident of the town of Telchaquillo, Tecoh, Yucatán, he
and the community, do not considered socially reprehensible or wrongful the act of acquiring or
transporting explosives for excavation making wells and the office of a well-digger.” 55/2001 p.37 - 38.
71

Of which I have already explained the circumstances.
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didn’t answer so I get mad and threw some stones to her window. A few
minutes later the police came and made me a lot of question about the gun I
had on my shoulder the one I always carry with me because of my job in the
ranch.
They asked me if the gun was mine, and I told them that I had it long ago, as a
gift from my dad. They said that I was threatening my neighbor because I yelled
and insulted at her, although I was never going to shoot her. I simply always
carry my gun everywhere I go when I work, I did not know if I was every caught
by the police I was going to be punish for carrying a gun. I never had problems
here in Kimbilá, I always say hi to the police and they greet you. I just remember
that one day, the commissioner of the town asked us stop hunting because
there it was problematic.72
In prison, no one speaks Maya, the judicial process is done in Spanish, and I do
not understand, things are very difficult because there is no Mayan language.
Two days later came the INI, and they told me that the judge said he would help
me. Now I understand why the judicial process begun. I told the judge several
times that I can have a gun here and nothing ever happens, I asked why in
Merida was considered as a punishment? I thought the fact of carrying a gun it
was consider the same everywhere.
That day the police came to the community and asked the people if they had
seen other people with guns, one of the police members was from Kimbilá, and
he knew about carrying guns and he told the judge, that carrying guns it was a
normal behavior here in the town of Kimbilá.
Here in jail everything it is very bad and ugly, you eat poorly, do not see your
family, because they do not have money to go see you, you do not talk to many,
except with those who speak Maya.
I was only five days in there, I did suffer, nevertheless thanks to the government
people who took me out of there. We had to pay a bail, and then sign every
week in the office, I put ink in my finger to print my finger on a paper, as I do
72

Mr. Perez quotes in 2003 a group of people went hunting in the area. And one of them realized that
when a person he knew fired a shot, a person fell a few meters further. The shooter ran out and
surrendered himself to the local police. He was put in detention while they started an investigation of
the crime, they. But when they went to look for the body they realize that no one had been shot. When
they did the autopsy the body revealed he died of a heart attack.
The authorities decided not to make any charges and set this person free because the cause of death
was not his shooting. The municipal commissioner convened a meeting in which hunters were warned
to stop such activity until it is summer or autumn to allow the pregnant deer to give birth and the herd
of animals that people usually hunt to recover.
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not do well my signature and I take long writing in it. A lawyer told me things in
Maya and asked him what was happening because I could not go home; he said
it was because of my gun.
But I explained to him that my dad gave it to me and that was nothing bad
about it, he said that in Merida carrying weapons was forbidden and told him I
did not know that. I thought it was for insulting my neighbor was the problem.
However I already asked her for forgiveness and even doing that they (the
police) would not let me out”.
He lastly added “I had to pay money to get out, like five thousand pesos. I asked
my brothers for it and took some money I had saved so because I had recently
sold a heifer, but what if you do not have it? They let you in jail for a while.”73
The family of Mr. Perez paid the bail money which enabled him to get released and
face the process in liberty. The release document stated that the gun and bail money
would be returned to Mr. Perez.

73

Interview with Mr. Perez. 20 February 2005.
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Chapter 4
Indigenous Justice in the State of Quintana Roo

In this fourth chapter the practice of the new Mayan judges in Quintana
Roo is described and analyzed by discussing a long series of cases
handled by these judges. What norms and principles were invoked by
the judges, how do they mix Mayan elements and official state law
norms and procedures? Because of its length this chapter has been cut
in two parts and has to be read along with chapter five.

4.1 Background
As noted in Chapter Two, in the year 1997 the Congress of the state of Quintana Roo
issued a law called “Indigenous Justice Law of the State of Quintana Roo”. This
regulation establishes a system, where the traditional practices of the Peninsular Maya
group are recognized and accepted, such as: traditional justice and customs related to
marriages, baptisms, ceremonial centers.
Until today there are 17 traditional judges74 and one Magistrate of Indigenous Affairs
who work under this law. The ages of the judges range between 34 years and 90.
These judges have attended more than 150075 different cases in thirteen years of labor.
Here I present some of the most noteworthy cases in this study.
For this chapter, I selected some of the most important and representative cases of the
work of the judges such as:


The first two divorces and a sentence of separation given under the Indigenous
Law of Justice of Quintana Roo.



The only file where witchcraft is mentioned.

74

As I write this dissertation, a judge died and a new assembly convened for the appointment of a new
successor in the course of 2009.
75

This is according to the MAI official annual reports. As I mentioned before there is a gap between the
numbers officially reported and the cases that they really have solved.
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And some files showing the mentality, originality or uniqueness of the judges applying
the Indigenous Law such as:


The promise of keep loving a person,



A sentence were the judge imposed a sanction of building a house,



The case where the judge intervened to stop a police from harming a family.



I reproduce a conciliation case derived from a small family fight.76



Baptism and Marriage done under the Law of Rights, Culture and Indigenous
Organization of the State of Quintana Roo,



Sentences in two cases of Insults,



Two cases of Theft were the thieves ask for forgiveness and return or paid for
the stolen products,



A physical injuries case to show how the person ask for forgiveness and get a
conciliation,



Commerce cases such as Unfinished contract, Rent of a House, Land purchasing
and Beekeeping were the judges mediate or participate as witness,



And a case where Alimony was mentioned.

Before to proceed I don’t want to forgot mention all the cases have been transcribed with the
misspelling errors and slangs from the original files.

4.2 The Cases of the indigenous judges
Cases issued by these judges are numerous, varied and diverse. In a large part of the
files reviewed, the cases have been resolved through mediation or judgment. Once
both parties decide to go to the judges and have their case start there, the judge's
decisions are considered to be final.
Almost fifty percent of the cases solved are insults, fights etc. related to alcohol. Judges
know this behavior and have learned to handle these situations, reaching
reconciliations and type of sanctions which may push the accused person and their
families not to repeat this misbehavior. The judges themselves keep an eye on the
76

This last one represents the largest part of the cases; however I decided just to reproduce one because
of their similarity in the way these cases have been solved.
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persons involved, visit them in their houses and overview them in order to prevent a
relapse into this disorderly conduct.
The MAI said: “If a woman has a problem, she presents herself in the traditional
court, along with her father and mother, her husband and her parents in law.
Usually a trial involves all the family. The judges resolve this problem using their
own experience and wisdom.
For example, in a mediation case where a woman argued she was mistreated,
the judge asked the husband:
Judge: “Hey man, you chose this woman among many others, why are you
mistreating her?” And then turns to the woman and says: “Hey woman,
you should attend your husband! Don´t you love him”?
The woman replied: “I do not love him, because my mother in law treats me
badly because I got married, and he took me to live with his mother and
in her house she mistreats me as well. I love him, however I do not want
to live at my mother´s in law house anymore, and I want him to build my
house. If he builds my home, I get back with him.”
The father in law replies: “If you come back with my son, I will build the house, I
will help my son by building the house”.
Then the judge says: “Well, this is a deal. I am the authority here and I will give
you my sentence: In fifteen days you must finish the house. When this is
done, come to tell me and I will attest that everything is ready.” (Reyes
and Ek 2001: 94-95)

In this chapter I analyze various conditions, judgments, records that are shown in these
statements that, in my view, represent the mentality of the region.

4.3 Divorce
Divorce is one of the institutions approved by the Indigenous Justice Law of the State
of Quintana Roo. In the course of this study, I found a couple of cases in which divorce
was performed after an unsuccessful conciliation between the two parties. There is
also another file in which the separation of a couple is ordered in order to prevent
mistreatment of the wife who was in an advanced stage of pregnancy.
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4.3.1 First Divorce
This is the first divorce issued in the State of Quintana Roo under the Law of
Indigenous Justice. In the year 2002, a person went to court to denounce his wife
arguing misbehavior and getting no respect from her. He also pointed out that she did
not cook at all for him, and that she was making a mess of the household and was
fighting all the time.
The woman, when asked about her behavior, indicated that her marriage was never
physically consummated. This was not denied by the husband at the time of the
mediation. In this case, the judge issued a divorce sentence at the request of the
woman due to her husband´s violation of one of the basic functions of marriage in the
Maya communities: living in pairs and procreation of children. The document runs as
follows:
In the village of Chan Chen I on the 27th day of June 2002, came into this court
the Citizens CC. Juan Crisostomo Dzib Canul and Domitila Ay May. The first
person mentioned here in the document came as the petitioner (or injured
person), and the second one as the accused. Traditional Judge Luis Dzib Canul
invited the parties to tell the truth and reach a settlement agreement. They are
also advised they may present their witnesses, as stated in Article 26 of the
Indigenous Justice Law of the State of Quintana Roo.
Done the above the judges continued with the Data of the petitioner. His name
is as written above, with residence in: Chan Chen I; marital status: married;
birthplace: Chan Chen I; occupation: employed; as to the facts the person
declared: His wife is very stubborn; she did not obey him and acted without
respect.
The accused in use of her turn said: Her name is as it has been written in the
documents; with residence in: Chan Chen I; marital status: married; birthplace:
Chan Chen Palmar; occupation: domestic work; As response to the accusation
against her, she says: That during the time they have been married, her
husband never slept with her at all and she does not want to receive
mistreatment from him any longer. For this reason she prefers the divorce.
As both parties want to come to a conciliatory agreement, they agree to live up
to the following
Clauses:
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First: the citizen Domitila Ay May states that she agrees to the separation or
divorce because it does not make sense to remain united in marriage if there is
no peace at their home.
Second: The citizen Juan Dzib Canul says he agrees too, as per the divorce
because he does not want a marriage life with problems.
Third: In the presence of the mother of the husband, citizen Apolinaria Canul
Pech and the parents of the wife, citizen Marcos Ay Nahuat and citizen
Prudenciana May Nahuat, the parties come to an agreement and sign this
document.
Thereupon, once that both sides have been heard and reached reconciliation
through mediation, the Traditional Judge with regard to Article 12 of the
Indigenous Justice Law of the State, declares the case to have the effect of a
concluded case. Therefore I order to file the case as fully concluded. The
document is signed in the bottom of the page (or fingerprinted by the parties).
This was signed and ordered by the Traditional Judge.77

77

The original document in Spanish states: En el poblado de Chan Chen I Q. R., a los 27 días del mes de
junio del año 2002, comparecieron los CC. Juan Crisóstomo Dzib Canul y Domitila Ay May; el primero en
su carácter de demandante (ofendido), y el segundo de los nombrados en su carácter de demandado
(acusado); presentes ante el C. Juez Tradicional Luís Dzib Canul, quien invitó a las partes a manifestarse
con verdad y a llegar a un acuerdo conciliatorio, haciéndoles saber que podrán presentar a sus testigos,
tal y como lo dispone el artículo 26 de la Ley de Justicia Indígena Vigente en el Estado de Quintana Roo.
Hecho lo anterior y continuando con la presente diligencia el ofendido en uso de la voz que le es
concedida, manifestó: Conducirse con verdad y por sus generales dijo llamarse como ha quedado
escrito, con domicilio en Chan Chen I, estado civil, Casado, lugar de nacimiento Chan Chen I, de
ocupación empleado; y por cuanto a los hechos motivo de la presente actuación expresa: Que su esposa
es muy terca no lo obedece y tampoco lo respeta.
Por su parte el demandado en uso de la voz, manifestó llamarse como queda escrito, con domicilio en
Chan Chen I, estado civil Casado, lugar de nacimiento Chan Chen Palmar, de ocupación doméstico y por
cuanto a los hechos que se le imputan manifiesta: Que durante el tiempo que llevan de casados su
esposo no duerme con ella para nada.
Toda vez, que es voluntad de las partes someterse a un arreglo conciliatorio, lo realizarán con sujeción a
las siguientes:
Cláusulas
Primera: La C- Domitila Ay May declara que está de acuerdo con la separación o divorcio, ya que no tiene
caso seguir unida en matrimonio si no hay tranquilida en el hogar.
Segunda: El C. Juan C. Dzib Canul manifiesta que también está de acuerdo para tramitar el divorcio ya
que no quiere seguir una vida de matrimonio con problemas.
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As we can see, parents of both parties are present at the time of the settlement and
they agree to the separation of the spouses. There was a lot of gossip in the
community about the behavior of the ex husband in which he left his wife virgin
because he did not like the “love of women” in words of one of the parties. This
involvement led to the accusation of being homosexual. This is the main reason why
only verbal notice of the case was given to the MAI while the physical file of the case
was not delivered until 2008 when I asked for this document.

4.3.2 Temporary separation of spouses
Amado Canul Dzib went to court to state that her daughter in law, named Paulina Dzib
May, was taken to another house by the mother of the woman, Feliciana May Canche.
Amado Canul was worried because her daughter in law was pregnant and within a few
days of giving birth.
The case is stated as follows:
In the village of Chan Chen I on the 03rd day of November 2005, came into this
court the Citizens CC. Amado Canul Dzib May and Feliciana May Canche. The
first person mentioned here in the document came as the petitioner (or injured
person), and the second one as the accused. Traditional Judge Luis Dzib Canul
invited the parties to tell the truth and reach a settlement agreement. They are
also advised they may present their witnesses, as stated in Article 26 of the
Indigenous Justice Law of the State of Quintana Roo.
Done the above the judges continued with the Data of the petitioner. His name
is as written above, with residence in: SahCab Mucuy; marital status: married;
birthplace: SahCab Mucuy; occupation: farmer; as to the facts the person

Tercera: Ante la presencia de la madre del esposo C. Apolinaria Canul Pech y los padres de la esposa C.
Marcos Ay Nahuat y la C. Prudenciana May Nahuat llegaron a un acuerdo mutuo los esposos y firman la
presente.
Acto continuo, una vez escuchadas a ambas partes, y en vista de que llegaron a conciliar, el C. Juez
Tradicional en uso de la voz manifiesta: Con fundamento en el artículo 12 de la Ley de Justicia Indígena
Vigente en el Estado, se declara que la presente conciliación tiene efectos de cosa juzgada, por lo que en
consecuencia, se ordena se archive el expediente como asunto totalmente concluido, firmando al calce
(o estampando su huella digital) y de conformidad los que en ellos intervinieron, para debida
constancia. Así lo manda y firma el C. Juez Tradicional. CUMPLASE.
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declared: Feliciana May Canche went to her house and took her daughter with
her to Chan Chen I.
The accused78 in use of her turn said: Her name is as it has been written in the
documents; with residence in: Chan Chen I; marital status: married; birthplace: ;
occupation: domestic work; As response to the accusation against her, she says:
All is true, but she took her daughter with her because she is being misbehaved
all the time by her husband (Amado Canul May 17 years old), who pushes and
pinches her.
As both parties want to come to a conciliatory agreement, they agree to live up
to the following
Clauses
First: The C. Abelardo Canul Canul agrees that the daughter in law Paulina Dzib
May can stay with her parents until the day the baby is born. When she is in
better conditions she can return to her mother in law’s house.
Second: Both parties agree to avoid any problems that affect Paulina´s health
given her delicate status, as she is pregnant and just a few days from giving
birth. They also agree to cooperate with each other and help the spouses
Amado and Paulina as both are minors.
Third: Both parties agree to conduct a religious wedding after giving birth if the
conditions and the date can be schedule after the birth.
Thereupon, once that both sides have been heard and reached reconciliation
through mediation, the Traditional Judge with regard to Article 12 of the
Indigenous Justice Law of the State, declares the case to have the effect of a
concluded case. Therefore I order to file the case as fully concluded. The
document is signed in the bottom of the page (or fingerprinted by the parties).
This was signed and ordered by the Traditional Judge.79

78

The mother of the daughter in law.

79

The original document in Spanish states: En el poblado de Chan Chen I, a los 03 días del mes de
noviembre del año 2005; comparecieron los CC. Abelardo Canul Canul y Feliciana May Canche; el
primero en su carácter de demandante (ofendido), y el segundo de los nombrados en su carácter de
demandado (acusado); presentes ante el C. Juez Tradicional Luís Dzib Canul, quien invitó a las partes a
manifestarse con verdad y a llegar a un acuerdo conciliatorio, haciéndoles saber que podrán presentar a
sus testigos, tal y como lo dispone el artículo 26 de la Ley de Justicia Indígena Vigente en el Estado de
Quintana Roo.
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4.3.3 Second Divorce
In the village of Chan Chen I, Paulina Dzib may, the woman who’s mother ask for a
separation two months before, after having her baby appeared in court to find a
solution to her case, because she didn’t want to come back with her husband.
In the village of Chan Chen I on the 29th day of January 2006, came into this
court the Citizens CC. Amado Canul Dzib May and Paulina May. The first person
mentioned here in the document came as the petitioner (or injured person),
and the second one as the accused. Traditional Judge Luis Dzib Canul invited
the parties to tell the truth and reach a settlement agreement. They are also
advised they may present their witnesses, as stated in Article 26 of the
Indigenous Justice Law of the State of Quintana Roo.

Hecho lo anterior y continuando con la presente diligencia el ofendido en uso de la voz que le es
concedida, manifestó: Conducirse con verdad y por sus generales dijo llamarse como ha quedado
escrito, con domicilio Sahcab Muchuy, estado civil, Casado, lugar de nacimiento SahCab Mucuy, de
ocupación Campesino; y por cuanto a los hechos motivo de la presente actuación expresa: Que la C.
Feliciana May Canche, fue a hasta su domicilio para llevarse a su suegra Paulina Dzib May a Chan Chen I.
Por su parte el demandado en uso de la voz, manifestó llamarse como queda escrito, con domicilio en
Chan Chen I, estado civil Casado, lugar de nacimiento Chan Chen I, de ocupación Labor Doméstico y por
cuanto a los hechos que se le imputan manifiesta: Que fue a buscar a su hija que está siendo maltratada
por su esposo (Amado Canul May de 17 años) por medio de jalones y peyiscones.
Toda vez, que es voluntad de las partes someterse a un arreglo conciliatorio, lo realizarán con sujeción a
las siguientes:
Cláusulas
Primera: El C. Abelardo Canul Canul acepta que su nuera Paulina Dzib May se quede en casa de sus
padres hasta el día del parto y después ella cuando esté en condiciones adecuadas regresará con sus
suegros.
Segunda: Ambas partes se comprometes a evitar todo tipo de problemas para no afectar a Paulina Dzib
May ya su salud es delicado, porque está embarazada y a pocos días de su parto. Acuerdan también
unirse para apoyar a los esposos Amado y Paulina ya que ambos son menores de edad.
Tercera: Ambas partes acuerdan realizar la boda religiosa después del parto si las condiciones y la fecha
serán fijadas posteriormente.
Acto continuo, una vez escuchadas a ambas partes, y en vista de que llegaron a conciliar, el C. Juez
Tradicional en uso de la voz manifiesta: Con fundamento en el artículo 12 de la Ley de Justicia Indígena
Vigente en el Estado, se declara que la presente conciliación tiene efectos de cosa juzgada, por lo que en
consecuencia, se ordena se archive el expediente como asunto totalmente concluido, firmando al calce
(o estampando su huella digital) y de conformidad los que en ellos intervinieron, para debida
constancia. Así lo manda y firma el C. Juez Tradicional. CUMPLASE.
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Done the above the judges continued with the Data of the petitioner. His name
is as written above, with residence in: SahCab Mucuy; marital status: married;
birthplace: SahCab Mucuy; occupation: farmer; as to the facts the person
declared: If her wife wants to stay with her parents but he doesn’t want to live
there and if she wants to stay there it is fine with him.
The accused in use of her turn said: Her name is as it has been written in the
documents; with residence in: Chan Chen I; marital status: married; birthplace:
Chan Chen I; occupation: domestic work; as response to the accusation against
her, she says: She doesn’t want to live with her husband Amado Canul May
anymore because he misbehaves her. That’s the reason why she preferred the
divorce.
As both parties want to come to a conciliatory agreement, they agree to live up
to the following
Clauses:
First: The judge explained to all the parties involved that once the resolution is
taken this will be settled as the final solution.
Second, both parties were informed that from this day on, all the
responsibilities between them as spouses have been dissolved
Third: In the presence of C. Judge Antonio Tuz Kumul Traditional Judge from
Sahcab Mucuy and the parents of both parties, they are warned that in making
this agreement, each one should conduct his personal life without harming the
other´s former husband or wife. In case of problems the one who causes it will
be sanctioned.
Thereupon, once that both sides have been heard and reached reconciliation
through mediation, the Traditional Judge with regard to Article 12 of the
Indigenous Justice Law of the State, declares the case to have the effect of a
concluded case. Therefore I order to file the case as fully concluded. The
document is signed in the bottom of the page (or fingerprinted by the parties).
This was signed and ordered by the Traditional Judge.80
80

The original document in Spanish states: En el poblado de Chan Chen I, a los 29 días del mes de enero
del año 2006; comparecieron los CC. Amado Canul May y Paulina Dzib May; el primero en su carácter de
demandante (ofendido), y el segundo de los nombrados en su carácter de demandado (acusado);
presentes ante el C. Juez Tradicional Luís Dzib Canul, quien invitó a las partes a manifestarse con verdad
y a llegar a un acuerdo conciliatorio, haciéndoles saber que podrán presentar a sus testigos, tal y como
lo dispone el artículo 26 de la Ley de Justicia Indígena Vigente en el Estado de Quintana Roo.
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This case possesses the singularity of having been signed by two judges at the same
time. In fact, the judges pointed out in an interview that it gives more authority,
strength and legitimacy to the agreements when two judges from two different towns
are involved in discussing the same matter.

4.3.4 Analysis of divorce cases
Some comments about the divorces and the separation are at order, the two divorces
are the first two handled by traditional judges in the state of Quintana Roo and
probably in the entire country.

Hecho lo anterior y continuando con la presente diligencia el ofendido en uso de la voz que le es
concedida, manifestó: Conducirse con verdad y por sus generales dijo llamarse como ha quedado
escrito, con domicilio Sahcab Muchuy, estado civil, Casado, lugar de nacimiento SahCab Mucuy, de
ocupación Campesino; y por cuanto a los hechos motivo de la presente actuación expresa: Que si ella ha
tomado esa decisión está de acuerdo ya que Paulina Dzib May se encuentra con sus padres viviendo
actualmente. El no desea ir a vivir con sus suegros.
Por su parte el demandado en uso de la voz, manifestó llamarse como queda escrito, con domicilio en
Chan Chen I, estado civil Casado, lugar de nacimiento Chan Chen I, de ocupación Labor Doméstico y por
cuanto a los hechos que se le imputan manifiesta: Que definitivamente no quiere seguir viviendo con su
esposo Amado Canul May ya que recibe maltrato de su parte. Por esa razón prefiere el divorcio.
Toda vez, que es voluntad de las partes someterse a un arreglo conciliatorio, lo realizarán con sujeción a
las siguientes:
Cláusulas
Primera: Se les aclara que una vez que ambos han tomado esa decisión es la solución definitiva, que se
acuerda ante este juzgado.
Segunda: Se informa a ambos que a partir de esta fecha se disuelve todo tipo de responsabilidades
entre ellos como esposos.
Tercera: Ante la presencia del C. Antonio Tuz Kumul Juez Tradicional de Sahcab Mucuy y de los padres
de ambos jóvenes, se les advierte que al tomar este acuerdo, cada uno debe llevar su vida personal sin
perjudicar al esposo o ex esposa. En casi contrario será sancionado quien ocasione algún problema.
Acto continuo, una vez escuchadas a ambas partes, y en vista de que llegaron a conciliar, el C. Juez
Tradicional en uso de la voz manifiesta: Con fundamento en el artículo 12 de la Ley de Justicia Indígena
Vigente en el Estado, se declara que la presente conciliación tiene efectos de cosa juzgada, por lo que en
consecuencia, se ordena se archive el expediente como asunto totalmente concluido, firmando al calce
(o estampando su huella digital) y de conformidad los que en ellos intervinieron, para debida
constancia. Así lo manda y firma el C. Juez Tradicional. CUMPLASE.
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I noticed that the divorce sentences have been issued in the community of Chan Chen
I where the Traditional Judge has the highest level of education of all the judges, is the
only one who worked outside the community and has traveled abroad.
In the second divorce case the ex-spouses had a problem when they went to the Civil
Registry Office in order to inscribe their divorce and get the official state certificate.
This is because this Registry Office didn’t believe they were divorced by a traditional
judge. In fact, this office didn’t even know traditional judges had those attributions.
Also, both ex-spouses were minors when they divorced and when they separated. It
was not until the Civil Registry office made some research and telephoned the
traditional judge that they decided to issue the certificate. In the first divorce case this
problem did not come up since the ex-spouses didn’t ask for a state certificate.
In the two divorce cases we come across a form of legal pluralism which in itself is
formally and officially organized but in practice shows opposition and resistance
between law administrating bodies. Both the traditional and the state authorities
intervene in the case, whereby the state authorities disregard the official competences
of the traditional judge. The traditional judges deplore the fact that the Civil Registry
Office ignores their competence. One may conclude that as yet the official internal
rules of conflict regulating the traditional judge’s competences are disregarded at least
by a state office.
In the case of the separation, both spouses are minors and they were only civilly
married by the state and not religiously. Also, the couple made a pact to get married in
a religious ceremony after the birth of the child.
Another significant element is that the parents are present at the time of the hearing.
This is an element that is constantly present in the judgments of reconciliation by the
judges in the Peninsula. Parents are committed to care for their children, no matter the
age. In the reconciliations some recommendations are given to both parties in conflict,
but also to the family to take responsibility and commit themselves to take action as a
unit. The family of each party involved is seen as a whole.
The case shows that the measure was taken due to the state of the woman who was
pregnant and just a few days from having her child. It was impossible for her to do the
domestic work well as the husband wanted. Pregnancy in the area is considered a
situation which incapacitates women for normal life, and in some communities they
are placed in observation for a period of forty days. Hence, women depend on the
family.
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4.4 The judges and the enforcement of the judicial sentences
In the case of separation, the judge issued orders to make sure that the woman could
give birth in peace, at home with her parents. However, after this period, the judge
may ask the involved parties if they want to get back together in the future. In that
case he can declare the earlier record invalid and null. It is up to the judge himself to
oversee compliance with his own sentences. In several cases, the judge issues a
sentence that states specific deadlines and timetables for compliance. He has the duty
of overseeing and checking whether the instruction is being performed in the manner
originally stated. In some sentences where the judge orders the construction of a
house, the returning or payment of some amount of money, or the repairing of any
damage to an item, he monitors and supervises the fulfillment of his orders. In the case
of a verdict in which the judge orders the construction of a house, the judge will check
if the date is met on time. He is also constantly informed of the progress of the parties.
The mere presence of the judge at the construction site as well as his inquiries about
dates, progress of the works, etc., pushes people to live up to his orders.
Under specific circumstances, however, judges allow some tolerance in the execution
of his orders. For example, he understands if there is no wood at the requested time for
construction or if there are heavy rains or someone incurred an illness and can’t
participate in the construction. Allowing extra time for completion of the work, like 15
days or a month, is not a problem and will not lead to sanctions. But should the parties
fail to complete it within the newly set time, this shows their disrespect for their
obligations. The judge may order measures to ensure that his orders are met, by
issuing fines, and/or ordering detention or community work.

4.5 Mention of incantation
The following is the only case in which an incantation is mentioned. A person accused
his wife of trying to bewitch him due to some events that have occurred since the
beginning of their marriage. In this case, several examples are mentioned: a cat that
climbs to the couple´s bed to sleep with them (to protect the wife), he thought he
became ill after some mishaps , and he discovered his wife putting white powder on
his nose when he was sleeping, possibly poison. Given these suspicions, the judge said
he could not resolve this case because it may involve other crimes. He declined from
performing research and passed a report to another authority. The case was not
investigated.

Town of Yaxche, municipality of Solidaridad. Q Roo.
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Day July 1st 2004.
Subject. Remitting a case for final solution.
PUBLIC FEDERAL PROSECUTOR OF THE JURISDICTION OF THE CITY HALL
Q Roo Tulúm, Solidaridad.
Present.
In this document I send this case to you, the case of the c.c. JOSE BLETRAN
CANUL HAY and his wife, Mrs. Gabina May Nahuat, who came to me in the
traditional court office of this place on July 1, 2004. In this moment Mr. Canul
said he has suffered many problems and anomalies at home because of his wife
M.rs. GABINA MAY NAHUAT. Since the third day they were married he begun to
see strange things like the cat that climbed to his hammock where he slept. In
the four years of marriage there is no peace. Mr. JOSE BELTRAN states that there
was an attempt of murder against him by his wife Mrs. GABINA MAY NAHUAT as
she INTRODUCED a poison powder in his nostrils when he was sleeping, this
happened on June 25, 2004 and June, 27, 2004. The mother of the complainant
suffered a bad illness, after a period of mishaps. Mr. JOSE BELTRAN CANIUL HAY
stated that his wife is a witch. For this reason he has decided to separate from
her. So I send this case to you for a final solution.
WITH RESPECT
THE C. TRADITIONAL JUDGE
PASCUAL MAY CANUL.81

81

The original document in Spanish states:

Poblado de Yaxche municipio de Solidaridad. Q Roo.
A dia 01 de Julio del año 2004.
Asunto. Se turna asunto para solución definitivo.
C. AGENT DEL MINISTERIO PUBLICO DEL FUERO COMUN DE LA ALCALDIA
De Tulum solidaridad Q Roo.
Presente.
por medio del presente me permito turnar . bajo su disposición de usted el asunto . de los .c .c JOSE
BLETRAN CANUL HAY y su esposa la señora gabina may nahuat a quienes se presentarion ante mí . en
esta oficina del juzgado tradicional de este lugar con fecha 01 de julio del año 2004 en este mismo
momento el s. r canul hay declaró que ha sufrido muchos pronlemas.y anomalías en su casa por causa
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This file refers to a case in which a person goes to the traditional court to look for help
in view of the behavior of his wife whom he suspected to practice witchcraft and to
continue to do so. The husband also believed she was trying to harm him and his
family. The judge however did not analyze the case as witchcraft because he saw a
possible attack on the life of the man by the wife. So he decided to transfer the case to
another authority.
The case however was not followed up by any of the two involved parties, neither by
the judge who declined to attend it, as he argued it was outside his jurisdiction, nor by
the man who denounced the case. The state authority who received the letter did not
pay attention to this case either because witchcraft is not an act accepted as a crime in
the national legislation. The other traditional judges of the other communities had not
had any such case at all, this is the only case reported so far.

4.6. Infidelity and call to respect the home
A man found his wife having sex with the policeman stationed in the community. The
husband went to the traditional court to denounce the policeman and to ask to
reprehend his wife. The traditional judge sent a report to the municipality to urge
them to supervise and reprehend the policeman for his behavior as this was causing a
problem in that family.
GOVERNMENT OF THE STATE OF QUINTANA ROO
SUB DELEGATION OF THE TOWN OF SAN JUAN, MUNICIPALITY OF
SOLIDARIDAD
QUINTANA ROO. TO 19 SEPTEMBER 2004.
de su esposa. la s.ra GABINA MAY NAHUAT que desde 3 dias de haber casado empeso a ver cosas raras
yt que subió gato en su hamaca donde dormía durante los 4 años de casados no hay tranquilidad. según
declaro el s.r JOSE BELTRAN CANUL HAY le intentaron matar por su propia esaposa la sra. GABINA MAY
NAHUAT INTRODUCIENDO veneno en polvo sus fosas . nasales cuando estaba dormido esto con fecha.
25 de junio del 2004 . el 27 de junio. 2004 .su mama del quejoiso sufrió una grabedad. con malos vientos
. según declaro el s.r. JOSE BELTRAN CANIUL HAY que su esposa es bruja. Por tal motivo ha decidido
separarse de esposa por tal motivo paso. Este asunto a su disposición para la solución definitivo.
ATENTAMENTE
EL C. JUEZ TRADICIONAL
PASCUAL CANUL MAY.
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C. JESUS MANUEL LÓPEZ KANTUN
SUB-DIRECTOR OF THE public security and traffic office. OF TULUM.
SUBJECT: INFORMATION note.
AROUND 12:00 HRS. OF SEPTEMBER 10 OF THIS YEAR, THE C. ADALBERTO
COCOM UUH SHOWED UP IN THE MUNICIPALITY DELEGATION OF THE TOWN
OF SAN JUAN, HE IS 35 YEARS OLD, NATIVE FROM THE TOWN OF LOL-BE,
YUCATAN, FARMER, MARRIED AND SETTLED INTO THIS COMMUNITY OF SAN
JUAN FOR MORE THAN 20 YEARS. HE SHOWED UP INTO THIS OFFICE TO MAKE A
STATEMENT in which HE DECLARES THAT upon ENTERing HIS HOME HE FOUND
HIS WIFE NAKED AND HAVING SEX WITH A POLICEMAN FROM THIS
COMMUNITY WITH THE NAME OF ARGIMIRO MAY NAH ALONG WITH HIS WIFE
NAMED CATALINA KU NAH 30 YEARS OLD NATIVE OF THE COMMUNITY OF SAN
JUAN Q. ROO MARRIED HOUSEWIFE AND ADDRESS IN THIS COMMUNITY, IT IS
NOTEWORTHY THAT MR.S CATALINA NAH KU HAD INTERCOURSE WITH THE
POLICEMAN ARGIMIRO MAY NAH by HER OWN WILL. ALSO C. ADALBERTO
COCOM UUH saud that IT IS THE SECOND TIME That she has INTERCOURSE
WITH THE SAME PERSON. THEREFORE IT IS REQUESTED TO THE AUTHORITIES
TO INTERVENE WITH THE POLICEMan ARGIMIRO MAY NAH because HIS
behavior HURTs THE INTEGRITY OF THE FAMILY.
THIS CASE WAS processed WITH THE PRESENCE OF THE AUTHORITIES OF THE
TOWN C. GONZALO CANUL MAY (TRADITIONAL JUDGE FROM THIS
COMMUNITY) C. HERCULANO NAH KU (SECRETARY OF THE MUNICIPAL
DELEGATE) ALSO THE HUSBAND AND THE WIFE. SIGNATURES.82

82

The original document in Spanish states: GOBIERNO DEL ESTADO DE QUINTANA ROO

SUBDELEGACION MUNICIPAL DEL POBLADO DE SAN JUAN, MUNICIPIO DE SOLIDARIDAD
QUINTANA ROO. A 19 DE SEPTIEMBRE DEL 2004.
C. MANUEL JESUS LÓPEZ KANTUN
SUB-DIRECTOR DE SEGURIDAD PUBLICA Y TRANSITO DE TULUM.
PRESENTE
ASUNTO: TARJETA INFORMATIVA.
SIENDO APROXIMADAMENTE ALAS 12:00 HRS. DEL DIA 10 DE SEPTIEMBRE DEL PRESENTE AÑO, S
EPRESENTO EN LA SUBDELEGACION MUNICIPAL DEL POBLADO DE SAN JUAN EL C. ADALBERTO COCOM
UUH DE 35 AÑOS DE EDAD ORIGINARIO DEL POBLADO DE LOL-BE YUCATAN DE OFICIO CAMPESINO DE
ESTADO CIVIL CASADO CON DOMICILIO EN ESTA COMUNIDAD DE SAN JUAN DESDE HACE 20 AÑOS. SE
PRESENTO EN ESTA SUB-DELEGACION PARA LEVANTAR UN ACTA DONDE HACE CONSTAR QUE AL
MOMENTO DE ENTRAR A SU DOMICILIO PARTICULAR EN CONTRO DESNUDOS Y TENIENDO RELACIONES
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The petition submitted by the husband refers to one of the main principles of the
indigenous justice law and traditions of the area: to keep the peace and guard the
integrity of the family. The husband reclaims his family rights when accusing the
policeman and his wife. With this action he believes his family life can get back to
normal. In this case, the policeman was sanctioned for indiscipline and was also
reprehended by the traditional judge. This reprimand is based on the fact that a
policeman must show himself an example of respect and care for the others. The
woman was reprehended also because it is the second time she had intercourse with
the policeman as she confessed later. Due to her confession, she was also reprimanded
for repeating the same action. Meaning that she did not learn from the first
misbehavior, and did not show regret, as it is expected by the traditions. The husband
forgave the wife. However, in the hearing, the judge mentioned that the facts will
remain on file and that the husband may use this record to ask or separation from his
wife on a later moment.
Another element is that the judge and the husband are not looking for a penalty to
restore the damaged pride or the rights of a husband, but the arguments invoked,
show a case in which the maintaining and sustaining of peace in the home is crucial
“THE HUSBAND REQUESTS THE AUTHORITIES TO INTERVENE WITH THE POLICEman
ARGIMIRO MAY NAH as his behavior MAY HURT THE INTEGRITY OF THE FAMILY”.

4.7 Promise of love and commitment of marriage
In a community, a girl made a claim saying her boyfriend was drunk and insulted her.
The boyfriend apologized to the woman and at the same time, she promised she will
continue to love the boyfriend after the fight, but if he misbehaves again she will drop
off her feeling for him. Also, in the mediation process, both committed themselves to
get married. In the conciliation hearing the parents of both parties were present. Both

SEXUALES AL POLICIA DESTACAMENTADO EN ESTA COMUNIDAD Y DE NOMBRE ARGIMIRO MAY NAH
JUNTO CON SU ESPOSA DE NOMBRE CATALINA NAH KU DE 30 AÑOS DE EDAD ORIGINARIA DEL ESTA
COMUNIDAD DE SAN JUAN Q.ROO DE ESTADO CIVIL CASADA DE OFICIO AMA DE CASA CON DOMICILIO
EN ESTA COMUNIDAD, CABE MENCIONAR QUE LA SRA CATALINA NAH KU DECLARA QUE MANTUVO
RELACIONES SEXUALES CON EL POLICIA ARGIMIRO MAY NAH POR SU PROPIA VOLUNTAD, ASI TAMBIEN
DECLARA EL C. ADALBERTO COCOMO UUH QUE ESTA ES LA SEGUNDA VEZ QUE MANTIENEN SELACION
SEXUAL CO EL MISMO POLICIA. POR LO CUAL EL AGRAVIADO PIDE QUE LAS AUTORIDADES
INTERVENGAN CON EL POLICIA ARGIMIO MAY NAH. YA QUE LASTIMAN LA INTEGRIDAD FAMILIAR.
ASI MISMO SE LEVANTA EL ACTA ANTE LA PRESENCIA DE LAS AUTORIDADES DEL PUEBLO C. GONZALO
CANUL MAY (JUEZ TRADICIONAL DE ESTA COMUNIDAD) C. HERCULANO NAH KU (SECRETARIO DEL
DELEGADO MUNICIPAL) QUIEN DA FE DEL LEVANTAMIENTO DEL ACTA EN REPRESENTACION DEL
DELEGADO MUNICIPAL ASI COOM LAS PARTES COMO EL AGRAVIADO Y LA ACUSADA. FIRMAS.
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families accepted that the marriage would be held once the “concieto” (family gifts
requested for a wedding agreement) is delivered.
Also, they agree along with both of their parents to set a date for a wedding.
In the village of SAHCAB MUCY Q. ROO on the 25th day of June 2003, came into
this court the Citizens CC. APOLONIA DZIB CANUL and LUIS CANO NAH. The
first person mentioned here in the document came as the petitioner (or injured
person), and the second one as the accused. Traditional Judge ANTONIO TUZ
CUMUL invited the parties to tell the truth and reach a settlement agreement.
They are also advised they may present their witnesses, as stated in Article 26 of
the Indigenous Justice Law of the State of Quintana Roo.
Done the above the judge continued with the Data of the petitioner. Her name
is as written above, with residence in: Sahcab Mucuy; marital status: NOT
MARRIED; birthplace: SAHCAB MUCUY; occupation: domestic work; as to the
facts the person declared: THE GIRL APOLONIA DZIB CANUL FORGIVES HER
BOYFRIEND LUIS CANO NAH SO THEY CAN FOLLOW THEIR RELATION,
HOWEVER IF CANO NAH INSULT HER AGAIN THIS GIRL WON’T STAY WITH THIS
C. CANO NAH ANYMORE
The accused in use of his turn said: His name is as it has been written in the
documents; with residence in: Sahcab Mucuy; marital status: NOT MARRIED;
birthplace: Sahcab Mucuy; occupation: farmer. As to the accusation against him
he declares: THAT HE WILL NOT GET DRUNK ANY MORE AND WILL NOT CAUSE
ANY MORE TROUBLE TO THIS GIRL AND STAY QUIETLY WITH HER.
Mrs. Magdalena Nah Canche, the mother of Luis Cano, also present in the
conciliation, commits herself to educate her son and follow the pact done with
her “compadres” 83 (godparents or co-fathers of her son). The soon to be
daughter in law, is at the same time her godchild. 84
As both parties want to come to a conciliatory agreement, they agree to live up
to the following
Clauses:
83

The word “compadres” (literally mean "co-father" or "co-parent") is a relationship between the parents
and godparents of a child. This relationship originates when a child is baptized in Hispanic families. The
abstract noun compadrazgo (or "co-parenthood") is sometimes used to refer to the institutional
relationship between the “compadres”.
84

She and her husband are also the god-parents of the bride. Each parent is godparent of the other
family’s son or daughter.
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First: MISS APOLONIA DZIB CANUL, COMMITs HERSELF TO KEEP LOVING LUIS
CANO NAHM, AS HE SAID HE would not be drunk any more HOWEVER although
THE FIRST FAULT IS FORGIVEN THE SECOND one won’t be forgiven, and EVEN IF
HE RETURNS THERE Will BE NOTHING TO TALK.
Second:
Third:
Thereupon, once that both sides have been heard and reached reconciliation
through mediation, the Traditional Judge with regard to Article 12 of the
Indigenous Justice Law of the State, declares the case to have the effect of a
concluded case. Therefore I order to file the case as fully concluded. The
document is signed in the bottom of the page (or fingerprinted by the parties).
This was signed and ordered by the Traditional Judge.85
85

The original document in Spanish states: En el poblado de SAHCAB MUCUY Q. ROO. a los 25 días del
mes de junio del año 2003, comparecieron los CC. APOLONIA DZIB CANUL Y LUIS CANO NAH ; el
primero en su carácter de demandante (ofendido), y el segundo de los nombrados en su carácter de
demandado (acusado); presentes ante el C. Juez Tradicional ANTONIO TUZ KUMUL, quien invitó a las
partes a manifestarse con verdad y a llegar a un acuerdo conciliatorio, haciéndoles saber que podrán
presentar a sus testigos, tal y como lo dispone el artículo 26 de la Ley de Justicia Indígena Vigente en el
Estado de Quintana Roo.
Hecho lo anterior y continuando con la presente diligencia el ofendido en uso de la voz que le es
concedida, manifestó: Conducirse con verdad y por sus generales dijo llamarse como ha quedado
escrito, con domicilio en SAHCAB MUCUY, estado civil, NO CASADA, lugar de nacimiento SAHCAB
MUCUY, de ocupación LAB. DE OGAR; y por cuanto a los hechos motivo de la presente actuación
expresa: LA MUCHACHA APOLONIA DZIB CANUL, PERDONA A LUIS CANO NAH PARA SEGUIR SIENDO
NOVIOS AURA SI CANO NAH BUELBE A DIRIGIR MALAS PALABRAS A ESTA MUCHACHA YA NO BÁ A
SEGUIR A LADO DE ESTE C. CANO NAH.
Por su parte el demandado en uso de la voz, manifestó llamarse como queda escrito, con domicilio en
CONOCIDO SAHCAB MUCUY, estado civil NO CASADO, lugar de nacimiento SAHCAB MUCUY, de
ocupación CAMPESINO y por cuanto a los hechos que se le imputan manifiesta: LUIS CANO NAH QUE
NOMAS ESTABA BORRACHO SE COMPROMETE DE NO BOLBER A BUSCAR PROBLEMA A ESTA
MUCHACHA ESTAR TRANQUILO CON SU NOVIA Y PRESENTE TAMBIEN LA SRA. MAGDALENA NAH
CANCHE MAMA DE LUIS CANO SE COMPROMETIO DE ORIENTAR A SU HIJO PARA QUE SIGA EL TRATO
QUE TIENE ECHOS CON SUS COMPADRES LOS PAPAS DE LA MUCHACHA.
Toda vez, que es voluntad de las partes someterse a un arreglo conciliatorio, lo realizarán con sujeción a
las siguientes:
Cláusulas
Primera: LA SEÑORITA APOLONIA DZIB CANUL, SE COMPROMETE ELLA A SEGUIR AMANDO EL C. LUIS
CANO NAHM, COMO DICE QUE NO MAS ESTABA BORRACHO EL PRIMER PALTA LO PERDONA EL
SEGUNDO TRATOS BORRADOS AUNQUE BUELBA NO HAY NADA QUE TRATARA.
Segunda:
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The concieto is an act committing the groom-to-be to deliver to his in-laws, different
kinds of products like honey, sugar, beans, corn, and animals like chickens, turkeys, and
basic household items. Once this concieto is paid, the couple can proceed to the
wedding. This tradition plays a dual role. First the groom is tested as per his ability to
run a house, as well as to show him that social commitment is serious. In this case, the
concieto is similar to a dowry, but this is given by the groom instead of the bride.
In this case, the woman agrees to forgive her boyfriend and she promises she will
continue in love with him because he apologized. The document was also signed in
front of both parents of the couple. The future bride and groom are under age and the
parents are committed to watch the minors so that as a man, the groom does not drink
alcohol, he becomes monitored by them. The parents of the bride and groom are
godparents of both. This means that there is an old relationship between the two
families; therefore a dispute between the two could put this relationship in risk. Both
parents had an interest in preserving a long relationship between the young man and
woman
Of interest in this case is also how within these communities the rights of women are
considered. When a woman is suing another, she is heard and treated with all the same
rights and consideration as a man. The judges make sure to guard these conditions in
the procedures and see to it that women can express themselves.
In the hearings, the party that is suing usually goes with their parents, relatives or
friends. This happens especially in cases with minors involved or when the conflicts
could affect family relationships, as in the case just reported. Should the judge feel that
the parties are inhibited in expressing themselves due to the presence of the opposing
side, parents or family relatives; the judge finds a solution so that they can talk freely.
Usually the families are asked to leave the office, or be silent while the parties
themselves are speaking. Also they are interviewed alone in order to ensure that both
sides are treated equally.
Finally, one may note how the traditional judge refers to the woman as well as the
man. Both are described as NOT MARRIED. They are not described according to her
Tercera:
Acto continuo, una vez escuchadas a ambas partes, y en vista de que llegaron a conciliar, el C. Juez
Tradicional en uso de la voz manifiesta: Con fundamento en el artículo 12 de la Ley de Justicia Indígena
Vigente en el Estado, se declara que la presente conciliación tiene efectos de cosa juzgada, por lo que en
consecuencia, se ordena se archive el expediente como asunto totalmente concluido, firmando al calce
(o estampando su huella digital) y de conformidad los que en ellos intervinieron, para debida
constancia. Así lo manda y firma el C. Juez Tradicional. CUMPLASE.
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current status as a single person, but according to a status they may aspire to have in
the future in conformity with the traditions and lifestyle of her community.

4.8 Promise of marriage
In the village of Chan Chen I on 16th day of April 2002, came into this court the
Citizens Adelaida Canul Dzib and Adelaido Ay Puc, The first person mentioned
here in the document came as the petitioner (or injured person), and the
second one as the accused. Traditional Judge Luis Dzib Canul invited the parties
to tell the truth and reach a settlement agreement. They are also advised they
may present their witnesses, as stated in Article 26 of the Indigenous Justice
Law of the State of Quintana Roo.
Done the above the judges continued with the Data of the petitioner. His name
is as written above, with residence in: Chan Chen I; marital status: single;
birthplace: Chan Chen I; occupation: student; as to the facts the person
declared: she agrees to get married only if the concieto is delivered to her family
in six months. During this time he asks for a day or days to visit her. After talking
and agreeing she accepts to get married in one month.
The accused in use of her turn said: His name is as it has been written in the
documents; with residence in: Chan Chen I; marital status: ; birthplace: ;
occupation: farmer; As response to the accusation against him, he says: He
agrees to get married but within one month because if they marry later and she
gets pregnant he won’t be responsible.
As both parties want to come to a conciliatory agreement, they agree to live up
to the following
Clauses:
First: The C. Adelaida Canul Dzib, says she is committed to respect the
agreements made by her parents, so she can be with her boyfriend.
Second: The C. Adelaido Ay Puc is committed to respect the agreements made
by his parents, hoping that the wedding takes place and he can legally unite
with his fiancée. Third:
Thereupon, once that both sides have been heard and reached reconciliation
through mediation, the Traditional Judge with regard to Article 12 of the
Indigenous Justice Law of the State, declares the case to have the effect of a
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concluded case. Therefore I order to file the case as fully concluded. The
document is signed in the bottom of the page (or fingerprinted by the parties).
This was signed and ordered by the Traditional Judge.86

This document has an annex, signed by the parents of both bride and groom, which
seals the commitment made by both families. The document continues as follows:
In the village of Chan Chen I on the 16th day of April 2002, came into this court
the Citizens CC. Francisco Canul Pech and Aurelio Ay. The first person
mentioned here in the document came as the petitioner (or injured person),
and the second one as the accused. Traditional Judge Luis Dzib Canul, invited
86

The original document in Spanish states: En el poblado de Chan Chen I, a los 16 días del mes de abril
del año 2002; comparecieron los CC. Adelaida Canul Dzib y Adelaido Ay Puc; el primero en su carácter de
demandante (ofendido), y el segundo de los nombrados en su carácter de demandado (acusado);
presentes ante el C. Juez Tradicional Luís Dzib Canul, quien invitó a las partes a manifestarse con verdad
y a llegar a un acuerdo conciliatorio, haciéndoles saber que podrán presentar a sus testigos, tal y como
lo dispone el artículo 26 de la Ley de Justicia Indígena Vigente en el Estado de Quintana Roo.

Hecho lo anterior y continuando con la presente diligencia el ofendido en uso de la voz que le es
concedida, manifestó: Conducirse con verdad y por sus generales dijo llamarse como ha quedado
escrito, con domicilio Conocido, estado civil, Soltera, lugar de nacimiento Chan Chen I, de ocupación
estudiante; y por cuanto a los hechos motivo de la presente actuación expresa: Que si acepta casarse
pero que se entregue el cocieto mayor, pero no pronto, sino en tiempo de 6 meses. Que se le permita
visitarla. Después de ponerse de acuerdo con el novio dijo que Aceptar casarse en 1 mes.
Por su parte el demandado en uso de la voz, manifestó llamarse como queda escrito, con domicilio en
Conocido, estado civil Soltero, lugar de nacimiento Chan Chen I, de ocupación campesino y por cuanto
a los hechos que se le imputan manifiesta: Que sí acepta casarse pero, en 1 mes por que si es más
tiempo y resulta embarazada la C. Adelaida Canul Dzib, dice que no se hace responsable.
Toda vez, que es voluntad de las partes someterse a un arreglo conciliatorio, lo realizarán con sujeción a
las siguientes:
Cláusulas
Primera: La C. Adelaida Canul Dzib, se compromete a respetar los convenios de sus padres para que se
pueda unir con su novio.
Segunda: El C. Adelaido Ay Puc, se compromete a respetar los convenios hechos por sus padres
esperando que termine la boda para unirse legalmente con su novia.
Tercera:
Acto continuo, una vez escuchadas a ambas partes, y en vista de que llegaron a conciliar, el C. Juez
Tradicional en uso de la voz manifiesta: Con fundamento en el artículo 12 de la Ley de Justicia Indígena
Vigente en el Estado, se declara que la presente conciliación tiene efectos de cosa juzgada, por lo que en
consecuencia, se ordena se archive el expediente como asunto totalmente concluido, firmando al calce
(o estampando su huella digital) y de conformidad los que en ellos intervinieron, para debida
constancia. Así lo manda y firma el C. Juez Tradicional. CUMPLASE.
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the parties to tell the truth and reach a settlement agreement. They are also
advised they may present their witnesses, as stated in Article 26 of the
Indigenous Justice Law of the State of Quintana Roo.
Done the above the judges continued with the Data of the petitioner. His name
is as written above, with residence in: Chan Chen I; marital status: married;
birthplace; occupation: employed; as to the facts the person declared: He
agrees to let her daughter to get married but it has to be done according to the
dates already established. The first part of the concieto has to be delivered on
the 2nd February, the second on August 2, and the wedding will take place in
the month of December 2002.
The accused in use of her turn said: His name is as it has been written in the
documents; with residence in: Chan Chen I; marital status: single; birthplace: ;
occupation: farmer; As response to the accusation against him, he says: he
agrees and commits to fulfill the deals already made with the C. Francisco Canul
Pech and agrees with the wedding in the month of December 2002.
As both parties want to come to a conciliatory agreement, they agree to live up
to the following
Clauses:
First:
Second:
Third:
Thereupon, once that both sides have been heard and reached reconciliation
through mediation, the Traditional Judge with regard to Article 12 of the
Indigenous Justice Law of the State, declares the case to have the effect of a
concluded case. Therefore I order to file the case as fully concluded. The
document is signed in the bottom of the page (or fingerprinted by the parties).
This was signed and ordered by the Traditional Judge.87

87

The original document in Spanish states: En el poblado de Chan Chen I, a los 16 días del mes de abril
del año 2002; comparecieron los CC. Francisco Canul Pech y Aurelio Ay Nahuat; el primero en su carácter
de demandante (ofendido), y el segundo de los nombrados en su carácter de demandado (acusado);
presentes ante el C. Juez Tradicional Luís Dzib Canul, quien invitó a las partes a manifestarse con verdad
y a llegar a un acuerdo conciliatorio, haciéndoles saber que podrán presentar a sus testigos, tal y como
lo dispone el artículo 26 de la Ley de Justicia Indígena Vigente en el Estado de Quintana Roo.
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This case is an example of an arrangement in which the whole family has intervened to
solve the problem with the two parties. The parents have made a commitment to help
the couple to formalize their dating relationship into a marriage relationship. The
parents are the guarantors of and models for the steps followed by the youth and,
even when it is not mentioned, to find a space for the couple where they will live.
In my analysis of the document, the groom mentions something worthy of
highlighting: if the bride gets pregnant prior to the wedding, he is not responsible for
the consequences. This is to point out that the bride is a very attractive woman, young,
and still at school. She is a free woman. The boyfriend only considers women as part of
his family after the marriage is signed and she is living with him. It is also an indirect
way to point out, that they are not going to have sexual intercourse during this time.
Nevertheless, she is still free and she and has the capacity to decide to hang out with
any other man.
In some communities when a couple marries only by a civil ceremony and not by the
religious one, the spouses will not be considered as married, but only as boyfriend and
Hecho lo anterior y continuando con la presente diligencia el ofendido en uso de la voz que le es
concedida, manifestó: Conducirse con verdad y por sus generales dijo llamarse como ha quedado
escrito, con domicilio Conocido, estado civil, Casado, lugar de nacimiento Chan Chen I, de ocupación
Campesino; y por cuanto a los hechos motivo de la presente actuación expresa: Que si aceptan que se
case su hija Adelaida pero que sea de acuerdo a las fechas fijadas anteriormente. Primer concieto el 2 de
febrero, el segundo concieto el 2 de agosto y la boda se realizará en el mes de diciembre del año 2002.
Por su parte el demandado en uso de la voz, manifestó llamarse como queda escrito, con domicilio
Conocido, estado civil Casado, lugar de nacimiento Chan Chen I, de ocupación campesino y por cuanto
a los hechos que se le imputan manifiesta: Que acepta y se compromete a realizar y cumplir los tratos
realizados anteriormente con el C. Francisco Canul Pech siendo la boda hasta el mes de diciembre de
2002.
Toda vez, que es voluntad de las partes someterse a un arreglo conciliatorio, lo realizarán con sujeción a
las siguientes:
Cláusulas
Primera:
Segunda:
Tercera:
Acto continuo, una vez escuchadas a ambas partes, y en vista de que llegaron a conciliar, el C. Juez
Tradicional en uso de la voz manifiesta: Con fundamento en el artículo 12 de la Ley de Justicia Indígena
Vigente en el Estado, se declara que la presente conciliación tiene efectos de cosa juzgada, por lo que en
consecuencia, se ordena se archive el expediente como asunto totalmente concluido, firmando al calce
(o estampando su huella digital) y de conformidad los que en ellos intervinieron, para debida
constancia. Así lo manda y firma el C. Juez Tradicional. CUMPLASE.
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girlfriend. The husband cannot take his wife with him until he complies with the
tradition. Also, he will visit the wife at the same designated hours and days with the
same formalism in front of her parents as if they were not married. The marriage is not
complete yet.

4.9 Other kind of notifications
Traditional judges sometimes send notifications to people to appear in court or to
beware of a given situation, giving them a recommendation, or a reprimand. The
following file gives an example.
TRADITIONAL COURT OF SAHCAB MUCUY, MUNICIPALITY OF SOLIDARIDAD, STATE OF
QUINTANA ROO A YEAR OF 25 AUGUST 2003. 88
(SUBJECT: NOTIFICATION)
C. MODESTA CANNULA PECH.
KNOWN ADDRESS

88

This is the original document in Spanish: JUZGADO TRADICIONAL DE SAHCAB MUCUY MUNICIPIO DE
SOLIDARIDAD, ESTADO DE QUINTANA ROO A 25 DE AGOSTO DEL AÑO 2003.
(ASUNTO: NOTIFICACION)
C. MODESTA CANUL PECH.
DOMICLIO CONOCIDO
POR ESTE MEDIO DE LA MANERA MAS ATENTA Y RESPETUOSA ME PERMITO NOTIFICARLE A USTED QUE
NO BUELBES A DIRIGIR MALAS PALABRAS NI A MENAZAR EL SEÑOR ERMILO DZIB CANUL. SOLO CON
RESIBOS DE AGUA POTABLE NO EL LO HACE SINO QUE EL OFICINA DE CAPA LO HACE LOS RECIBOS. POR
ESTE RAZON. EL CONPANIERO ERMILO DZIB C. NO TIENE CULPA POR ESTE MEDIO TE MANDO ESTE
PRIMER NOTIFICACION.
HAY MUCHOS MALTRATA LOS AUTORIDADES PERON HAY BESES SENECESITA LOS AUTORIDADES OH
CON UN PROBLEMA GRABE ALLA BA A CERBIR EL AUTORIDAD. POR ESO DEBEMOS COMPREDERNOS
POR QUE TODOS SOMOS ADULTOS.
EL COPIA DE ESTE NOTIFICACION SE QUEDA EN EL ARCHIBO DEL JUSGADO TRADICIONAL, CUALQUIERA
HORA ALLA LO ENCONTRAMOS EN EL ARCHIBO.
ATENTAMENTE
JUEZ TRADICIONAL
C. ANTONIO TUZ KUMUL
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THROUGH THIS WAY, WITH FULL RESPECT AND FRIENDLY I NOTIFY YOU NOT
TO insult OR MENACE MR. ERMILO DZIB. THERE IS HAS BEEN A
MUSUNDERSTANDING BECAOSUE THE RECEITES OF THE PUBLIC WATER HE
DOESN’T WRITE THEM, IT WAS DONE BY THE PUBLIC WATER OFFICE. FOR THIS
REASON OUR comrade ERMILO DZIB IS NOR GUILTY. THIS WAY I SEND YOU THIS
FIRST NOTIFICATION.
THERE IS A LOT OF ABUSE TO THE AUTHORITIES BUT SOMETIMES WE NEED
THEM OR TO FIX A BIG PROBLEM THEY WILL BE OF USE THERE. THAT’S WHY WE
MUST understrand them because we all are ADULTS.
THE COPY OF THIS NOTIFICACION IS FILED IN THE TRADITIONAL COURT SO
ANYTIME ANY HOUR WE CAN ACCES IT AND FIND IT THERE.
WITH RESPECT
THE TRADITIONAL JUDGE
C. ANTONIO TUZ KUMUL

As a general observation, the spelling of the Spanish of the Judge Antonio Tuz
in this case is full of mistakes. This is evidence of a short elementary education,
or, shows a simple confusion stemming from the use of feminine/masculine
articles in Spanish, as this difference does not exist in Mayan language. He also
writes the N instead of the M, as well as disregarding the Ñ, writes the V instead
of the B, the C for the S, and puts together words that should not be together.

4.10 Family conciliations
In the village of Chan Chen I, the 16th day of October 2003, appeared in this
court the CC. CC. ROSA KU CANCHE AND LEONOR CANCHE CAAMAL. The first
person name in the document appears as the petitioner (injured person), and
the second as the accused. Traditional Judge GONZALO CANUL MAY, invited
the parties to tell the truth and reach a settlement agreement. They are also
advised they may present their witnesses, as stated in Article 26 of the
Indigenous Justice Law of the State of Quintana Roo.
Done the above the judge continues with the Data of the petitioner who said.
Her name is as written above, residence in: San Juan; marital status: married;
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born and resident of San Juan; occupation: house activities; as to the facts the
person declared: She has had problems with her husband due to differences in
their personalities and she has been verbally and physically abused by her
husband who is influenced by the sisters of the husband.
The accused in use of her turn said: His name is as it has been written in the
documents; born in Tixhualactun, Yucatan and resident of Cobá. Quintana Roo,
marital status married, occupation farmer. As response to the accusation
against him, he says: That if they have had problems it is only for personal and
economic situations as he has not been able to build their own home for not
having enough economic resources.
As both parties want to come to a conciliatory agreement, they agree to live up
to the following
Clauses
First: The C. Ku Canche Rosa says that she agrees to reconcile with her husband
if he worries about getting their own house because these problems have been
influenced by the relatives of her husband.
Second: The C: Leonor Canche Caamal says he agrees to forgive the two of
them and to reach a mutual reconciliation, under a promise to get their own
house in a period which won’t exceed one year, to avoid these difficulties in the
family.
Third: Both parties reach an agreement with the commitment of both parts to
show more respect and responsibility for each other, so that in future they can
have their own home and try to have a more harmonious life. For the welfare of
both parties, anyone breaking this agreement shall be punished according to
law.
Thereupon, once that both sides have been heard and reached reconciliation
through mediation, the Traditional Judge with regard to Article 12 of the
Indigenous Justice Law of the State, declares the case to have the effect of a
concluded case. Therefore I order to file the case as fully concluded. The
document is signed in the bottom of the page (or fingerprinted by the parties).
This was signed and ordered by the Traditional Judge.89
89

The original document in Spanish states: En el poblado de San Juan a los 16 días del mes de octubre
del año 2003, comparecieron los CC. ROSA KU CANCHE Y LEONOR CANCHE CAAMAL; el primero en su
carácter de demandante (ofendido), y el segundo de los nombrados en su carácter de demandado
(acusado); presentes ante el C. Juez Tradicional GONZALO CANUL MAY, quien invitó a las partes a
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4.11 Baptism
BAPTISM CERTIFICATE
XYATIL
FELIPE CARRILLO PUERTO, Q. ROO.
In the town of Xyatil, Municipality of Felipe Carrillo Puerto, Quintana Roo, at: 10
hours of the day 24 of the month of April of the year 1954, in front of the C.
manifestarse con verdad y a llegar a un acuerdo conciliatorio, haciéndoles saber que podrán presentar a
sus testigos, tal y como lo dispone el artículo 26 de la Ley de Justicia Indígena Vigente en el Estado de
Quintana Roo.
Hecho lo anterior y continuando con la presente diligencia el ofendido en uso de la voz que le es
concedida, manifestó: Conducirse con verdad y por sus generales dijo llamarse como ha quedado
escrito, con domicilio en San Juan, Solidaridad, estado civil, Casada, lugar de nacimiento San Juan, de
ocupación ama de casa; y por cuanto a los hechos motivo de la presente actuación expresa: Que su
esposo eñ c. Leonor Canche Caamal con el cual ha tenido problemas conyugales por diferencias de
carácter, por lo cual expresa, que en ocasiones la ha llegad a maltratar físicam y verbalmente y según
expresa la demandante es influenciada por las hermanas del esposo.
Por su parte el demandado en uso de la voz, manifestó llamarse como queda escrito, con domicilio en
Cobá. Quintana Roo, estado civil Casado, lugar de nacimiento Tixhualactun Yuc, de ocupación
Campesino y por cuanto a los hechos que se le imputan manifiesta: Que si realmente han tenido
problemas es solamente por cuestiones personales y situaciones económicas ya que si no ha podido
construir hogar propio es por falta de recursos económicos.
Toda vez, que es voluntad de las partes someterse a un arreglo conciliatorio, lo realizarán con sujeción a
las siguientes:
Cláusulas
Primera: La C. Rosa Ku Canche, manifiesta que ella está de acuerdo reconciliarse con su esposo, si se
preocupa en conseguir casa propia ya que estos problemas que han tenido ha si influenciado por sun
consaguiños del esposo.
Segunda: El C: Leonor Canche caamal manifiesta estar de acuerdo perdonarse ambos para llegar a una
reconciliación mutua, comprometiéndose a conseguir casa propia para evitar estas dificultades en la
familia en un lapso no mayor de un año
Tercera: Ambas partes llegan a un acuerdo reconciliatorio, con el compromiso de ambos mayor
responsabilidad y respetarse mutuamente para que en lo futuro tengan casa propia y tratar de llevar
una vida más unida. por el bienestar de ambas partes, así mismo cualquiera que altere este acuerdo,
será castigado conforme a derecho.
Acto continuo, una vez escuchadas a ambas partes, y en vista de que llegaron a conciliar, el C. Juez
Tradicional en uso de la voz manifiesta: Con fundamento en el artículo 12 de la Ley de Justicia Indígena
Vigente en el Estado, se declara que la presente conciliación tiene efectos de cosa juzgada, por lo que en
consecuencia, se ordena se archive el expediente como asunto totalmente concluido, firmando al calce
(o estampando su huella digital) y de conformidad los que en ellos intervinieron, para debida
constancia. Así lo manda y firma el C. Juez Tradicional. CUMPLASE.
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Mayan Priest EPIFANIO CIMA PECH, the citizens Marcelino Rivas Chin and Maria
Elena Kú Cob, take the child Felipa Rivas Kú to be Baptized, born on the day 24
of the month of February of the Year 1954, being godparents of baptism the
C.C. Jose Arcadio Kú and Juanita Cob.
This Mayan Ceremony of Baptism was presided by the Mayan Priest of the Holly
Catholic Church.
Being everything for now, this document is done based on the Article 16 of the
Law of Rights, Culture and Indigenous Organization of the State of Quintana
Roo.
09 January of 2009
Signatures:
Juan Witzil Cima, Traditional Judge;
Parent’s signature; Godparent´s signature; Witnesses’ signature
SIGNATURE OF THE MAYAN PRIEST
Epifanio Cima Pech90

Here, in this file, we can see the baptized person is more than 56 years old. This person
went to the Mayan priest in order to get his baptism document that is similar to a birth
certificate.

90

BOLETA DE BAUTIZO
XYATIL
FELIPE CARRILLO PUERTO, Q. ROO.
En la población de Xyatil, Municipio de Felipe Carrillo Puerto, Quintana Roo, siendo las 10:00 horas del
día 24 de abril del año 1954, ante el C. SACERDOTE MAYA EPIFANIO CIMA PECH, los señores Marcelino
Rivas Chin y Maria Elena Kú Cob, presentaron al niño (a) Felipa Rivas Kú para ser bautizado, quien nació
el día 234 del mes de febrero del Año 1954, siendo padrinos de bautizo los C.C. Jose Arcadio Kú y Juanita
Cob.
La presente Ceremonia Maya de Bautizo fue presidida por el Sacerdote Maya de la Santa Iglesia Católica.
Siendo todo hasta el momento, se levanta la presente acta con fundamento en el artículo 16 de la Ley
de Derechos, Cultura y Organización Indígena del estado de Quintana Roo.
09 Enero de 2009
Juez Tradicional Juan Witzil Cima; Padres del Bautizado; Padrinos del Bautizado; Firma de los Testigos
FIRMA DEL SACERDOTE MAYA Epifanio Cima Pech
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4.12 Insults
First case of an insult.
In the village of Chumpon, Quintana Roo on November 14, 1998 came
into this court the Citizens JUAN CAAMAL CANUL, and JULIAN CEN
DZUL; The first person mentioned here in the document came as the
petitioner (or injured person), and the second one as the accused.
Traditional Judge FIDENCIO CAAMAL CANUL, invited the parties to tell
the truth and reach a settlement agreement. They are also advised they
may present their witnesses, as stated in Article 26 of the Indigenous
Justice Law of the State of Quintana Roo. 91

91

The original document in Spanish states: En el poblado de CHUMPON, QUINTANA ROO, a los 14 días
del mes de NOVIEMBRE del año 1998, comparecieron los CC. JUAN CAAMAL CANUL y JULIAN CEN DZUL;
el primero en su carácter de demandante (ofendido), y el segundo de los nombrados en su carácter de
demandado (acusado); presentes ante el C. Juez Tradicional Luís Dzib Canul, quien invitó a las partes a
manifestarse con verdad y a llegar a un acuerdo conciliatorio, haciéndoles saber que podrán presentar a
sus testigos, tal y como lo dispone el artículo 26 de la Ley de Justicia Indígena Vigente en el Estado de
Quintana Roo.
Hecho lo anterior y continuando con la presente diligencia el ofendido en uso de la voz que le es
concedida, manifestó: Conducirse con verdad y por sus generales dijo llamarse como ha quedado
escrito, con domicilio en CHUMPON, Q. ROO., estado civil, CASADO, lugar de nacimiento CHUMPON, Q.
ROO., de ocupación AGRICULTOR; y por cuanto a los hechos motivo de la presente actuación expresa:
QUE EL PASADO DIA 13 D ENOVIEMBRE DEL PRESENTE AÑO, SIENDO APROXIMADAMENTE LAS 10:30
HORAS DE LA NOCHE EL SEÑOR JULIAN CEN SIN MOTIVO APARENTE LO EMPEZÓ A INSULTAR Y A
OFENDER CON PALABRAS.
Por su parte el demandado en uso de la voz, manifestó llamarse como queda escrito, con domicilio en
EN CHUMPON, Q. ROO., estado civil CASADO, lugar de nacimiento CHUMPON, Q. ROO., de ocupación
AGRICULTOR y por cuanto a los hechos que se le imputan manifiesta: QUE NO RECUERDA DE MANERA
CLARA LO QUE PASO EL DIA 13 DE NOVIEMBRE DEL PRESENTE, EN VIRTUD DE QUE SE ENCONTRABA EN
ESTADO INCONVENIENTE, AL MISMO TIEMPO QUE MANIFIESTA QUE LE PIDE DISCULPAS AL OFENDIDO Y
SE COMPROMETE A NO VOLVER A INCURRIR EN UNA SITUIACION SIMILAR.
Toda vez, que es voluntad de las partes someterse a un arreglo conciliatorio, lo realizarán con sujeción a
las siguientes:
Cláusulas
Primera: EL DEMANDADO JULIAN CEN DZUL MANIFIESTA QUE A PARTIR DE ESTE MOMENTO SE
COMPROMETE A NO INSULTAR NI A AGREDIR VERBALMENTE AL SEÑOR JUAN CAAMAL CANUL.
Segunda: EL DEMANDANTE SEÑOR JUAN CAAMAL CANUL, MANIFIESTA QUE ACEPTA LAS DISCULPAS
DEL SEÑOR JULIAN CEN DZUL, AL MISMO TIEMPO DICE QUE ESTA DE ACUERDO CON EL CONVENIO AL
QUE SE LLEGO.
Tercera: EL JUEZ TRADICIONAL C. FIDENCIO CAAMAL CANUL, EXHORTA AL SEÑOR JULIAN CEN DZUL, A
NO INCURRIR EN OTRA SITUACION IGUAL YA QUE SI LO HICIERA SE IMPONDRAN LAS MEDIDAS DE
APREMIO ESTABLECIDAS EN EL ARTICULO 20 DE L LEY DE JUSTICIA INDIGENA EN VIGOR.
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Done the above the judges continued with the Data of the petitioner.
His name is as written above, with residence in: CHUMPON; marital
status: MARRIED, birthplace: CHUMPON; occupation: FARMER as to the
facts the person declared: ON NOVEMBER 13 OF THIS YEAR, AROUND
10:30 AT NIGHT MR JULIAN CEN WITHOUT ANY REASON INSULTED HIM.
The accused in use of his turn said: His name is as it has been written in
the documents; with residence in: CHUMPON marital status: MARRIED,
birthplace: CHUMPON, occupation: FARMER; As response to the
accusation against him, says: THAT HE CAN’T REMEMBER ANYTHING IN A
CLEAR WAY OF THE FACTS OF NOVEMBER 13, BECAUSE HE WAS VERY
DRUNK, AT THE SAME TIME HE APOLOGIES TO THE PETITIONER AND
PROMISES NOT DOING IT AGAIN
After both parties reached an agreement, both signed or fingerprinted
the following Clauses:
First: MR. JULIAN CEN DZUL SAYS HE MAKES THE PROMISE OF NOT
INSULTING MR JUAN CAAMAL CANUL FROM NOW ON.
Second: THE PETITIONER JUAN CAAMAL CANUL SAYS HE ACEPTS THE
APOLOGIES OF MR JULIAN CEN DZUL AND AGREES TO THE TERMS OF
THIS CONCILIATION.
Third: THE TRADITIONAL JUDGE C. FIDENCIO CAAMAL CANUL WARNS MR
JULIAN CEN DZUL TO NOT DOING IT AGAIN BECAUSE IF IT HAPPENS
AGAIN HE WILL APPLY OTHER SANCTIONS TO HIM ACCORDING TO THE
LAW OF INDIGENOUS JUSTICE.
Thereupon, once that both sides have been heard and reached
reconciliation through mediation, the Traditional Judge with regard to
Article 12 of the Indigenous Justice Law of the State, declares the case
to have the effect of a concluded case. Therefore I order to file the case
as fully concluded. The document is signed in the bottom of the page
(or fingerprinted by the parties). This was signed and ordered by the
Traditional Judge.

Acto continuo, una vez escuchadas a ambas partes, y en vista de que llegaron a conciliar, el C. Juez
Tradicional en uso de la voz manifiesta: Con fundamento en el artículo 12 de la Ley de Justicia Indígena
Vigente en el Estado, se declara que la presente conciliación tiene efectos de cosa juzgada, por lo que en
consecuencia, se ordena se archive el expediente como asunto totalmente concluido. firmando al calce
(o estampando su huella digital) y de conformidad los que en ellos intervinieron, para debida
constancia. Así lo manda y firma el C. Juez Tradicional. CUMPLASE.
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Second case of an insult.
In the village of SEÑOR, QUINTANA ROO on AUGUST 17th, 2000 came
into this court the Citizens ANSTACIO CEN AKE, and PEDRO TEC CAB; the
first person mentioned here in the document came as the petitioner (or
injured person), and the second one as the accused. Traditional Judge
ABUNDIO YAMA CHUIQIL, invited the parties to tell the truth and reach a
settlement agreement. They are also advised they may present their
witnesses, as stated in Article 26 of the Indigenous Justice Law of the
State of Quintana Roo. 92
Done the above the judge continued with the Data of the petitioner. His
name is as written above, with residence in: CHANCHEN COMANDANTE;
92

The original document in Spanish states: En el poblado de SEÑOR QUINTANA ROO, a los 14 días del
mes de AGOSTO del año 2000, comparecieron los CC. ANASTACIO CEN AKEy PEDRO TEC CAB; el primero
en su carácter de demandante (ofendido), y el segundo de los nombrados en su carácter de demandado
(acusado); presentes ante el C. Juez Tradicional ABUNDIO YAMA CHUIQUIL, quien invitó a las partes a
manifestarse con verdad y a llegar a un acuerdo conciliatorio, haciéndoles saber que podrán presentar a
sus testigos, tal y como lo dispone el artículo 26 de la Ley de Justicia Indígena Vigente en el Estado de
Quintana Roo.
Hecho lo anterior y continuando con la presente diligencia el ofendido en uso de la voz que le es
concedida, manifestó: Conducirse con verdad y por sus generales dijo llamarse como ha quedado
escrito, con domicilio en CHANCHEN COMANDANTE., estado civil, CASADO, lugar de nacimiento
CHANCHEN., de ocupación CAMPESINO; y por cuanto a los hechos motivo de la presente actuación
expresa: EL DIA 14 DE AGOSTO DEL DOS MIL EL SR. PEDRO TEC CAB ESTABA MUY TOMADO Y EMPEZO A
INSULTARME CERCA DEL POZO DE AGUA Y YO LE DIJE QUE POR FAVOR VAYA DORMIR PORQUE YO NO
QUIERO PROBLEMAS CON EL COMANDANTE DE LA COMPAÑÍA DONDE PERTENEZCO.
Por su parte el demandado en uso de la voz, manifestó: QUE ME DISCULPE EN MI CALIDAD COMO
COMANDANTE NO DEVO DE FALTAR DE RESPETO PUES ES ALGO QUE NO DEBO DE HACER Y ME
COMPROMETO DE NO VOLBER A BUSCAR PROBLEMA CONTIGO NI CON NADIEN.
Toda vez, que es voluntad de las partes someterse a un arreglo conciliatorio, lo realizarán con sujeción a
las siguientes:
Cláusulas
Primera:
Segunda:
Tercera:
Acto continuo, una vez escuchadas a ambas partes, y en vista de que llegaron a conciliar, el C. Juez
Tradicional en uso de la voz manifiesta: Con fundamento en el artículo 12 de la Ley de Justicia Indígena
Vigente en el Estado, se declara que la presente conciliación tiene efectos de cosa juzgada, por lo que en
consecuencia, se ordena se archive el expediente como asunto totalmente concluido, firmando al calce
(o estampando su huella digital) y de conformidad los que en ellos intervinieron, para debida
constancia. Así lo manda y firma el C. Juez Tradicional. CUMPLASE.
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marital status: MARRRIED, birthplace: CHANCHEN; occupation: FARMER
as to the facts the person declared:
ON AUGUST 14 TH MR. PEDRO TEC CAB INSULTED ME (NEAR THE PUBLIC
WATER WELL) AND I TOLD HIM “I DON’T WANT TO HAVE PROBLEMS, GO
TO SLEEP” ALL OF THIS BECAUSE I DON’T WANT TO HAVE TROUBLE WITH
THE CHIEF OF THE POLICE OF THE COMPANY I BELONG TO.
The accused in use of his turn said: I APOLOGIZE FOR MY BEHAVIOR, IT IS
SOMETHING I MUST NOT DO AND I PROMISE NOT TO CAUSE ANY TROUBLE
WITH YOU OR SOMEONE ELSE.
After both parties reached an agreement, both signed or fingerprinted the
following Clauses:
First:
Second:
Third:

Thereupon, once that both sides have been heard and reached reconciliation
through mediation, the Traditional Judge with regard to Article 12 of the
Indigenous Justice Law of the State, declares the case to have the effect of a
concluded case. Therefore I order to file the case as fully concluded. The
document is signed in the bottom of the page (or fingerprinted by the parties).
This was signed and ordered by the Traditional Judge.

In both cases the problem was solved through mediation. The insultors didn’t want to
have problems with the other person and instead of asking for damages they were just
arguing for peace. The second case is quite significant because the person who was
drunk and looking for a fight was a high ranking police officer of the area. So, here we
can see that the judge accepted the case instead of avoiding it by sending it to the
superiors of the policeman. Also, when the person recovered from his hangover, he
recognized he was causing a problem and decided to ask for forgiveness and be a
good example from now on.
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4.13 Theft 93
In the village of San Juan on December 16, 1999 came into this court the
Citizens Casiano Kuh Cen, and Alfredo Ku Chan; the first person
mentioned here in the document came as the petitioner (or injured
person), and the second one as the accused. Traditional Judge Gonzalo
Canul May, invited the parties to tell the truth and reach a settlement
agreement. They are also advised they may present their witnesses, as
stated in Article 26 of the Indigenous Justice Law of the State of
Quintana Roo.
Done the above the judges continued with the Data of the petitioner.
His name is as written above, with residence in: San Juan; marital status:
married, birthplace: San Juan; occupation: farmer as to the facts the
person declared: in December 11 th , two young men robbed at his house,
being these the minors Eloy Azcorra and Norberto Canul Uh, who took 2
loudspeakers, a Mini Component System, and 2 sewing cords.

93

The original document in Spanish states: En el poblado de San Juan, a los 16 días del mes de
Diciembre del año 1999, comparecieron los CC. Cansiano Ku Cen y Alfredo Ku Chan; el primero en su
carácter de demandante (ofendido), y el segundo de los nombrados en su carácter de demandado
(acusado); presentes ante el C. Juez Tradicional Gonzalo Canul May, quien invitó a las partes a
manifestarse con verdad y a llegar a un acuerdo conciliatorio, haciéndoles saber que podrán presentar a
sus testigos, tal y como lo dispone el artículo 26 de la Ley de Justicia Indígena Vigente en el Estado de
Quintana Roo. Hecho lo anterior y continuando con la presente diligencia el ofendido en uso de la voz
que le es concedida, manifestó: Conducirse con verdad y por sus generales dijo llamarse como ha
quedado escrito, con domicilio en San Juan, estado civil, casado, lugar de nacimiento San Juan, de
ocupación Campesino; y por cuanto a los hechos motivo de la presente actuación expresa: Que el
pasado 11 de diciembre los menores de nombre Eloy Azcorra y Norberto Canul Uh robaron en su casa
los siguientes artículos 2 bocinas, una grabadora y 2 tubos de hilo.
Por su parte el demandado en uso de la voz, manifestó llamarse como queda escrito, con domicilio en
San Juan., estado civil Soltero, lugar de nacimiento San Juan, de ocupación
y
por
cuanto a los hechos que se le imputan manifiesta: Que es verdad y aceptan su culpabilidad y los padres
se comprometen a reparar los daños ocasionados.
Toda vez, que es voluntad de las partes someterse a un arreglo conciliatorio, lo realizarán con sujeción a
las siguientes:
Cláusulas
Primera:
Segunda:
Tercera:
Acto continuo, una vez escuchadas a ambas partes, y en vista de que llegaron a conciliar, el C. Juez
Tradicional en uso de la voz manifiesta: Con fundamento en el artículo 12 de la Ley de Justicia Indígena
Vigente en el Estado, se declara que la presente conciliación tiene efectos de cosa juzgada, por lo que en
consecuencia, se ordena se archive el expediente como asunto totalmente concluido, firmando al calce
(o estampando su huella digital) y de conformidad los que en ellos intervinieron, para debida
constancia. Así lo manda y firma el C. Juez Tradicional. CUMPLASE.
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The accused in use of his turn said: His name is as it has been written in
the documents; with residence in: San Juan marital status: single,
birthplace: San Juan, occupation:
; as response to the accusation
against him, he says: that everything is true and they accept their guilt;
the fathers of the two minors accept to repair the damages caused.
After both parties reached an agreement, both signed or fingerprinted
the following Clauses:
First:
Second:
Third:
Thereupon, once that both sides have been heard and reached
reconciliation through mediation, the Traditional Judge with regard to
Article 12 of the Indigenous Justice Law of the State, declares the case
to have the effect of a concluded case. Therefore I order to file the case
as fully concluded. The document is signed in the bottom of the page
(or fingerprinted by the parties). This was signed and ordered by the
Traditional Judge.

Second case of theft.94

94

The original document in Spanish states: En el poblado de SEÑOR QUINTANA ROO, a los 29 días del
mes de AGOSTO del año 2000, comparecieron los CC. EDILBERTO SANTA M.RIA XEQUEB y GERMAN UEX
XEQUEB; el primero en su carácter de demandante (ofendido), y el segundo de los nombrados en su
carácter de demandado (acusado); presentes ante el C. Juez Tradicional ABUNDIO YAMA CHUIQUIL,
quien invitó a las partes a manifestarse con verdad y a llegar a un acuerdo conciliatorio, haciéndoles
saber que podrán presentar a sus testigos, tal y como lo dispone el artículo 26 de la Ley de Justicia
Indígena Vigente en el Estado de Quintana Roo.
Hecho lo anterior y continuando con la presente diligencia el ofendido en uso de la voz que le es
concedida, manifestó: Conducirse con verdad y por sus generales dijo llamarse como ha quedado
escrito, con domicilio en CHANCHEN COMANDANTE, estado civil, casado, lugar de nacimiento
CHANCHEN, de ocupación CAMPESINO; y por cuanto a los hechos motivo de la presente actuación
expresa: QUE EL SR. EDILBERTO S.TA MARIA XEQUEB SORPRENDIO AL SR. GERMAN UEX XEQUEB
DENTRO DE SU MILPA ROBANDO SANDIAS PERO EL SR. GERMAN SEPUSO A CORRER Y HASTA
ESCAPARSE Y NUNCA SE PARO A HABLAR CONMIGO DIJO EL SR. SANTA MARIA.
Por su parte el demandado en uso de la voz, manifestó llamarse como queda escrito, y por cuanto a los
hechos manifiesta: ME PROMETO DE NO VOLVER A ROBAR NADA POR COMPLETO A NADIEN Y PORLO
QUE LLEVE LO PAGO AHORITA MISMO Y MUERE EL ASUNTO.
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In the village of SEÑOR, QUINTANA ROO on AUGUST 29th, 2000 came
into this court the Citizens EDILBERTO SANTA M.RIA XEQUEB and
GERMAN UEX XEQUEB; the first person mentioned here in the document
came as the petitioner (or injured person), and the second one as the
accused. Traditional Judge ABUNDIO YAMA CHUIQUIL, invited the
parties to tell the truth and reach a settlement agreement. They are also
advised they may present their witnesses, as stated in Article 26 of the
Indigenous Justice Law of the State of Quintana Roo.
Done the above the judges continued with the Data of the petitioner.
His name is as written above, with residence in: CHANCHEN
COMANDANTE; marital status: Married, birthplace: CHANCHEN;
occupation: FARMER as to the facts the person declared:
THAT MR. EDILBERTO S.TA MARIA XEQUEB FOUND MR GERMAN UEX
XEQUEB INSIDE OF HIS LAND (MILPA) STEALING WATERMELONS, WHEN
HE WAS SEEN HE RAN AWAY AND NEVER STOPPED TO TALK WITH ME
ABOUT HIS ACTS.
The accused in use of her turn said: His name is as it has been written in
the documents; as response to the accusation against him, says:
That everything is true, and HE PROMISEs NOT TO STEAL ANYTHING
ELSE, AND I WANT TO PAY FOR WHAT I TOOK.
Thereupon, once that both sides have been heard and reached
reconciliation through mediation, the Traditional Judge with regard to
Article 12 of the Indigenous Justice Law of the State, declares the case
to have the effect of a concluded case. Therefore I order to file the case
as fully concluded. The document is signed in the bottom of the page
(or fingerprinted by the parties). This was signed and ordered by the
Traditional Judge.

The two cases of theft were solved through mediation and repairing the damage
caused. In the first case, the two thieves were teenagers and their parents were called
to pay for their actions. This principle of calling the parents is quite frequent as we
Acto continuo, una vez escuchadas a ambas partes, y en vista de que llegaron a conciliar, el C. Juez
Tradicional en uso de la voz manifiesta: Con fundamento en el artículo 12 de la Ley de Justicia Indígena
Vigente en el Estado, se declara que la presente conciliación tiene efectos de cosa juzgada, por lo que en
consecuencia, se ordena se archive el expediente como asunto totalmente concluido, firmando al calce
(o estampando su huella digital) y de conformidad los que en ellos intervinieron, para debida
constancia. Así lo manda y firma el C. Juez Tradicional. CUMPLASE.
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have seen in the other cases and files. In both cases, also we can observe that the
persons affected didn’t want to have problems with the other person and instead of
demanding punishment they were just arguing to get compensation for their losses.
The second case is written into a master model slightly different to all what we have
seen. At that time the MAI was still trying to find a master model to fit all the
documents and this was one of the first attempts he made. The main difference here is
that the old one does not have the clauses section.

4.14 Physical Injuries
In the village of TIXCAKAL GUARDIA, QUINTANA ROO on DECEMBER 31,
1999 came into this court the Citizens MARCELINO POOT EK, and VICTOR
POOT YAM; the first person mentioned here in the document came as
the petitioner (or injured person), and the second one as the accused.
Traditional Judge PEDRO EK CITUK, invited the parties to tell the truth
and reach a settlement agreement. They are also advised they may
present their witnesses, as stated in Article 26 of the Indigenous Justice
Law of the State of Quintana Roo. 95
95

The original document in Spanish states: En el poblado de TIXCACAL GUARDIA QUINTANA ROO, a los
31 días del mes de DICIEMBRE del año 1999, comparecieron los CC. MARCELINO POOT EK y VICTOR
POOR YAM; el primero en su carácter de demandante (ofendido), y el segundo de los nombrados en su
carácter de demandado (acusado); presentes ante el C. Juez Tradicional PEDRO EK, quien invitó a las
partes a manifestarse con verdad y a llegar a un acuerdo conciliatorio, haciéndoles saber que podrán
presentar a sus testigos, tal y como lo dispone el artículo 26 de la Ley de Justicia Indígena Vigente en el
Estado de Quintana Roo.
Hecho lo anterior y continuando con la presente diligencia el ofendido en uso de la voz que le es
concedida, manifestó: Conducirse con verdad y por sus generales dijo llamarse como ha quedado
escrito, con domicilio en DOMICILIO CONOCIDO., estado civil, CASADO, lugar de nacimiento TIXCACAL
GUARDIA, de ocupación CAMPESINO; y por cuanto a los hechos motivo de la presente actuación
expresa: EL SEÑOR MARCELINO POOT EK DEMANDO A SU HIJO VICTOR POOT YAM DONDE DICI TODO
EL DIA ESTA GOLPIADO ASU ESPOSA POR ESO VINO EL SEÑOR DON MARSELINO PARA DETENER ASU
HIJO PORQUE ESTA GOLPEADO A SU ESPOSA DICE TAMBIEN GONPIO ASU PAPA’ POR ESO VINO A PEDIR
EL APOYO EN EL TRIBUNAL DE JUSTICIA PUES NOSOTROS COMO JUEZ TRADICIONAL SE PIDEL EL APOYO
EN LA SEGURIDAD DE LA COMUNIDAD DE SEÑOR.
Por su parte el demandado en uso de la voz, manifestó llamarse como queda escrito, con domicilio en
DOMICILIO CONOCIDO., estado civil CASADO, lugar de nacimiento MEXICANO, de ocupación
CAMPESINO y por cuanto a los hechos que se le imputan manifiesta: EN ESTE MISMO DIA VINO EL
SEGURIDAD DE SEÑOR PARA DENER EL SEÑOR VICTOR POOT YAM POR EL PALTA OPENDER ASU
FAMILIA Y GOL PIAR A SUS HIJOS EL COMANDANTE DE SEGURIDA DE LA COMUNIDAD DE SEÑOR, DIO
EL APOYO PARA DETENER EL SEÑOR VICTOR POOT YAM DE TRES DIAS.
Toda vez, que es voluntad de las partes someterse a un arreglo conciliatorio, lo realizarán con sujeción a
las siguientes:
Cláusulas
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Done the above the judges continued with the Data of the petitioner.
His name is as written above, with residence in: KNOWN ADRESS; marital
status: MARRIED, birthplace: TIXCAKAL GUARDIA; occupation: FARMER as
to the facts the person declared:
MR MARCELINO CAME INTO THIS COURT TO DENOUNCE HIS OWN SON
VICTOR POOT YAM, WHO IS BEATING HIS DAUGHTER IN LAW (VICTOR’S
WIFE) ALL DAY. THEREFORE DON MARCELINO CAME TO THE COURT TO
STOP HIS SON BECAUSE HE BEATS HIS OWN WIFE AND ALSO HE BEATS
HIS OWN FATHER, MARCELINO. HE HAS COME TO THIS COURT TO ASK
FOR HELP AND TO GET THE SUPPORT OF THE traditional judge who cares
for keeping good order in the community.
The accused in use of his turn said: His name is as it has been written in
the documents; with residence in: KNOWN ADDRESS marital status:
MARRIED, birthplace: MEXICAN occupation: FARMER; as response to the
accusation against him, says: 96 THAT SAME DAY CAME THE POLICE TO
APREHEND MR VICTOR POOT YAM FOR THE FAULT HE COMMITED BY
BEATING HIS CHILDREN. HE WAS DETAINED FOR 3 DAYS BY THE
COMMANDER OF THE COMMUNITY.
After both parties reached an agreement, both signed or fingerprinted
the following Clauses:
First:
Second:
Third:
Thereupon, once that both sides have been heard and reached
reconciliation through mediation, the Traditional Judge with regard to
Article 12 of the Indigenous Justice Law of the State, declares the case
to have the effect of a concluded case. Therefore I order to file the case
as fully concluded. The document is signed in the bottom of the page
Primera:
Segunda:
Tercera:
Acto continuo, una vez escuchadas a ambas partes, y en vista de que llegaron a conciliar, el C. Juez
Tradicional en uso de la voz manifiesta: Con fundamento en el artículo 12 de la Ley de Justicia Indígena
Vigente en el Estado, se declara que la presente conciliación tiene efectos de cosa juzgada, por lo que en
consecuencia, se ordena se archive el expediente como asunto totalmente concluido, firmando al calce
(o estampando su huella digital) y de conformidad los que en ellos intervinieron, para debida
constancia. Así lo manda y firma el C. Juez Tradicional. CUMPLASE.
96
The next phrase is from the judge.
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(or fingerprinted by the parties). This was signed and ordered by the
Traditional Judge.

An old man came to the traditional court because he was being beaten by his own son
and couldn’t defend himself. Also his daughter in law was being beaten too. In the
case, the judge called the police, and ordered the apprehension of the person for a
period of three days. There was no conciliation here and the sanction was imposed
without hearing the aggressor.

4.15 Unfinished contract
In the village of Señor, Quintana Roo on June 15th, 1999 came into this
court the Citizens Santiago Dzidz Poot, and Daniel Yama Ek; the first
person mentioned here in the document came as the petitioner (or
injured person), and the second one as the accused. Traditional Judge
Abundio Yama Chuiqil, invited the parties to tell the truth and reach a
settlement agreement. They are also advised they may present their
witnesses, as stated in Article 26 of the Indigenous Justice Law of the
State of Quintana Roo. 97

97

The original document in Spanish states: En el poblado de Señor Q Roo, a los 15 días del mes de Junio
del año 1999, comparecieron los CC. Santiago Dzidz Poot, y Daniel Yama Ek; el primero en su
carácter de demandante (ofendido), y el segundo de los nombrados en su carácter de demandado
(acusado); presentes ante el C. Juez Tradicional Abundio Yama Chuiqil, quien invitó a las partes a
manifestarse con verdad y a llegar a un acuerdo conciliatorio, haciéndoles saber que podrán presentar a
sus testigos, tal y como lo dispone el artículo 26 de la Ley de Justicia Indígena Vigente en el Estado de
Quintana Roo.
Hecho lo anterior y continuando con la presente diligencia el ofendido en uso de la voz que le es
concedida, manifestó: Conducirse con verdad y por sus generales dijo llamarse como ha quedado
escrito, con domicilio en Señor Q Roo., estado civil, casado, lugar de nacimiento Señor Q Roo, de
ocupación campesino; y por cuanto a los hechos motivo de la presente actuación expresa: Que días
pasados hiso compromiso con el sr. Daniel Yama en hacer 2 par de puertas para su casa con anticipo la
cantidad de cuatrocientos pesos MN para entregar con un plazo corto x nunca se cumplo.
Por su parte el demandado en uso de la voz, manifestó llamarse como queda escrito, con domicilio en
conocido de Señor, estado civil casado, lugar de nacimiento señor, de ocupación campesino y por
cuanto a los hechos que se le imputan manifiesta: comprometiéndose a devolver el día 18 del mismo
mes y no hay mas asuntos que tratar firman de conformidad en la vuelta.
Toda vez, que es voluntad de las partes someterse a un arreglo conciliatorio, lo realizarán con sujeción a
las siguientes:
Cláusulas
Primera:
Segunda:
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Done the above the judges continued with the Data of the petitioner.
His name is as written above, with residence in: Señor, Q Roo; marital
status: Married, birthplace: Señor; occupation: Farmer as to the facts the
person declared:
A few days ago the petitioner made an agreement with Mr. Daniel Yama
to build two doors for his house, paying him in advance the amount of
400 mexican pesos and to deliver these doors in a short time and until
now it has not been done.
The accused in use of his turn said: His name is as it has been written in
the documents; with residence in: known address in Señor marital
status: Married, birthplace: Señor, occupation: Farmer; as response to
the accusation against him, says: He promises to return with the doors in
three days, on June 18 th .
After both parties reached an agreement, both signed or fingerprinted
the following Clauses:
First:
Second:
Third:
Thereupon, once that both sides have been heard and reached
reconciliation through mediation, the Traditional Judge with regard to
Article 12 of the Indigenous Justice Law of the State, declares the case
to have the effect of a concluded case. Therefore I order to file the case
as fully concluded. The document is signed in the bottom of the page
(or fingerprinted by the parties). This was signed and ordered by the
Traditional Judge.

The Law of Indigenous Justice authorizes the judges to deal with cases that can be
valued in less than 500 US. This is a case where there was a verbal contract without any

Tercera:
Acto continuo, una vez escuchadas a ambas partes, y en vista de que llegaron a conciliar, el C. Juez
Tradicional en uso de la voz manifiesta: Con fundamento en el artículo 12 de la Ley de Justicia Indígena
Vigente en el Estado, se declara que la presente conciliación tiene efectos de cosa juzgada, por lo que en
consecuencia, se ordena se archive el expediente como asunto totalmente concluido, firmando al calce
(o estampando su huella digital) y de conformidad los que en ellos intervinieron, para debida
constancia. Así lo manda y firma el C. Juez Tradicional. CUMPLASE.
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receipt of payment. Just the word of one of the parts alleging there was a contract was
sufficient for the judge to call the other party.

4.16 Rent of a House98
Hondzonot, Municipality of Solidaridad, QAroo. September 12, 2000.
Mr Graciano Chi Tuz declares,
He accepted to rent his house for six months, for the amount of 150 pesos each
month. In total he will receive 900 pesos. The teacher Ma. Angelina Poot Paat
has to pay each month beginning the day 28 of the month of September 2000.
Signatures.

This is a free format the judge wrote for this case. It was written according to the
declarations of both parties. Here the judge is only a witness to a private contract and
does not act as a mediator in a conflict.

4.17 Land purchasing
In the village of San Juan, Solid on December 08th, 2000 came into this
court the Citizens Ruben Azcorra May, and Herculano Nah Ku; the first
person mentioned here in the document came as the petitioner (or
injured person), and the second one as the accused. Traditional Judge
Gonzalo Canul May, invited the parties to tell the truth and reach a
settlement agreement. They are also advised they may present their

98

The original document in Spanish states:
Hondzonot M.pio Solidaridad Qroo. a 12 de Septiembre del 2000.
El c. Graciano Chi Tuz
Se rentó su casa a los seis meses a $150 por mensual con un monto total de la cantidad de $900 pesos
debo pagar la maestra Ma. Angelica poot paat se la conformidad de pagar el dia 29 del mes de sept. Del
2000
Firma del conformidad.
Angelica poot paat
Graciano Chi Tuz
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witnesses, as stated in Article 26 of the Indigenous Justice Law of the
State of Quintana Roo. 99
Done the above the judges continued with the Data of the petitioner.
His name is as written above, with residence in: Know address in San
Juan; marital status: Married, birthplace: Kanxoc, Yuc; occupation:
Farmer. As to the facts the person declared:
The petitioner (Mr. Ruben Azcorra) says he made a verbal agreement to
buy a piece of land with a size of 2 hectares for the amount of 1,200
pesos. However for personal reasons (problems) the c. Herculano Nah Ku
wanted to give back him the 1200 he paid before. However the land is
99

The original document in Spanish states: En el poblado de San Juan, Solid , a los 08 días del mes de
Diciembre del año 2000, comparecieron los CC. Ruben Azcorra May y Herculano Nah Ku; el primero en
su carácter de demandante (ofendido), y el segundo de los nombrados en su carácter de demandado
(acusado); presentes ante el C. Juez Tradicional Gonzalo Canul May, quien invitó a las partes a
manifestarse con verdad y a llegar a un acuerdo conciliatorio, haciéndoles saber que podrán presentar a
sus testigos, tal y como lo dispone el artículo 26 de la Ley de Justicia Indígena Vigente en el Estado de
Quintana Roo.
Hecho lo anterior y continuando con la presente diligencia el ofendido en uso de la voz que le es
concedida, manifestó: Conducirse con verdad y por sus generales dijo llamarse como ha quedado
escrito, con domicilio en Conocido San Juan , estado civil, Casado, lugar de nacimiento Kanxok, Yuc, de
ocupación Campesino; y por cuanto a los hechos motivo de la presente actuación expresa: Que por
problemas de carácter administrativo con el c. Nah Ku y manifiesta que tiene un convenio de la compra
de 2 hectareas de milpa por la cantidad de 1,200 de forma verbarl pero que por cuestiones personales
(problemas) el c. Herculano na ku quiso devolverle los 1,200, Cabe mencionar que la milpa ya produció,
en propiedad del demandado.
Por su parte el demandado en uso de la voz, manifestó llamarse como queda escrito, con domicilio
conocido San Juan., estado civil casado, lugar de nacimiento Tixhualactun, de ocupación Campesinoy
por cuanto a los hechos que se le imputan manifiesta: Que es verdad todo lo que se le imputa, pero que
por problemas que tuvo con el c. Azcorra May, deshace el trato devolviéndole la cantidad recibida y
devolver los gastos o inversión que hizo el C. Azcorra May, deshace el trato devolviéndole la cantidad
recibida y devolver los gastos o inversión que hizo etc. Ruben Azcorra May.
Toda vez, que es voluntad de las partes someterse a un arreglo conciliatorio, lo realizarán con sujeción a
las siguientes:
“A 8 de febrero del 2001, se cubre el adeudo total de 2,500. Recibi C. Ruben Azcorra May.”
Cláusulas
Primera: Las autoridades de esta comunidad, exortó a ambas partes a llegar a un acuerdo, conciliatorio y
otorgarse el perdón mutuo, así mismo cada quien dar por concluido sus problemas.
Segunda.- El C. Ruben Azcorra May dijo que tuvo un gasto total de 1,300 pesos mas la cantidad pagada
de 1,200 que hace un total de 2.500 y si esta de acuerdo el c. Nah Ku de devolverlo para terminar con sus
problemas,
Tercera: El c. Herculano Nah Ku, acepta devolver la cantidad solicitada por el C. Azcorra May en un plazo
de 2 meses en 2 parcialidades, llegando asi a un acuerdo mutuo.
Acto continuo, una vez escuchadas a ambas partes, y en vista de que llegaron a conciliar, el C. Juez
Tradicional en uso de la voz manifiesta: Con fundamento en el artículo 12 de la Ley de Justicia Indígena
Vigente en el Estado, se declara que la presente conciliación tiene efectos de cosa juzgada, por lo que en
consecuencia, se ordena se archive el expediente como asunto totalmente concluido.
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producing crops planted and cared for by the petitioner. The accused in
use of his turn said: His name is as it has been written in the documents;
with residence in: known address in San Juan, marital status: Married,
birthplace: Tixhualactun, occupation: Farmer; as response to the
accusation against him, says:
That everything is true, but he wants to undo the agreement because of
some personal problems he had with Mr. Azcorra May. He wants to
cancel the agreement by giving him back the amount of money received
from Mr. Ruben Azcorra May as well as compensating him for the
investments that he did already in the land.
After both parties reached an agreement, both signed or fingerprinted
the following
“February 8 th of 2001, it is paid all the debt of 2500. I received the
money. C. Ruben Azcorra May.”
Clauses:
First: the authority of this community asked both parties to come to an
agreement, forgive each other and consider their problems finished.
Second: the petitioner C. Ruben Azcorra May said he invested 1300
pesos more that has to be added to the original price of 1200. This
makes a total of 2500 pesos. And if Mr. Nah Ku agrees in its payment the
problem is solved.
Third: Mr. Herculano Nah Ku agrees giving the amount of 2500 pesos in
2 installments in two months.
Thereupon, once that both sides have been heard and reached
reconciliation through mediation, the Traditional Judge with regard to
Article 12 of the Indigenous Justice Law of the State, declares the case
to have the effect of a concluded case. Therefore I order to file the case
as fully concluded. The document is signed in the bottom of the page
(or fingerprinted by the parties). This was signed and ordered by the
Traditional Judge.

As I mentioned before, traditional judges can deal with cases that can be valued in less
than 500 US as well as with land tenure issues. Here a person bought a plot, paid for it
and started to work on it. For some problems with the ex land owner, they decided to
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undo the contract. The problem was the land was already producing when it was
going to be returned.
A couple of month later, when the debt was paid the judge took the file he had with
him and both parties signed at the bottom of the first page the case was closed.
“February 8 th of 2001, it is paid all the debt of 2500. I received the money. C.
Ruben Azcorra May.”

4.18 Dispute for Alimony
In the village of Tixcacal Guardia on November 28th, 2000 came into this
court the Citizens Rosa Cuxim Pat and Mr. Fidel Poot Caamal; the first
person mentioned here in the document came as the petitioner (or
injured person), and the second one as the accused. Traditional Judge
Pedro Ek Cituk, invited the parties to tell the truth and reach a
settlement agreement. They are also advised they may present their
witnesses, as stated in Article 26 of the Indigenous Justice Law of the
State of Quintana Roo. 100

100

The original document in Spanish states: En el poblado de Tixcacal Guardia, a los 28 días del mes
de NOV del año 2000, comparecieron los CC. Rosa Cuxim Pat y Fifel Paat Caamal; el primero en su
carácter de demandante (ofendido), y el segundo de los nombrados en su carácter de demandado
(acusado); presentes ante el C. Juez Tradicional Perdo Ek Cituk, quien invitó a las partes a manifestarse
con verdad y a llegar a un acuerdo conciliatorio, haciéndoles saber que podrán presentar a sus testigos,
tal y como lo dispone el artículo 26 de la Ley de Justicia Indígena Vigente en el Estado de Quintana Roo.
Hecho lo anterior y continuando con la presente diligencia el ofendido en uso de la voz que le es
concedida, manifestó: Conducirse con verdad y por sus generales dijo llamarse como ha quedado
escrito, con domicilio en Tixcacal Guardia., estado civil, CASADa, lugar de nacimiento Tixcacal, de
ocupación Lab Dom; y por cuanto a los hechos motivo de la presente actuación expresa: que ha sido
objeto de malos tratos por parte de su esposo Fidel Poot, que ambos viven en unión libre durant 12
años y han procreado un niño de 10 años y de edad, le demanda del cumplimiento de las obligaciones
de asistencia familiar.
Por su parte el demandado en uso de la voz, manifestó llamarse como queda escrito, con domicilio en
Tixcacal Guardia., estado civil Casado, lugar de nacimiento Tixcacal, de ocupación Campesino y por
cuanto a los hechos que se le imputan manifiesta: que reconce ante este juzgado las imputaciones que
se le acusa ya que siempre ha sucedido cuando este se encontraba en estado de embriaguez, eso ha
motivado el distanciamiento de su matrimonio, y acepto reconocer las faltas que se le acusa.
Toda vez, que es voluntad de las partes someterse a un arreglo conciliatorio, lo realizarán con sujeción a
las siguientes:
Cláusulas
Primera: La sra. Rosa Cuxim Pat declara que este será la ultima ocasión que perdona a su esposo ya que
la próxima demandara su separación definitiva y el cumplimiento de las obligaciones de asistencia
familiar.
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Done the above the judges continued with the Data of the petitioner.
His name is as written above, with residence in: Tixcacal Guardia; marital
status: Married, birthplace: Tixcacal; occupation: Domestic Labour. As to
the facts the person declared:
That she has been suffering mistreatments from his husband Fidel Poot;
they lived for 12 years in free union and they have a 10 year old son, she
asks him to pay alimony to her son.
The accused in use of his turn said: His name is as it has been written in
the documents; with residence in: Tixcacal Guardia, marital status:
Married, birthplace: Tixcacal, occupation: Farmer; as response to the
accusation against him, says:
That everything is true, and he admits that all the problems happen
when he is drunk, that his problem with alcohol is what causes the fights
in his marriage and he recognizes that all is his fault.
After both parties reached an agreement, both signed or fingerprinted
the following Clauses:
First: This is the last time Mrs. Rosa Cuxim forgives him and the next
time she will prefer the separation from his husband and the imposition
of alimonies for her children.
Second: The accused Fidel Poot Caamal commits himself not to repeat
his actions and to fulfill his obligations.
Third: The judge ordered as sanction against the accused to do different
jobs in the ceremonial center on the days: 29 th , 30 th , 1 st , 2 nd , 3 rd , 4 th and
5 th of December this year. If not the police will be used to execute this
sanction.

Segunda: El demandado Fidel Poot Caamal, declara en este juzgado y se compromete en este acto a no
volver a reincidir, asi mismo se compromete a cumplir sus obligaciones y el respeto a su conyuge o de lo
contrario se procederá nuevamente en su contra.
Tercera: Se determina como sanción a efectuar trabajo durante los días 29, 30, 1º, 2, 3, 4, y 5 de
diciembre en donde el juez le indique en el centro ceremonial de Tixcacal Guardia, debiendo acatar las
disposiciones del Juez Tradicional o de lo contrario se usara la fuerza pública.
Acto continuo, una vez escuchadas a ambas partes, y en vista de que llegaron a conciliar, el C. Juez
Tradicional en uso de la voz manifiesta: Con fundamento en el artículo 12 de la Ley de Justicia Indígena
Vigente en el Estado, se declara que la presente conciliación tiene efectos de cosa juzgada, por lo que en
consecuencia, se ordena se archive el expediente como asunto totalmente concluido. firmando al calce
(o estampando su huella digital) y de conformidad los que en ellos intervinieron, para debida
constancia. Así lo manda y firma el C. Juez Tradicional. CUMPLASE.
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Thereupon, once that both sides have been heard and reached
reconciliation through mediation, the Traditional Judge with regard to
Article 12 of the Indigenous Justice Law of the State, declares the case
to have the effect of a concluded case. Therefore I order to file the case
as fully concluded. The document is signed in the bottom of the page
(or fingerprinted by the parties). This was signed and ordered by the
Traditional Judge.

The Traditional Judges of Quintana Roo can deal with family issues. One of them is
related with the alimony for a minor, another r with conflicts between husband and
wife. In this case, a woman went to court in order to ask for assistance because she is
having problems with her partner who is not giving her money. They had more than
12 years together and had a 10 year old son. Once the husband was called,
they decided to continue together, however the woman gave a warning to him
and the judge decided to write in the file: If she does not receive this help, the
next time she will prefer the separation from his husband and the imposition
of alimonies for her children

4.19 Injuries
In the Municipal Delegation of Chan Chen 1, Q.R. Municipality of Solidaridad, came to
this court Mr. Felipe Aban Ku as the accused, and Amado Uh Aban as the injured, who
argued he suffered a physical attack from the accused, the accused accepted the
charges. Both said they problems are solved and Mr Aban Ku paid a fine of 450 pesos.
Both persons signed this act and promised not to repeat the action. In case of
repeating the aggression the aggressor will be punished with more severe sanctions.
101

Signatures.

101

The original document in Spanish states: En la Delegación Municipal de Chan Chen 1, Q. R. Mpio de
Solidaridad, comparecieron los C.C. Felipe Aban Kú, el acusado y Amado Uh Abán el afectado que
expuso el asunto donde fue agredido físicamente por el acusado quien reconoció los cargos que se le
hace, ambos comparecientes dan su conformidad para dar por terminado el caso el Sr. Aban paga de
conformidad una multa de quince salarios mínimos son 450 pesos.
De conformidad firman la presente y prometen no volver a reincidir, en ese caso contrario serán
snacionado el agresor con más severidad.
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After a fight in the street, a person denounced he was beaten. The judge imposed an
economic sanction and asked them to promise not to fight anymore. The judge didn’t
have master models with him at the time of the conciliation, so he decided to write the
final agreement in a free style way.

4.20 Beekeeping
RECEIPT:
I RECEIVED FROM MR. HILARIO PECH THE AMOUNT OF 400.00 MEXICAN PESOS FOR
THE SALE OF A BEEHIVE OF MY PROPERTY WITH ACTIVE HONEY BEES THAT I WILL
DELIVER IN GOOD CONDITIONS. 102
CHAN CHEN 1, QUINTANA ROO JUNE 27TH 2000
SIGNATURES.

The cost of this contract is valued on 30US more or less. The judge didn’t have master
models with him at the time of the conciliation, so he decided to write the final
solution in his own way.

4.21 Compromise to pay a fine
JULY 31th 2000. SAH-CAB MUCUY
AT 11.30AM I (THE TRADITIONAL JUDGE) MADE A RECEIPT TO CERTIFY MR CLEMENTE
CANUL MAY GAVE ME 3 RINGS IN ORDER TO GUARANTEE HE WILL PAY A FINE OF 230
PESOS, I IMPOSED TO HIM BECAUSE AN ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEM. THE RINGS ARE

102

The original document in Spanish states:
RECIBO
RECIBÍ DEL C. HILARIO PECH CEN, LA CANTIDAD DE $400.00 S(SON CUATROCIENTOS PESOS 00/100 m.n.)
POR CONCEPTO DE VENTA DE UNA COLONIA DE ABEJAS DE MI PROPIEDAD, Y QUE ENTREGARE EN
BUENAS CONDICIONES
CHAN CHEN I, QUINTANA ROO, A 27 DE JULIO DE 2000. FIRMAS.
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GIVEN TO ME THE TRADITIONAL JUDGE C. ANTONIO TUZ KUMUL. MR CLEMENTE WILL
PAY THE 230 PESOS ON AUGUST 7TH 2000. 103
SIGNATURES.

Here Mr. Clemente Canul received a fine (for an unspecified action), however Mr.
Clemente didn’t have the money with him and give 3 rings to guarantee he would
return to the traditional court to pay and recover the pieces.

4.22 Marriage
At the ceremonial center of Tixcacal Guardia, Municipality of Felipe Carrillo Puerto,
Quintana Roo, at 7am of Wednesday October 7 1998, come to marry the young Santos
Alfonso Aké Poot 21 years old and Virgilia Dzib Chable 18 years old. Name of the
parents: Martiniano Ake Poot and Marcelina Poot Caamal, and Zacarias Dzib Canul and
Nicolasa Chable Cob.
Name of the godparents Isidro Ek Cob
Name of the Witnesses: Mariana Poot Yan and Iginio Caguil Poot.
The traditional judge of X-cacal Guardia declares them married under the regime of
common property,104 and if a spouse decides to finish the marriage that person will be
punished with the amount of 10,000 pesos. Being this all, this document is signed by
the parties, the parents of spouses, the judge and the Mayan priest of the community
according with the Article 13 of the Law of Rights, Culture, and Indigenous
Organization of the State of Quintana Roo. Signatures. 105

103

31 DE JULIO 2000. SAH-CAB MUCUY.
A las 11.30 horas SE HACE ESTE RECIBO POR LA CANTIDAD DE 230 PESOS DEPOSITANDO TRES ANILLOS
PARA MEDIO DE DICHA CANTIDAD COMO UNA MULTA POR FALTAS ADFMINISTRATIVAS POR PARTE DEL
C. CLEMENTE CANUK MAY ENTREGANDOLO AL JUEZ TRADICIONAL EL C. ANTONIO TUZ KUMUL
COMPROMETIENDOSE EL FALTANTE PARA SACAR LA PRENDA ALA AUTORIDAD EL DIA 7 DE AGOSTO
DEL AÑO 2000. SIN MAS QUE ANEXAR SE FIRMA.
104
In Mexico it is mandatory to decide the economic regime of the marriage:
Sharing all the goods,
Sharing just a part,
Keeping every person their individual goods,
or mixing some regimes of the above.
105
En el Centro Ceremonial de tixcacal guardia Municipio de Felipe Carrillo puerto, Quintana Roo, siendo
las 7 de la mañana el dia miércoles 7 de octubre del año 1998 contraen matrimonio los jóvenes Santos
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This is a marriage done in a Ceremonial Center. Here the judge and the Mayan
priest signed the act in order to give it more legitimacy. Also there is a
conditional fine of 10,000 pesos (1,000US) if a spouse would decide to get
divorced. That amount of money is considered to be quite high so any of the
spouses will have to think twice before considering separation.

4.23 Some general reflections about these cases
The cases and the way they are handled show a mixture of typical Maya values and
state law and procedure. In the cases one meets quite a few general Maya legal
principles and procedures that the judges employ such as imposing and maintaining
the concieto (4.7), caring for the integrity of the family (4.6), trying to avoid divorce, call
upon parents to vouch for their children and help to solve children’s problems even if
these children are adult (4.3 & 4.8), having due regard to the peace of the community
(4.12). Generally we observe a strong tendency to prefer conciliation instead of
sanctioning. In terms of procedures and sanctions judges use specific sanctions like
ordering people to work in a ceremonial center (4.18), or threatening a penalty in case
parties do not obey the sentence. In the wedding ceremony a fine is stipulated
beforehand in case people want to separate (4.22).
Also the judges after the sentence keep an eye on the parties to see if they obey the
sanctions imposed, e.g. in the case of the building of a house (4.4). Particularly striking
is the case in which the judge orders a young lady to love her boyfriend, while he, the
judge, accepts her to say that in case the other does not comply (not being drunk) she
will stop loving him (4.7). This last case and others show that the line which separates
public and private life is torn down; the two parts of life cannot be differentiated as
they are in the Western world. All conciliations are public and both parties can attend
court with their families or their parents. So all the information handled, all the words
said, all the agreements reached taken even when they are related to the parties only,
will be listened to and discussed in front of all the members of the families involved
and other community members. In the same way the pressure to live up to the clauses
of the sentence involves all the persons that took part in the process.
Alfonso Aké Poot de 21 años de edad y Virgilia Dzib Chable de 18 años de edad. Nombre de los padres:
Martiniano Ake Poot y Marcelina Poot Caamal, y Zacarias Dzib Canul y Nicolasa Chable Cob.
Nombre de los padrinos: Isidro Ek Cob
Name of the testigos: Mariana Poot Yan y Iginio Caguil Poot.
El juez de lo tradicional de Xcacal Guardia declara la formación de la sociedad conyugal y aquel
contrayente que quería la separación será sancionada por la cantidad de 10,000 pesos. Esto es declarado
por el Juez tribunal de justicia de la zona maya y no habiendo más tratado se levanta el presente y datos
de la fe. Este asunto tomara de acuerdo el padres y el sacerdotes Mayas de la Santa Iglesia Católica
diacuerdo también el artículo 13 de la ley de derechos y cultura y organización indígena del Estado de
Quintana Roo. Firmas.
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All these elements can be considered as elements of local law and are typical features
of the Mayan principles of good and decent life. Even when for quiet a time there was
no administration of local justice in place any more, this does not mean the general
principles of behavior were not reproduced and that people were not acting any more
under these principles. The judges, as I saw them doing their job, followed strikingly
similar ways of stressing some principles and following specific ways to come to a
lasting conciliation. This at least suggests that the Mayan principles of good and
decent life are still living law.
But as I explained before the traditional judges have incorporated elements from the
western law such as stamps, the overseeing function of the MAI, the restrictive list of
competences, the master model format, the written character of the final agreements
(although sometimes judges continue with their purely oral ways). Moreover, they
have to adopt legal figures unknown to the Mayan worldview, such as manifested in
the divorce, separation or alimony cases.
So they have to take some state legal norms and mix these with their traditional
principles in order to solve the cases. Here we can find principles and procedures that
they recently have taken over and copied from the state. They are taking elements
from the official law to be incorporated into their way of judging. Divorce is something
they have been seeing from the western culture all the time, so, if they don’t accept
the wish of a couple to separate or divorce, the couple possibly will go “forum
shopping” at another tribunal and get it. True, first of all the judges in these cases try to
conciliate and apply their way of seeing things “to calm down the people”, but if the
parties insist they accept their wish. At the beginning the process starts with their
Mayan values, at the end it finishes with the divorce or the separation western style.
These divorce cases are examples of interlegality from top downwards.
Other examples of interlegality can be found in cases such as the rent of a house (4.16)
and the sale of a beehive (4.20) or in the case of the man who wants his land back after
having sold it to some other (4.17). While these cases resemble “civil” or “commercial”
law, the principles applied are also reflecting traditional Mayan values and the case is
not “just” a copy of western style application of “contract law”.
A final reflection is dedicated to the matter of legitimacy. In some cases people seem
to bring all kinds of petty conflicts and minor cases, which raises the question of the
legitimacy of the relatively new “official traditional justice” in Quintana Roo. Do people
trust these judges to that degree that they use him as a kind of “father” who knows
best? Aren’t there many community members who distrust these judges now that they
are so strongly controlled, restricted in their competence and monitored by the official
non Mayan dominant state elite? To answer these questions one would have to do
additional research in the villages among the people. But at least I have the strong
impression that there are two different patterns here.
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Some judges before their nomination had a traditional legitimacy which came from
their religious activities. They were priest or preachers and they developed activities
related to a specific religious and ceremonial administration of justice. They were seen
as traditional authorities even before the new law and in their new function they enjoy
that traditional legitimacy. Perhaps one could call them “fathers”. It seems that the fact
that the judges are so strongly embedded in the state justice system does not distract
from that perception of fatherhood.
But other judges, especially the youngest, have still to build up respect little by little.
Even in small towns or communities, I have met some people who did not know they
have an “official traditional judge” in their town. People from this town were used to
the official state authorities and it seems plausible that for the new Maya judges it will
take time to gain their attention and perhaps their respect.
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Chapter 5
Traditional Justice in Quintana Roo

In this chapter 5 attention shifts to the effects on the functioning of these
judges that might be attributed to the rather strict conditions with which
their competences are hedged in. The focus is on the internal conflict
rules that delimit the competences of the traditional judges in Quintana
Roo. Here I discuss e.g. whether the judges use the Spanish or the
Mayan language, discuss the standardized master model they are
supposed to use so as to bring their decisions in a written form. Also the
role of an official advisory council of so called Maya Generals
(traditional leaders of great prestige) is scrutinized as well as the role
and actions of a prominent supervisor who has the official capacity to
train and to oversee the new traditional judges. Judges are still
experimenting how to reconcile traditional and official ways of dealing
with conflicts, e.g. as to divorce, an institution that did not as such exist
under the Maya population but is valid law in Mexico state.

5.1. Introduction
As I mentioned in previous chapters, the state of Quintana Roo has established
different requirements to accept when the decisions of a traditional judge has to be
valid. Also the law establishes the way they are elected, their way their procedures
have to be develop and most of all what kind of cases they are allowed to handle.
The Indigenous Justice Law also established the competence, set of laws and rules of
operation for the traditional judges, the cases they can solve and the formalities cases
must fulfill to be accepted as valid. It also establishes the selection of Maya judges. The
communities in elections organized by the Magistrate of Indigenous Affairs elect them.
The traditional Maya judges do not have this designation before being elected; they
are just ordinary citizens who are voted to exercise that function for their community.
As described in Chapter 2, the official traditional system recognizes part of the original
ancestral indigenous structure that is still operating in the region. The system
recognizes the Mayan Generals who are named as part of the Indigenous Judicial
Council (CJI) that supervises the application of this law. It also recognizes the existence
of Mayan priests, the traditional baptisms and marriages they perform in the region. It
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is important to recall that these priests belong to the indigenous ancestral structure
already described in Chapter 2.
Hence, if we take all the points mentioned, we can see that an “official traditional
justice” is implemented, settled, and initiated by the state, but at the same time,
limited and restricted by this state law106. Justice done under this law will be called
traditional, but justice done otherwise will not be declared officially as traditional.
Taking these elements, I can affirm the traditional judges of Quintana Roo can be
characterized as part of an “official traditional justice”.

5.2. Matching characteristics in the work of the traditional official judges
One can notice various similarities in the daily work of these judges, such as:


Use of Spanish to write records, baptismal and marriage certificates.



Use of a pre-filled master model called “machote” for official acts, provided by
the Magistrate of Indigenous Affairs, with blank spaces to be filled in with the
main data of the process.



Non-written cases.



Cases sometimes are judged by two judges.



Incorporation of formal and institutional elements, such as stamps and
signatures.



Use of conciliation as main source to solve a conflict.

5.3. Use of Spanish to write records, baptismal and marriage certificates
The processes of mediation practiced by traditional judges in Quintana Roo are
performed in Maya or Spanish language or a mixture of both. The Maya baptisms and
Maya marriages are all performed in Mayan language. However, the certificates given
to the parties are written in Spanish. In addition, Spanish has been chosen by the
judges, and the MAI, for the reports sent to the High Court of the State of Quintana
Roo.
106

These are part of the Internal Rules of Conflict established in the LJI. These rules have been described
in chapters 2.
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According to the traditional judges and the MAI, there are three reasons for choosing
Spanish for written documents:
First, Spanish is the only language understood by the state authorities that monitor
their performance (like the High Court of the State of Quintana Roo) meaning it is the
language of the system to which the new Maya judges belong.
Second: Spanish is the language that seems to give a standard to the judges in their
resolutions. For example, in a community dispute, if one person speaks Maya and
Spanish, they mix the two languages by switching between them. If one only speaks
Spanish, then the traditional judge will act as a translator. However, I could observe
that there is a greater tendency to speak Maya in the spoken mediations while the
documents are written in Spanish. In fact, I did not find any document in the Mayan
language.
Third: The Mayan language does not have standardized writing. It is predominantly a
spoken language, rather than a written language. This language is written by using
Latin fonts and not in the Mayan old hieroglyphic characters. Furthermore, specialists,
rather than everyday people write it. It is not enough to speak it, a special training is
necessary to dominate it. Moreover, there is no uniformity between the writing
specialists. When writing, the traditional judges find a shelter in the Spanish language.

5.4. Use of pre-filled master model for official acts
The MAI supplies each monthly meeting a bunch of the pre-filled master model in
order to be used in acts like marriages, baptisms or mediations. As I mentioned before,
the forms are written in Spanish and the judges just fill in the blanks. These pre-filled
forms are made with the purpose of facilitate the work of judges and to ensure
standardization of information provided in annual reports. This Master model for
mediation is as follows.
In the village of (NAME OF THE TOWN) ____________ on (DAY, MONTH,
YEAR)

____________,

came

into

this

court

the

Citizens

(NAMES)____________,. The first person mentioned here in the
document came as the petitioner (or injured person), and the second
one as the accused. Traditional Judge (NAME OF THE JUDGE)
____________, invited the parties to tell the truth and reach a
settlement agreement. They are also advised they may present their
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witnesses, as stated in Article 26 of the Indigenous Justice Law of the
State of Quintana Roo.
Done the above the judges continued with the Data of the petitioner.
His name is as written above, with residence in: (name of his/her
hometown) ____________; marital status: (MARRIED, NON-MARRIED,
DIVORCED,

SINGLE)

occupation:

________;

____________;
as

to

the

birthplace:
facts

the

____________;

person

declared:

_____________________________________________________________
The accused in use of her turn said: His/Her name is as it has been
written in the documents; with residence in: (name of his/her
hometown) ____________; marital status: (MARRIED, NON-MARRIED,
DIVORCED,

SINGLE)

____________;

birthplace:

____________;

occupation: ____________; As response to the accusation against
him/her,

he/she

says:

_____________________________________________________________
After both parties reached an agreement, both signed or fingerprinted
the following Clauses:
First:_________________________________________________________
Second:______________________________________________________
Third:________________________________________________________
Thereupon, once that both sides have been heard and reached
reconciliation through mediation, the Traditional Judge with regard to
Article 12 of the Indigenous Justice Law of the State, declares the case
to have the effect of a concluded case. Therefore I order to file the case
as fully concluded. The document is signed in the bottom of the page
(or fingerprinted by the parties). This was signed and ordered by the
Traditional Judge.
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As we can see, in these pre
pre-filled forms some articles of the Indigenous Justice
J
Law of
the state of Quintana Roo are mentioned at the bottom of the document. This jargon is
to provide more “legality - formality” to the act. It also mentions the force of the
mediation as mandatory for all the parties involved who must respect the
th agreement
as a final decision. In 2010, the MAI and the TSJ compiled a CD with information from
the cases they have solved in the last years and were distributed to all interested
parties.

Table 24. Front view of the conciliation report format used by the Judges
Traditional Quintana Roo.
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Table 25. Rear view of the conciliation report format used by the Judges
Traditional Quintana Roo.

5.5. Non-written cases
In my visits to communities and traditional judges, I noticed a difference between the
number of official cases reported and the actual number of cases. This is because the
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judges reported only those cases that concluded with a written document, but not
those concluding orally.
The judges do not report all cases and some of them are kept under secret in their
offices. Sometimes those cases are misplaced or forgotten by judges as a simple
mistake. For example, in a working meeting with judges, one of them showed the MAI
a divorce done six years before. This was dated in June 2002 and the judge delivered
the report in September 2008 to the MAI. According to the judge, that divorce was
complicated and the persons involved in the case were well known people from the
community. The judge wanted to respect the privacy of the divorced individuals and
decided not to deliver the document to the MAI so that fewer people would know
about the case.107
The official number of cases reported does not correspond with the number of cases
that really happen in communities. In a few meetings when I could accompany the
MAI, different traditional judges gave him several documents that had been kept or
not reported. At least more than twenty cases were delivered in front of me to the MAI
while they had a monthly meeting in September 2008.
This means there is a control of the judge’s practices among themselves in order to
keep cases secret or under their own shelter because judges also have an attitude of
protection towards the people involved. This protection may take the form of nondisclosure of names, ages and current situations, which might affect negatively the
individual’s reputation.

5.6. Cases that have been judged by two judges
The judges are assigned to a specific village or town. This is to assure they know the
people and the traditions of the place. However, there are cases that are judged by two
judges. Here we have a "legal deficiency". This is because the law does not mention
anything about the consequences of the territorial limits of jurisdiction.
Given that judges are appointed to work in the community they belong to and get
elected, legally this would prevent them from judging elsewhere. However, there are
judges who have decided to personally attend matters with colleagues located in
other communities and a few kilometers from each other. This leads me to believe that
they are in the process of reshuffling the indigenous justice system and reinterpreting
the way justice is dispensed.
107

As I described in Chapter 4, there was a serious accusation against this person of being homosexual.
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5.7. Incorporation of formal and institutional elements
From the moment they begun activities, official traditional judges have followed a
path towards the institutionalization and formalization of the administration of justice.
The MAI has sought to get uniformity in judicial procedures, with elements such as the
master model previously described in 5.4, in the writing up of records and in the way
judges perform their duties.
An element of bureaucracy affecting the indigenous law is its own legal structure. This
means that the judges are required to respond to the strict procedures and limitations
of the LJI.108 They also have to respect the LJI, which demands that traditional judges
strictly adhere to human rights. Also, the use of stamps, formats and signatures is
prescribed. In order to get this done the MAI in the last two years organized two
training courses in human rights, and tells them in every monthly meeting to avoid
problems with human rights and to respect women, children and old people rights. He
also delivers the master models.
However, some flexibility is found in writing and judging. The traditional judges can
impose sanctions such as an order to deliver the concieto, the promise to keep loving
someone or to build a house.
Furthermore, problems are not always resolved by the judges of the community, but
are sent to other functionaries. For example, the judge who handled the case of
witchcraft did not continue investigating the case because he considered the case to
have the possibility of intended homicide rather than just a case of witchcraft. This
case could have been solved with a fine, mediation or reprehending the woman.
Nevertheless, the judge delegated this case to another authority because he did not
know how to approach a possible homicide case. This example demonstrates that
traditional judges are still learning how to deal with their own functions.
They use stamps, signatures, fingerprints, and papers. If any of these elements are
missing, the MAI and the people involved in the case, or the Indigenous Judicial
Council consider that justice has not been done and documents are imperfect. These
requirements also apply to the traditional marriages and baptisms performed in the
ceremonial centers. In cases of traditional baptisms and matrimonies, these
ceremonies have been respected by the people in the community from ancient times,
even before the creation of the Law of Indigenous Justice Law when marriage or
baptisms certificates were not given by the priest. The public ceremony in front of the
108

See Chapter 2 and 3.
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community was enough to seal the compromise between the two. However, with the
legal reforms of 1997, the LJI imposed a series of measures to ensure the identity of
people and provided the formalities to draft the documents to be considered as valid.
That is why formal elements have been added, such as: signatures of the parties,
witnesses of the marriages, and official records with stamps and signatures of the
priests. If a formal element were missing, then the state of Quintana Roo would not
support a marriage.
Mayan priests have been implicitly recognized because Mayan marriage has been
recognized as an official act by the state of Quintana Roo. Nevertheless, despite the
fact that Mayan priests have not received an official appointment by the judiciary of
the state of Quintana Roo as the Mayan Generals have, they have received a stamp and
handle official master models to formalize marriage or baptism. With this they are
implicitly incorporated, rather than explicitly.

5.8. Use of conciliation and forgiveness as main source to solve a conflict
The traditional judges have been using conciliation to solve problems as their main
source. This way is used in all kind of cases as I have described in chapter 4, injuries,
alimony, theft, marriage conflicts or unfinished contracts.
Conciliation and forgiveness are seen as acts which repair the damage in two levels,
the problem denounced and the personal problem within both parts.
So we can find expressions such as: “the authority of this community asked both
parties to come to an agreement, forgive each other and consider their
problems finished”; “The accused Fidel Poot Caamal commits himself not to
repeat his actions and to fulfill his obligations” or “The C. Ku Canche Rosa says
that she agrees to reconcile with her husband if he worries about getting their own
house because these problems have been influenced by the relatives of her husband”.

5.9. The cultural defense
At the beginning of this thesis, I mentioned that cultural defense has been a relatively
unexplored subject in Mexico. This possibility for defense does not exist directly in
Mexican laws of any kind. There is formal recognition given to indigenous peoples and
their rights, but even though this recognition appears to be ample, the actual
implementation of these rights has been unsuccessful: unaccepted by the authorities
and remaining chiefly on paper.
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Mexico has signed most of the agreements and resolutions of the ILO including
Convention 169, as well as treaties from the UN, the Inter-American Commission of
Human Rights, the Organization of American States, and many more. These treaties
and resolutions establish a series of measures and general statements that have to be
implemented through internal laws, regulations or supplementary agreements done
by the country that signed the international agreements. In the case of Mexico, these
resolutions have not yet begun to permeate the Mexican criminal legal order and
change the laws and regulations, but at best are simply statements of goodwill and
good intention. There are just a few exceptions, for example, the inclusion of the
Article 220bis of the CFPP, which however maintains an inappropriate and racist image
of what is indigenousness.
Cultural defense in Mexico is not explicitly recognized, nor taken into consideration as
valuable in the judicial process. Incorporating cultural defense in the Mexican judicial
system is still a road full of legal twists and turns. Cultural defense is more the
exception rather than the rule. The elements that are implicit in cultural defense are
exhibited in federal judicial processes, which I have mentioned in the methodology
section of this thesis and Chapter 3.

5.10. The official traditional structure
The judges are selected in an election held in their community. When groups of people
in a town think they need a traditional judge, they reach the MAI an application to
install a judge. These processes take time (from six months to one year) and requests
are evaluated one by one. Taken into account are elements like urgency, need, validity
of the request and the amount of material and monetary resources available.
This means there are judges who have been working longer than others for example,
one for 6 years and another for 13. Also there are some other communities that have
not been selected to establish a judge but it has not been done mainly because of lack
of resources. In the future, new traditional courts will be established in other
communities where there are none yet. There are plans to expand the number of
existing courts.
However, what happens to the towns where there is no traditional justice or official
traditional justice? In these places, justice is still carried out and managed by the state
under their rules. Nevertheless, the Indigenous Justice Law mentions that all the towns
have the right to have official traditional justice. The Indigenous Justice Law of the
state of Quintana Roo, as it has been written, gives in theory the possibility to establish
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a traditional court in every single town, locality or settlement with indigenous
population in the state. Technically for every community in the state of Quintana Roo
one traditional judge could be designated.
Thus, in the future, all communities in the state have the power to demand a
traditional justice official to be put in place. The procedure to select one place over
another it is not mentioned anywhere in law, so, is it possible to establish this courts in
a place founded only fifteen year ago? Is it forty years, or it must have at least one
hundred years? What is traditional for the law? None of this is clear.
The ancient Maya generals and priests from the traditional structure have been
incorporated into the parallel official traditional structure. With these new attributions,
generals now belong to the CJI. The traditional structure administers justice in
religious and military fields. The generals give advice to people about how to conduct
their lives; however, this is more because of a friendship relation than a traditional
activity. Even when there is a military structure, the focus not on reprehending and
repressing an enemy, an army or an invader but to preserve, protect and custody their
religion and their traditional centers.
They maintain internal control over their members applying internal sanctions if
indiscipline occurs. Sanctioning people is very restricted and only deals with some
types of behavior like the following. If a custodian assigned to a ceremonial center
does not arrive on time or abandon his post, or does not make any sacrifice or prayers
through his period of custody, he will be punished by having to stay more time on
duty109, and/or he will be ordered to pray all day, or he will be demoted.
If there is a row between the traditional militia, if someone of them uses drugs or
alcohol, they can be discharged with dishonor. If a military kills another partner from
the structure, that person will be punished with twenty-five of fifty lashes and if he
survives that punishment, he will be taken to the state authorities to be put in jail.110
This activity although a kind of doing justice has nothing to do with administration of
justice in the broad sense, dealing with all troubles and unwanted behavior in the
community at large. The generals only punish indiscipline in their internal structure.
Administration of justice outside that area is now done within the new, official
traditional structure, by the "official traditional judges".

109

As I describe in Chapter 2, the custodians of the ceremonial centers are volunteers and they stayed
there for one or two weeks.
110

However, there are no such actions in the communities any more. The Mayan Generals told me that
their grandparents used to act in this way but that since this practice was discontinued.
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Since the official traditional structure was introduced, it has had mixed experiences in
operation. For example, they settled in towns with indigenous communities, where
there were no facilities for the people to access justice by the Mexican state,
nevertheless, they have not been installed in all communities that requested them. Nor
were all judges selected at the same time.
Traditional judges act in their towns but the MAI and the Mayan Generals act with this
new law statewide. This has positioned traditional authorities in a new situation. The
Mayan Generals used to act in some particular areas have now their competence
artificially expanded statewide. Where previously there were no traditional authorities,
they have to coordinate that competence now. However, that competence was
artificially established at this point by the state of Quintana Roo and not by the people.
This is somewhat paradoxical. State policies have been characterized with their lack of
recognition of the powers of traditional authorities, or for recognizing them only
obliquely. In this case, we find that these authorities have been granted powers that
did not previously exist. The generals have been cautious with these powers. They
work with the MAI overseeing their work and making recommendations, but have
tried not to mix their traditional duties with their new functions. So far, they have kept
to a division of work and responsibilities.
However, there is a struggle for the legitimacy of the relatively new “official traditional
justice” in Quintana Roo. This can be considered a process still in development, judges,
especially the youngest ones have still to build up respect and gain spaces little by
little. It seems plausible that for the new Maya judges it will take time to gain their
attention and perhaps their respect. All the processes shown in chapter four and
reflections made in 4.23, show us there are some process and cases do not belong to a
traditional Mayan world view, such as divorce; however they have to deal and solve
them.
So, what kind of structure do we see in Quintana Roo? Is it traditional or not? I think it is
a mixed hybrid fusion born from a state law. The transit of time (more than thirteen
years in some communities), people who participate in its application (Generals,
Mayan priests), the ambiguity of the law, and the absence of an extended traditional
indigenous structure of judicial administration, have allowed these judges to gradually
implement their activities as an integral part of their respective communities.
The structure created for the state of Quintana Roo, has had some interesting fruits,
such as, currently recognized Maya marriages, divorces and baptisms. This is the first
and only state in Mexico, which allows divorce, child custody, or criminal offenses
involving indigenous people to be pursued by traditional justice officials.
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The incorporation of complementary elements from the traditional structure into the
new formal structure, the expansion of judicial power (both in geography and in area
acceptance), and the legitimating of traditional roles (using formal and procedural
elements), turns official traditional justice into a hybrid system. Traditional judges have
become part of the traditional elements of the communities with the passing of time.
This incorporation is a strategy that combines parts of both worlds, traditional and
state law, to maintain social peace in the region
.
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Chapter 6
Cultural difference in federal criminal justice

Chapter six deals with the cultural defense practice in federal courts in
the 3 states of Yucatan, How is the existence of a relevant cultural
difference assessed in the criminal justice system? How is the existence
of this difference proven through the anthropological expert studies?
The conclusion is that in this cultural defense practice as a matter of
fact a hidden notion is played out. Through the way cultural defense is
legally approached and formulated and, particularly, proven, it turns
out that the indigenous person is perceived as culturally backward and
therefore standing outside the so called average national Mexican
society.

6.1 Cultural difference and cultural backwardness
In chapter 3 I discussed the ways in which federal criminal judges’ deal with
indigenous persons accused of having committed an act forbidden in national law but
common custom in their Mayan community. In such situations the judge may invoke
an anthropological expert to establish if the accused is culturally different from what is
called the national average culture (cultura media nacional, in Spanish) .Below I hope
to show that this in effect means, that an accused person showing this cultural
difference is perceived as a culturally backward person who is irresistibly hindered in
realizing that this behavior is unlawful. He is therefore acquitted and set free. A key
role in this way of taking the quality of indigenous into account in criminal cases falls
upon the anthropological expert. This chapter is dedicated to the way the expert
comes - or is forced to come- to conclusions about the cultural difference of the
accused and how this stigmatizes him.
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6.2. The expert anthropological studies
Conflicts that arise between two normative systems and the questions that come up
about the differences between the two cultures are solved through the development
of specialized studies in anthropology later named anthropological expert studies. In
this regard, Esther Sánchez, a Colombian anthropologist, states that:
“In general, the cultural and normative conflicts that arise in a multicultural
nation are not necessarily explicable or comprehensible. There are few people
inside, and outside the community, which know the reasons or justifications for
these practices and be able to explain them. These traditions, evident in
practices and customs, are often questioned when they come into contact with
another society ... these are “signs” that need to be examined and defined as
legally acceptable or not by jurisdictional authorities ... … whom do not
necessarily participate of these justifications within an specific society. Under
this circumstances conflicts require “a translation” under schemes and cognitive
referents of the culture itself from which they emerge, with the object of giving
meaning to what they really express or want to say (Sánchez, 2006: 69).
Expert anthropological studies in Mexico are based on Article 220bis of the Federal
Criminal Procedure Code, which states:
“When the accused belongs to an indigenous ethnic group, (the judge) will
procure to use expert studies so as to gain a deeper understanding of the
personality of the accused and to establish his cultural difference compared to
the national average culture. In proceedings involving individuals who claim to
be indigenous, the judge shall consider him as indigenous. In case the judge
has doubts about it or questions are raised in court he shall request the
community authority for any record that certifies that the accused belongs to a
particular people or community.”
Article CFPP 220bis, only requires an "expert study", but in the cases studied, the judge
always asked for an expert in anthropology as this is the discipline dealing with
indigenous issues.111
According to Esther Sánchez, an expert anthropological study can be defined as a
procedure which
"... Does not seek to simply translate, teach, or compare the functioning of a
culture so as to get a better understanding of the situation. Its true value it is to
111

Opinion given for a federal judge in interview. February 10th 2004.
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confront two types of knowledge: one from the judge and one from the expert,
who sometimes in open dissent, are searching for knowledge in a situation
where domains of knowledge are antagonistic because of differences of power
and of political position .” (Sánchez 1992: 22)
The expert struggles to act as a translator between the two legal systems (the state
and the indigenous) in order to apprehend the underlying reasons of the incriminated
act or the form in which such behavior is performed. As Sánchez says: “this process of
translation requires this behavior to be decoded by applying the cognitive schemes of
the culture from which it emerges, in order to really grasp the meaning of what it
expresses.” (Sánchez 2006: 69)
Yuri Escalante, former director of the Program of Legal Anthropology of the National
Indigenous Institute, defines the task of the expert as an attempt to respond the
challenges of building a pluralistic justice,
"The goal of the expert anthropological study, as evidence in court
proceedings, is not to demonstrate marginalization, ignorance, or cultural
backwardness, but to promote the recognition of cultural difference in courts.
The process is made by using concepts that emerge from anthropological
analysis, which can be used as a bridge to convey the peculiarities from one
culture to another. This is an attempt to provide cultural translation. "(Escalante
2002: 5)
In practice, however, in the federal courts, the expert is not allowed to really engage in
cultural translation. The law asks him only to determine whether the person being
judged a) belongs to an indigenous group or not, by comparing his culture with the
national average culture (NAC) b) possesses the characteristics of an indigenous
person, and c) acted in a way that the community recognized as normal custom. These
conclusions then may lead the judge to find that the accused is culturally backward
and incurably unaware that his act is unlawful and punishable under official Mexican
law.

6.3. The cultural difference in the federal cases
In the files I investigated, the judges released the indigenous suspects by arguing he
showed “cultural difference”. These differences are demonstrated through a process of
comparison of the indigenous culture of the accused with the Mexican national
average culture (NAC) Cultural difference is determined using a process of comparison
that excludes the indigenous person from what is considered Mexican or national. The
process of comparison confronts the two Mexicos I mentioned in the introduction of
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this book, the “imaginary” and the “deep” Mexico. An expert belongs to an office of the
federal government and therefore represents the imaginary Mexico, while the person
who is judged and presumably indigenous, represents the deep Mexico. The
characteristics of the dominant culture are used to qualify the indigenous culture. The
imaginary Mexico is the parameter to measure any of the other groups found in the
country. In other words, the indigenous accused is defined as another by contrasting
him with the NAC based on what the imaginary Mexico thinks are the characteristics of
the “deep Mexico”. Imaginary Mexico, establishes the characteristics and an image of
deep Mexico by determining how it looks like and which its own characteristics are. A
single culture (the dominant one, the culture of the imaginary Mexico) measures more
than sixty ethnic groups in Mexico. One may interpret this maneuver as a typical one
sided way of “understanding” the other (indigenous) cultures. This refusal, sanctioned
by official law, of really to grasp the lifeways and culture of local communities, is an
example how the dominant groups in society maintain a superior position. This could
be qualified as a hegemonic move. All the institutions that are involved in these
criminal processes, such as the IFDP, CDI, DGPRS, and the judges are indeed using this
way of coming to grips with the specific aspects of the indigenous world by comparing
the personality of the accused with the NAC.
A former director of the Legal Department of the CDI Yucatan Office points out
"When judges ask for an expert anthropological study, they start to inquire
questions, like: does the person have a cultural difference when compared to
the NAC? This is something the judges are never going to get out of their
minds. It is something they always bring up. Another question is: can the expert
say whether or not this cultural difference can stop the person in an
insurmountable way from seeing his conduct as illegal? Or for example, is the
Chaka112 tree used in Mayan communities for construction? Is it common to cut
it among the Mayas?113
He also said that the way judges ask or made their request for an expert
anthropological study is a "terrible mistake" because it is a way to exclude the
indigenous person, whereas the anthropologist should rather indicate whether the
person is included within one of the country's indigenous groups.114
In an interview in respect to cultural difference, a judge himself uttered the same
criticism:

112

A tree of the area usually used to extract wood.

113

Interview with the General attorney of the INI Yucatan Office. August 22, 2003.

114

Ídem.
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"It is very complicated to give an opinion defining national culture or average
culture, because if we were talking about a level of education, then we could
just say for example that the average level of education in the area is high
school and just divide the number of years studied by two. I think this
approximation would be strengthened if we use the legal formula to find out
about cultural difference by establishing whether a person belongs to an ethnic
group or not, and to find out what practices do exist there, what the worldview
is the person is involved in. The main thing is to distinguish and get to know the
various cultures in their typical features. That is what the Constitution wants
when it affirms the pluricultural composition of the nation.115

Lawyers of the CDI Yucatán office, who led the defense of some the cases analyzed,
said they comprehend culture as a "style of being, of doing and thinking as well as a
complex of works and institutions."116
As we have seen, in the interviews with the IFDP, CDI, DGPRS, judges and lawyers,
these officials reduce or are forced to reduce the concept of National Average Culture
to an “expression that refers to a mathematical equation meant to obtain the midpoint
of the sum of the characters and qualities considered as Mexican.” (Herrera 2010: 70)
Thereupon cultural difference is established as the outcome of comparing the
elements of the culture the imaginary Mexico defines as its own with the elements that
imaginary Mexico assumes deep Mexico possesses. In the next paragraph I want to
graphically express this procedure

115

In an interview with a federal judge he states that “perhaps the rulers didn’t want to talk of
multiculturalism or pluriculturality because what they do not want the disintegration of the state, a very
sensitive topic. The recognition of multiculturalism in a broad sense is abhorred by them. Now what
about the cultural backwardness, for instance related to the level of education. A good academic effort
would distinguish culture from academic instruction. In the end, the spirit of the new constitutional
framework is the recognition of cultural diversity. Are the anthropological expert studies instruments
used for this cultural recognition? Yes, they are, as there is a need to prove in a criminal procedure all
what a person says. But I believe one would have to establish the belonging to an ethnic group
following the path the constitution indicates. At the constitutional level, there are no special
requirements for a person to prove that he belongs to an indigenous community, his own declaration to
that effect is enough. An expert study makes the judge aware of the different cultures that impact on
the different perceptions regarding lawful or unlawful behavior; this is the crucial element of the expert
studies." Interview with a federal judge. February 10, 2004
116

Interview with the General attorney of the CDI Yucatan Office. August 22, 2003.
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6.4. The process of comparison in expert anthropological studies between the
NAC and the culture of the person judged
The process of comparison can be illustrated in the following charts. The figure marked
with the letter "A" represents the NAC. The figure marked with the letter "B", with
dotted lines, indicates the culture of the person who is being prosecuted.

Chart 1: Representation of the NAC and the culture of the compared person

When comparing the two cultures, the NAC with the culture of the person who is in a
judicial process (subject to the process of comparison using the anthropological expert
study), may result in the following possibilities:
“1. The cultures compared are the same or largely similar. In this case the person is
Mexican.
2. The cultures compared are quite similar in most of their elements. In this case the
person is Mexican.
3. The cultures compared have some similarities only in a few elements. In this case the
person could be considered as Mexican.
4. The cultures compared are not similar in the elements analyzed. In this case the
person is indigenous or a foreigner. The person is not Mexican.” (Herrera 2010: 73 - 74)
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These options can be represented graphically as follows.
1. - That the cultures compared, are wholly or largely similar, in which case the person
is Mexican or a national. (Herrera 2010: 74)

Chart 2: The cultures compared are wholly or largely similar

The second possibility is that the cultures compared are similar in almost all their
elements. In this case, the person is Mexican, even if they don´t exhibit identical
characteristics of what is called “Mexican”. In this case, the culture of the person
brought to trial, is considered Mexican. (Herrera 2010: 75)

Chart 3.- The cultures compared are similar in almost all their elements.
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The third possibility is that the compared cultures are similar only in some elements. In
this option the person is still Mexican. (Herrera 2010: 76)

Chart 4.- The cultures compared, are similar only in some elements. In this case
the person could be considered as Mexican.

The fourth result is that the compared cultures have no contact points. In this case, the
compared person is indigenous. (Herrera 2010: 77)

Chart 5.- The cultures compared are not similar in the elements compared. In this
case, the person is indigenous or a foreigner. The person is not Mexican.
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Article 220bis of the CFPP asks to determine if a person is indigenous or not, while
excluding the individual of what is considered “Mexican”. See the chart above. The
same result it is obtained if we compare a foreigner with the Mexican NAC. (Herrera
2010: 78)

Chart 6: Comparison of the Mexican NAC culture with a foreign culture

In this sense, according to Article 220bis, the indigenous would enjoy a similar status
as a foreigner. Thus, we note that the imaginary Mexico excludes the indigenous, or
the “other”, from what is regard as Mexican. Consequently, the Mexican judicial
system, after the process of comparison, determines that the person is indigenous.
Paradoxically, he is excluded because he does not have “Mexican” characteristics.

6.5. A last look at the files
Both the comparison and the way judges came to the conclusion that the accused is
culturally backward will be illustrated once again by exploring the files.
In different cases the expert anthropology study determined the person, as culturally
backward. For example, in the case of Mr. Hernández, the application made by the
court to the CDI, asked whether the person belonged to the Maya ethnic group and
compare him against the NAC. Similarly, in the case of Mr. Gómez, the judge used the
expert anthropological opinion to demonstrate, first, that Mr. Gómez belonged to the
Mayan ethnic group and, second, that as a member of that indigenous community, he
exhibited sufficient cultural difference in comparison to the NAC, which
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insurmountably prevented him from believing that his act of carrying a firearm was
socially reprehensible.117
In another case, the judge said at the time of the assessment of the expert
anthropological study, that a Mr. López was part of the Yucatecan Mayan ethnic group
and that his action was accepted by the community because the development of wells
is a traditional regional activity, which includes the work of well diggers.118

6.5.1. Determining the status of indigenous people as a result of comparing a
person´s cultural situation against the NAC
In the files of Mr. Gómez, Mr. López, and Mr. Hernández, the judge asked the INI to tell
if the person belonged to the Mayan ethnic group and if his habits were accepted or
not as valid through the process of comparison with the NAC.
Mr. Gómez said that he was arrested inside his land located on the main street of the
town of Dzonot Carretero. However, with good faith, he decided to go when he
received the assurance to be quickly released with just a fine if he stated in his opening
statement in court that he was arrested while he was walking on the main street of the
town. In addition, he was promised assistance in returning to his home town. This is
credible, considering his indigenous status and his cultural difference when compared
against the NAC.
The soldiers told Mr. Gómez that carrying a firearm was forbidden (they never asked
for a permit) and that he had to accompany them to the nearest military base. Mr.
Gómez also mentioned he was afraid they were going kidnap him in order to remove
his entrails. 119
117

The file of Mr. Hernández says: "During the procedure, the defender of the accused offered as
evidence, an expert study on social anthropology and a socioeconomic study in order to prove that the
person belongs to the Maya ethnic group and as a member of the indigenous community, showed a
large cultural difference in relationship to NAC, that prevented him in an insurmountable way to
perceive as socially reprehensible the act of carrying a gun for field work and to care for his land."
35/2002-B. p. 22.
118

"With such evidence it is demonstrate that Mr. López is culturally different from the NAC, and that he
belongs to the indigenous Maya group, and as a resident member of the town of Telchaquillo, Tecoh
Municipality, Yucatán, both he and the community do not consider as socially reprehensible or wrongful
the act of acquiring or transporting explosives for the job of well-digger." 55/2001 p. 37-38.
119

"At the time of his arrest he thought they were going to kidnap him to sell his organs when he was
arrested. At the beginning he did not realize he was stopped because of the shotgun he had, to scare
gophers and rabbits from the corn crop of his grandfather." 481/2002-A. p. 25
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The same circumstance happened in the case of Mr. López, where the judge also
issued a judgment in which he mentions a similar cultural factor.120 In the case of Mr.
Hernández, the judge made a request to the INI to determine if the person was
indigenous when compared with the NAC and to determine whether the activity of,
cutting Chíit palms in the town of El Cuyo was acceptable or not.
In all these cases the indigenous status of a person comes from the process of
comparing the person´s culture against the NAC.

6.6 Expert anthropological studies in federal cases
Returning to the expert, the main point I want to make is the very restrictive character
of the legal mandate to take a person’s indigenous identity into account in criminal
proceedings. There is a vast difference between asking in court whether or not the
accused is culturally different or asking whether or not the person belongs to a
particular group and what qualities of life has over there and what meaning his specific
acts carry. In this second way of asking questions to the expert one could avoid the
process of comparison, and avoid using the term “NAC” in the trials. The expert
anthropological study should relate first to the ethnic characteristics of the group to
which the person belongs to and then establish and identify if and how local living
traditions and practices are related to the act or omission under trial. In this way
cultures are taken seriously, the accused is not declared mentally retarded; his culture
is perceived as a quality of a group which in principle is recognized legally as different
but having equal value in the whole complex of the society. In this way an indigenous
should not be excluded from the Mexican culture, but included. It is however true that
to really promote such respect for all Mexico’s cultures at least in the legal realm, it
would be necessary to officially provide for such peoples and communities to
administer their own justice. State judges under such a system are not competent any
more to judge persons as we have analyzed examples of them in the cases.
Within the present system the role of the expert is important. The experts report is a
vital part of the mechanism to obtain the release of indigenous suspects., But in the
present system it is an ambiguous strategy as the experts find themselves clamped
down to a mission impossible. I give some examples.
120

"... it can be seen that Mr. López, "El Tornillo "belongs to the Mayan indigenous ethnic group, that the
customs, lifestyles and language he uses ... are typical of the people of this group... that the cultural
differences that exist between the defendant and the National Average Culture (NAC)... it also
concluded that cultural differences prevented the accused in an insurmountable way to estimate his
behavior as illegal.... it is demonstrated that Mr. López is culturally different from the National Average
Culture (NAC). (55/2001 35-39)
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When evidence is taken into court, the expert is restricted primarily to what the law
indicates and what it requests him to do. A few questions arose from this: what kind of
expert should do the job? And what kind of study should be delivered?
As I mentioned in the methodology section, I had the opportunity to write an expert
anthropological study which allowed me to explore the way it becomes a part of the
whole procedure. In this occasion I had the chance to develop my own methodology;
the court didn’t interfere with it. However, the expert is legally and technically limited
to what is prescribed by law and what has been asked by the judge. Transgressing
these limits might lead to invalidation of the report on request of any of the parties or
by the judge alone. That is, if I was requested to make a study to determine if the
person is indigenous or not, and I thereupon would have presented a study into the
question whether or not the traditions of the person were accepted behavior in their
community, that study could be invalidated because it would not conform to what was
requested.
The expert is also limited by the time allotted to complete the study and the time
judges have to study the report. The judge imposes a maximum time to complete the
study. In the case in which I participated I was given two weeks to do it. The other
restriction, judicial time, refers to how much time the judge has to study it. It is not
appropriate to write a vast document because the judge won’t have the enough time
to read it. It has to be delivered in an adequate size in order to be taken seriously. How
can I do a proper cultural interpretation under the severe restrictions of what article
220bis CFPP defines as the questions to be answered? In my case, I found a solution by
avoiding as far as feasible the inadequate legal language.
The study had to be delivered in 15 days. Is this enough time to determine whether a
person is indigenous or not? Is it enough time to probe and discover if the conduct is
accepted or not? Is it enough to get to know the specific lifeways, worldviews and
culture of the community involved? Another problem resides in the costs of the
expert’s, travel and expenses arising from the study, who has to pay for it?
My personal experience, albeit modest, confirms the very restrictive character of the
federal system as a step towards a pluricultural reconstruction of the Mexican legal
order.

6.7 The prospects of recognition of pluriculturality
Let me conclude from this chapter that the method used in the federal justice system
to recognize the existence of indigenous peoples and their cultures also in legal
matters, is seriously flawed. Recognition is restricted to a comparison with an
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imaginary concept of national average culture that puts indigenous culture outside
“the nation” and pictures indigenousness only as a kind of mental defect of the
individual. Moreover, the legal mandate to facilitate these communities to administer
their own forms of justice is commonly practiced as opposed to abide to federal law.
This is confirmed by Hector Ortiz, who conducted a study of case files handled by the
INI in 2001, and concludes:
"From the data obtained from the study of records of the INI, it seems there is
not significant progress in the last ten years in terms of recognition from the
judges, not even as a trend." (Ortiz 2004)

However even under this not so positive description already mentioned, it does not
mean there has not been created some spaces related with the admission of
multiculturality. As mentioned in chapter 1, some states have been implementing
indigenous justice systems (state oriented) such as the one from Quintana Roo, but all
of them are always supervised by state officials. Also, the reforms of the state
constitutions and laws are still in discussion after more than fifteen years to admit
cultural differences, the existence of indigenous and minorities groups and their
traditional systems of justice. The road to multiculturality in at least Mexico’s official
legal orders is still a long and twisted one.
As mentioned before in chapter 1, article 220bis of the CFPP result of signing the ILO
Convention 169 and the recognition of Mexico as multicultural. This article was copied
by the procedural criminal codes of Yucatan:
Article 154.- "When the accused belongs to an indigenous ethnic group, (the
judge) will procure to use expert studies so as to gain a deeper understanding
of the personality of the accused and to establish his cultural difference
compared to the national average culture. In proceedings involving individuals
who claim to be indigenous, the judge shall consider him as indigenous. In case
the judge has doubts about it or questions are raised in court he shall request
the community authorities for any record that certifies that the accused
belongs to a particular people or community. "
The state of Quintana Roo used article 220bis to apply procedural criminal code except
they chose to refine it so that it reads,
Article 152.- "When the accused belongs to an indigenous ethnic group, it will
be mandatory (for the judge) to use expert studies on sociology and
anthropology so as to gain a deeper understanding of the personality of the
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accused and to establish his cultural difference compared to the regional
average culture."

Here, the state of Quintana Roo, changed the National Average Culture (NAC) for a
concept named Regional Average Culture (RAC) as a main point of comparison. This
RAC, has the same problems as the NAC: no definition of what it means and no
instructions of how it is formed, conformed to or used. So the consequences of using
the RAC to compare someone are exactly the same as the NAC already described in
this chapter.
This lack of definition in the RAC and the NAC highlights the judges and experts use a
concept of culture that is close to a pure description of artifacts, places or
circumstances. There are more possibilities to be considered an indigenous by adding
characteristics of what the judge or the expert think an indigenous is. This use of the
term culture is very similar to the old and basic definition of E. B. Tylor: “Culture, or
civilization, taken in its broad, ethnographic sense, is that complex whole which
includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom, and any other capabilities and
habits acquired by man as a member of society.” (Tylor 1975: 29)
This old definition of culture (from 1871) tries to define a person as belonging to a
group by fitting him into well defined categories. It seems that if a person possesses
more characteristics related to a group, there are more probabilities of being an
indigenous.
This wrong approach of the CFPP and the Mexican judges tend to consider ethnic
groups as sealed, closed and static. They forget that what an indigenous culture is
cannot be determined that way, it cannot be established one sidedly, cannot be
established as a kind of complete "something", nor with a kind of 100% certainty. It is a
temporary conclusion on the basis of a kind of "struggle" between various ways of
interpreting the world, a struggle between two "persons" that represent two different
domains of knowledge.
"Anthropology shows that cultures do not encompass cultural actors or dictate their
thinking or their moral choices… persons disagree about their cultural values; they
offend each other, wrong each other, misunderstand each other, exert power over
each other, and leverage the tensions and ambiguities in cultural norms in order to
push for changes in these norms.
There is always plenty of room for agency, choice and change in any community.
Cultural conflict is not just conflict between communities; it is conflict within
communities as well." "...there are no "pure" and hermetically sealed cultures…
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cultures are hybrid, overlapping and creole: forces from trade to education to
migration to popular culture and transnational law ensure that all persons participate
in multiple cultures at once.
Cultural elements circulate globally, and they are always changing". "…culture” is
more of a constant act of translation and re-creation or re-presentation than it is a fixed
and given thing. Hence, for example, any assertations as to what the "authentic"
cultural values of a given society are …as in the context of cultural defense necessarily
are better understood as ideological or political claims made for particular
instrumental purpose." "Likewise, even laws that are presented as reflecting local
cultural values are most often products of cultural invention and borrowing from
outside..." (Riles 2008b: 101 - 102)
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I analyze the path the traditional Mayan justice is taking in and through
the new mixed system of Quintana Roo Hereby the position of the so
called Mayan Generals is the first point of reference. The path they are
walking on represents both a change compared with the past of Maya
justice as well as a reconfiguration. It is a change because these Mayan
Generals have given up some of their traditional powers. It is also a
reconfiguration of their position due their acceptance of the Quintana
Roo law which gives them new attributions, not as judges themselves,
but as counselors.

7.1. The other
The “other” is an anthropological concept I have used throughout this document as a
key figure to understand the vision and mentality of the Mexican federation towards
its indigenous people.
The other arises when two different beings that have never seen each other before
meet for the first time (Krotz 1994: 5). This encounter leads to a process of
astonishment and questions about this other. There are two different historical
processes in which this type of meeting is involved. First: the encounter between
Paleolithic human groups, encountering different people for the first time while
traveling towards new territories and finding different people for the first time, people
different from themselves in all aspects. Second: the later “imperial European
expansion of colonial power” (Krotz 1994: 7).
Exploring the other and its cultural processes has been one of the subjects on which
anthropology has concentrated in the past. In fact, on a personal basis I feel that an
anthropological study could be defined as an attempt to answer the doubt about the
other (Bartra 1998; Todorov 1991; Krotz 1994, 1998; Boivin 1998).
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The question has been resolved in anthropology in different ways, such as considering
this other as different, unequal or diverse (Boivin 1998). This means that, in certain
respects and contexts, this diversity is generated when there is a drive to institute it in
a foreign and regulatory system. However, I can find this same process of encounter in
the acceptance and recognition of new and different legal systems of indigenous and
minority groups because it concerns two beings that have never interacted before as
equals, the state and the indigenous group.
Currently, in Mexico the question takes the form of who is indigenous and who is a
Mexican national. In the answers given to this question one may perceive a hegemonic
system in action through which the dominant group in society justifies the
subordinated position of the indigenous peoples. This group uses the information and
knowledge (or what they suppose they know) about the others or the indigenous
groups for their control.

7.2. The other, as the indigenous in the Mexican judicial system
Who can be legally defined as indigenous in Mexico? This question came to mind
when I realized after a review of the Mexican set of rules and regulations121 and the
institutions of the Mexican judicial system that there is no proper definition of “the
indigenous”.
A Mexican researcher wrote that "before the European invasion, each group that
occupied the territory of modern Mexico had a particular, very well defined culture and
social identity (ethnic)" (Bonfil 1989: 121). He also stated that the Indigenous was a
product of the establishment of colonial rule, "which were not called Indigenous
before the invasion" (Bonfil 1989: 121). The process of domination embraces legislation
as one of its most important tools to justify control and perpetuate it. For example, the
process of colonization that took place in America involved a very strict imposition of
the law of the colonizers, and the Spanish colonial legislation was introduced in the
territory of New Spain, annulling the validity of the norms of the groups in its domain.
Nevertheless, an analysis of Mexican law reveals that the Mexican legal system has not
entered into a proper debate about the definition122 of who is indigenous. This is
121 I have checked the entire set of laws, rules and agreements signed by the Mexican government
from the year 1917 to 2010.
122 "The question of who is indigenous is important, because I believe ancestors are responsible and
creators for many of the material and symbolic values that make the indigenous people proud to have
been shaping much of the identity of the nation. The definition should contribute to assign to these
peoples their rightful place as part of the Mexican nation. They should be respected by providing them
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important because Mexico is a country that has established the principle of equality for
all residents. At the same time, it has defined itself as a multicultural nation. However,
who can be culturally different or who can use this right if it is not legally defined? The
existence of a concept such as the National Cultural Average (NAC, discussed
previously) in Mexican criminal law led me to consider the native in the Mexican legal
system as a construction made by the dominant group.
Also, the state is the only authority that judges and decides on whether a person
belongs to any indigenous group, or can deny his or her indigenous identity. The state
imposes conditions and criteria for considering someone as indigenous in legal
matters. The question about this other is solved by considering the other as
indigenous, as an individual who can be viewed as a foreigner through a process of
differentiation between the NAC and the individual (or other’s) culture. “The actual
legal order sees indigenous cultures as inferior to the national, dominant culture
because it is as a field of violation of human rights and constitutional norms. With this
attitude the visions of the other and its culture are seen as backward and old.” (Sierra
2005: 300)
According to Esther Sánchez this process of cultural differentiation proceeds as
follows. “The ordinary administration of justice, white justice as it is called by the
indigenous people, is looking for some kind of truth so as to end a conflict. This is done
exclusively from the point of view of national law and by national judges who ignore
the other, the indigenous person and his people, and have no idea about the local
ways of doing justice. Therefore the facts are perceived only through the lens of the
national, official norms, sanctions are ordered accordingly. This way of reasoning in
terms of the cultural categories of the dominant national legal order means that the
indigenous authorities and communities are subordinated under state power.”
(Sánchez: 2006: 70)

with the right to preserve their culture , language and custom, without losing out of sight the human
and individual rights among which the right to well being and to an adequate development. Thus, the
question on the quantity of the various indigenous peoples is of vital importance. We must move
forward with all our efforts if not in finding the solution, at least in determining the right dimensions of
their quantity and distribution over the territory. This will allow us to know more of the sociodemographic indicators that are needed for social policies and development plans. On the other hand,
apart from the problem of quantity, it is even more important to have a clear picture of the distribution
of the indigenous peoples over the national territory, to be able to come a bit closer to find out the
boundaries of the indigenous regions. The way these boundaries are defined and used today is
erroneous because in the present practice various groups are hidden from our view. " (Serrano: 2003)
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7.3. Interference of the Mexican state in the administration of traditional justice
Earlier in the second chapter, I mentioned that the MAI (Magistrate of Indigenous
Affairs) has a wide range of functions in the application of indigenous law. These
functions involve providing administration courses, training in human rights, and
guidance in the use of master models for the harmonization of the judging criteria,
promoting the establishment of new indigenous courts and finally, revising traditional
court’s resolutions.
As a result of having all these functions, the MAI becomes the key figure of the
indigenous justice of Quintana Roo. He is the link between the two systems, as well as
their translator. Before, throughout and after trials, he oversees, explains and discusses
with the authorities the wishes of the Superior Court of Justice as well as the state of
Quintana Roo, and returns to the communities to explain and interpret the wishes and
intentions of state officials.
Another point to highlight is that this traditional justice is designed with several
constraints. Among them is the requirement of having to act “in strict compliance with
human rights”. This phrase is significant because unlike the Colombian experience
where one may observe a glimpse of another more balanced relation between
indigenous justice and the state, in Mexico this traditional justice has to conform
strictly to this legal provision. This means that the traditional judges should be aware
of and educated in all categories of human rights. Therefore, they should have
knowledge of these issues before starting legal duties as a judge. However, some of
them lack a formal education, and a couple of them cannot even read and write. This is
why the state must provide training on what the Mexican state believes human rights
are about, and how they can be legally affected by the performance of these judges.
This statement is written to legally prevent any indigenous practice that might be
inconsistent or contradictory to the human rights. If this situation occurs, then
automatically that conciliation would be illegal. Also in the monthly meetings, the MAI
supervises the sanctions imposed, always monitoring them to ensure they are
acceptable and do not conflict with human rights. This causes traditional judges to act
primarily in accordance with human rights rather than follow or developing a non
western scheme or their own one.
The way this “strict compliance with human rights” is enforced, is through the
permanent supervision of the MAI. Every month in their internal meetings, they discuss
how their cases have been solved. There, the MAI listen and guides them in the way
this must to be done. If something seems not to be adequate to the law the MAI will
ask them to think in another way of solution. They are constantly monitored in all their
actions. Also the master model used, constrains them from a possible deviance. This
master model is one way to try to avoid them thinking differently. So any possible antihuman rights practices would be stopped from the beginning.
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For example, one of the corrections the MAI made to prevent any problem is related
with the marriages celebrated in the Ceremonial Center of X-Cacal Guardia. There, the
Mayan priest and the traditional judge decided to impose a fine of 10,000 pesos
(1,000US) if a spouse decided to get divorced. It was done talking with them to avoid
this conduct and also through the master model where there is no space to put this
fine. This warning is not put in the marriage certificate anymore since 1999.
Another important element used by the MAI that directly affects the way justice is
dispensed is the use of records, stamps and formats for the exercise of its functions. As
I indicated earlier in Chapter 2, the MAI has developed a number of master models
which standardize the way in which conciliations are set and concluded.
The judges see this standardization more as a guide rather than an imposition, but it
shows that the principle of orality concerned with indigenous systems of justice is not
complete. The process is oral, and the resolution is written. This gives us an important
element of bureaucratization. However, the use of formats in justice systems is not
unusual, e.g. the case of Bolivia described in Orellana (2004). In Quintana Roo, we can
find more than 1500 written cases all submitted to the MAI in the form of the master
model described above. Sierra notes that this state’s actions tend to “the formalization
of agreements, the requirement of reports, records, stamps, drawing up internal
regulations, the use of legal discourse to ensure internal agreements (including
inheritance, land, etc.) but also the decision to move cases to the jurisdiction of the
state or not according to its importance, and their right to appellate decisions of the
indigenous authorities, has been a constant in the life of the communities that have
been able sometimes to manage and also use the law in their advantage and even to
resist the State.” (Sierra 2005: 308)
Unquestionably, the MAI intervenes directly to overrule the work of the judges. In the
monthly meetings the MAI gives some orders or questions such as:
“Put the stamps in the formats¡”,
“Did you give a copy of the format to all the parties?”
“I need the copy of your reports to integrate the final report”,
“Did you put in jail that person? Did you supervise him to have something to eat?”
Here I can say the MAI in the monthly meetings supervises all the sentences and cases
with the judges asking them to tell how their cases have been solved and if it has been
done under the indigenous law. So every case has been previously analyzed by the
MAI one by one with the traditional judges.
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Another state interference concerns the Indigenous Justice Law (LJI) when it is
declared alternative and voluntary. This law states in articles 6 and 12 that the
traditional justice is an alternative for a person; this person has the choice whether to
submit or not to the indigenous legal process. The LJI specifies:
Article 6.- The indigenous justice is an alternative to the ordinary judicial courts
and judges of the common order. This jurisdiction will always be exercised
under the terms and conditions agreed in the political constitution of the
Federation, in the State constitution and in the laws that regulate this
jurisdiction.
Article 12.- If the parties after mediation by the traditional judge decide to settle
their differences by agreement, this agreement will have the force of a valid
court verdict. If they voluntarily ask the judge to act as an arbitrator in their
conflict, his decision will have the character of res judicata.
Once both parties decide to go to the judges and have their case start there, the
judge's decisions are considered to be final. However, like in any state criminal system,
they may appeal the decision to the MAI.
The indigenous law procedure is voluntary until the end of the process. If the judge
has not given a final solution, people can get out of the process whenever they want
and initiate a process in the state courts. However, once the judge finishes the process
all the resolutions are mandatory and have the same “legal force” as the state courts.
Also if the process in the traditional court does not satisfy someone, because someone
believes there is a mistake in the process or for any other reason; in that case, there is a
process of appellation of the sentence with the MAI. The volunteer character of the
process has its limits with the final sentence.
The strength of this way of recognizing Maya justice resides in this concept of res
judicata. It means that this justice is seen as an alternative form of justice that can
definitively solve a trial. Its character of being an alternative can be considered just a
minor element which in practice will have no negative effect but it is more probable
that its alternative position weakens considerably the recognition of indigenous justice
(Assies et al 2001: 506). With these legal provisions in place (article 6 and 12 of the LJI)
the rules of conflict we just described have the potential to restrict or even suffocate
the recognition of communitarian justice reached at this point in time. This law is
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highly limitative and denies the chance to promote or develop a real Mayan style from
below.123

7.4. An injustice to get justice?
Is it fair to use an anthropological expert study to put the indigenous person outside of
what is considered Mexican? Is it fair to compare a person with the national average
culture (NAC)? I would want to stress that this legal provision of article 220bis (federal
code of criminal procedure) is poorly adapted to the realities of the indigenous
peoples of Mexico because it asks judges to deal with the indigenous accused not as
“Mexicans “but as people outside what is considered as typical Mexican. The use of an
anthropological expert study does not solve this problem; it is not an appropriate way
to include the cultural elements in the judicial process (chapter 4 and 5 of this study).
But trial lawyers nevertheless prefer to describe their client as ignorant, mentally and
culturally backward to obtain his freedom, because if they describe them as well
educated and socially integrated, he is more likely to be in jail.
Nevertheless, so far with this model of article 220bis it has been possible to reach a
level of taking cultural differences into account that previously was not available in
Mexico’s legal system. Is there any possibility to amend this article so as to do away
with this unfair way of setting free indigenous accused? Now the situation is that the
Federal code of criminal procedure allows the release of an indigenous person
because of a cultural difference. This however is an act of cultural injustice because to
get released the defendant is labelled as an alien in the country of Mexico. To remedy
this, the law could be amended, which would imply the incorporation of the latest
trends in legal anthropology. Surely enough, at that moment new questions will arise...
Who is going to interpret the new law? The judges? The experts? Who can be
positioned in the middle of the two disciplines, law and anthropology, that seem to be
moving farther apart in Mexico of today?

123 “

See also the following evaluation of a series of ways to recognize local, indigenous justice in various
countries
When for instance in an overall way it is required that local justice
Should respect internationally guaranteed human rights,
Should refrain from what is called - without definition and discussion - corporal punishment, should
provide legal professional representation to accused,
Should leave the villagers a choice to go either to the traditional system or opt for the state judge,
Should require that the local rules & practices shall be put in writing and the cases noted in a register,
while moreover the local competence is restricted to a specific list of minor cases, then the local system
is doomed from the very beginning of its recognition.” (Hoekema 2010: 4)
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Krotz mentions when talking about anthropology and law:
In current times the university programs and professional activities of
anthropologists, sociologists and historians, on the one hand, and specialists in
law, on the other, are separated from each other. Such a situation contrasts
sharply with the time of consolidation of the social sciences as academic
disciplines and during the second half of the nineteenth century, when there
were multiple contacts and partnerships. (Krotz 2001: 5-6)
This suggests to me that the sciences are not always evolving, but sometimes, and
especially in Mexico, they can stagnate or face a period of no progress.
With this model, a point that catches my attention is that the procedures do not
include anthropologists as part of the "anthropological expert studies". This is a
limitation, and ultimately the responsible institution, the CDI, only appoints law
graduates and lawyers as experts in disciplines for which they are not trained
professionally. The particular expert anthropology study described in chapter 4 seems
to be the first one involving a person with training in both disciplines.
Is there then any person who has a suitable profile for the study of the nature we have
been questioning? Attorneys with knowledge of anthropology? Anthropologists with
knowledge of the legal discipline? Only done by a Mexican? Let me clarify: I do not
personally trust in a particular discipline or have a boundless confidence in
anthropology or the law itself. However, a hybridization of these two disciplines can be
the right thing to do.
The model I have described and analyzed is one that has achieved the release of
Mayans and has the potential to continue to be applied in the future. It is also
necessary to legislate and adequately align Mexican law with reality. This requires not
only the signature or ratification of a convention or treaty law, as happened with the
ILO Convention 169, but the implementation of effective mechanisms. In addition, the
legislator has to be a person with the knowledge of what culture is, understanding
culture as the object of study of anthropology, a person who is familiar with the
Mexican reality, including the indigenous aspects, or thinks in new models like the
Colombian one, for instance.
Colombia has a system of recognition of indigenous jurisdiction (resguardos) that has
become a model in which autonomy exists and operates They have worked hard to
include, face and reconcile the various problems found “behind the mask of
recognition” (Van de Sandt 2007) of their rights. In decision T-349, 1996, the Supreme
Court of Colombia ruled that the reference to 'the constitution and the law’ must not
be interpreted as stating that all constitutional and legal norms should be applicable
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to the indigenous people. To do so would reduce the recognition of cultural diversity
to mere rhetoric.
This decision was just one in a series of decisions about "actions of tutelage" (tutela in
Spanish). In this series of decisions gradually standards were developed for such a
coexistence of different systems of law that the autonomy of the indigenous
jurisdiction would be maximized. It is laid down by this constitutional court that in its
internal functioning the indigenous jurisdiction should have the highest possible level
of autonomy and be only restricted by some fundamental human rights only: by the
right to life, the right not to be tortured and the right not to be put in slavery. The
fourth one is the right to a fair process in the sense that indigenous authorities can not
deviate capriciously from standing policies, criteria and norms. To pay respect to these
fundamental human rights means to pay respect to a core of rights which define
essential and transcultural aspects of human dignity. In such a way minimal conditions
are given for an intercultural dialogue between indigenous peoples and other sectors
of the society.
This kind of restricted recognition is not exclusive of the Mayan area of the Yucatan
Peninsula or the country. For example, “a large part of indigenous communities of the
Midwest of Mexico such as the Nahua region of the North valley of Puebla, the Otomis
of the Mezquital, the Totonacs of Papantla, all of them have areas of jurisdiction that
have been historically subordinated to the state with minimum space to exercise their
own justice.” (Sierra 2005: 308)
Also Guatemala, a country bordering Mexico and containing ethnic groups with Mayan
background, has also developed a legal structure for the administration of traditional
justice. This is composed of Judges of Peace (more than 300) and by 5 conciliation
centers. The Judges of Peace “however, do not replace the traditional law and there is
a break up between the judge and the community, making more difficult the
application of formal justice.” (Schwank 2005: 282)
It is possible to find some spaces for an intercultural dialogue such as the recognition
of the indigenous jurisdiction as a first instance of judgment. In the case of Theft of a
vehicle in March 2002, in the Community of Payajxit and Pemesebal in Totonicapán,
the local authorities urged one of the perpetrators (named Francisco Velasquez) to
disclose names of accomplices and ask forgiveness for his act. The offender offered to
sell land (his inheritance) to pay the offended, sometime later he showed up in the
offices of the Indigenous to ask for forgiveness. The penalty imposed was nine lashes
(the sacred number) with branches of fir to each one. Once done, Francisco and his
partners in crime were delivered to the national police of Guatemala. The Court of El
Quiché started a process against Francisco and the others. Francisco appealed the
decision of being judge for second time, and the Supreme Court which took the case
mentioned he was right and under the principle of no bis in idem (no one can be judge
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for the same crime twice) he was set free because the first trial done for the traditional
authorities was considered valid and he already was punished. (Schwank 2005: 208)
Following successful models like that in Colombia would allow an approximation of
what we wish for indigenous people in Mexico. Models that can serve as examples to
imitate; we can learn from their experience and adapt them to the individual Mexican
situation. However, due to a lack of political will regarding the Mexican model, little
progress has been made, and only a few initial steps have been taken.

7.5. The traditional Mayan justice: the transformation path
The Mayan traditional organization of Quintana Roo found refuge in the southern
central area inhabited by an estimated ten thousand people. This was due to
conflicting historical processes and the future of that Mayan ethnic group. These Maya
developed their own, very traditional organization, which was not formally recognized
by Mexican law until 1997. Of course such formal recognition was not necessary for the
real life existence of the typical Maya traditional way of administration of justice.
Because of the presence of this traditional structure and of the religious syncretism in
that zone, traditional marriages and baptisms were practiced and a typical religiousmilitary structure emerged through which justice was administered at least to some
extent as described earlier in chapter 2.
With the establishment of the 1997 Law of Indigenous Justice of the state of Quintana
Roo, there was an Indigenous Judicial Council (CJI) where the Mayan Generals were
incorporated to legalize and support the new structure, the Mayan priest became
official and their marriages and baptisms were recognized as legally valid when
executed under certain legal conditions. These functions were authorized by law as
traditional elements to be incorporated into the official traditional structure. Baptisms,
marriages and trials would be conducted by the same priests who had been doing so
before, but with an element of legal formality added through the authorization of
these functions by law.
The incorporation of Mayan Generals into the new structure extended their activities
to other areas that were previously ignored or unrecognized. They also encountered
the dilemma of being able to obtain recognition by joining the official structure in
return for a final transfer of control that they had not had for a long time. The law
issued in 1997 created a legal structure parallel to the religious military statewide - it
was already extant in the south central area of the state of Quintana Roo, but would be
extended. Mayan Generals were designated to oversee the establishment of this
structure. By creating a new structure in which the main elements of the traditional
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Maya authority system were incorporated, the judicial decisions of the new Maya
judges would be backed indirectly by the mere presence of the Maya Generals.
This recognition did not interfere with the jurisdiction of the traditional structure. Both
have distinct boundaries given that the traditional justice was limited to only some
aspects of people's lives. The administration of justice was executed by the Generals or
the traditional structure. In cases of theft, disputes between families assigned more
and more to state and federal authorities.
The disappearance or at least weakening of a “complete” system of traditional
administration of justice is related to the development of new ways of communication,
and the coming of police stations and municipal offices to the communities. Also the
official justice system and various governmental agencies have been entering the
villages more and more. All this had the effect to make local people aware that some of
their traditional activities are illegal and carry the sanction of imprisonment.
For example, two generations ago, the Mayan Generals remember that justice was
administered by their predecessors, by their grandparents and parents, and one
General interviewed stated: "Those were other times."124 Criminals were punished by
whipping, stinging thorn, even with expulsion from the community; women
sentenced for defamation, gossip or adultery were sent to work as a housekeeper or
were whipped if they were considered a witch.125 Those punishments are not applied
anymore; the Generals and the people under their command do not dare to practice
this form of justice.
This can be understood as a change and a reconfiguration. It is a change because they
give up on some of their traditional powers and it is a reconfiguration of their current
position due their acceptance of the law which gives them new attributions, not as
judges themselves, but as counselors.

7.6. On the recognition of Mayan law
The recognition and incorporation of part of the traditional structure into the official
system have formed a dual phenomenon. On the one hand, incorporation of parts of
the traditional structure has led to an explicit recognition of their justice. On the other
hand, the Maya judiciary and their traditional administration of justice have been

124

Interview with Santiago Cruz Peraza. Mayan General. September 2008.

125

Ídem.
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transferred and absorbed by the state of Quintana Roo. This is a phenomenon of
mutual interlegality. Both sides are influenced at the same time.
Also, the state of Quintana Roo shows signs of interlegality in reverse. On the one hand
and for the first time anywhere in the country, the traditional judge’s decisions in
criminal, civil, and family cases are accepted. On the other hand, the Mayan ethnic
group uses the criteria, characteristics and forms provided by the state of Quintana
Roo in their judgments. In fact, a traditional judge's monetary compensation comes
from the state of Quintana Roo.
The judges write their resolutions in Spanish, using seals and official documents and
act on behalf the state of Quintana Roo although the resolutions are made verbally in
the Mayan language. This recognition, however, occurs in a geographical area that is
still limited. There are only 17 communities where traditional courts are located even
though the law applies to the entire state. Due to a lack of resources, this law has not
been implemented in all communities that have requested it. This means that the law
allows and guarantees indigenous justice only in places where traditional courts have
been installed. If there is no traditional court in town, no action taken by the
inhabitants related to justice will be considered legal.
But what about communities where there is no traditional judge? Resolving conflicts
involves going to the nearest authority, such as municipal commissioners or delegates,
or the nearest public ministry. That is a purely state official justice.

7.7. Restricted formal legal pluralism
Throughout the entire study I qualified the formal legal pluralism encountered in
Quintana Roo as restricted. Let me now summarize my arguments for that judgment.
Because of the historical processes narrated in Chapters 1 and 2 the Mayan people
only had a judicial structure in an area covering no more than ten thousand people. In
the other areas no form of communitarian justice exists at all or only at the family level
only. But even in the area where communitarian justice still functions in the way
described in Chapter 2, the Generals have accepted to participate in the new official
judicial system126.

126

This willingness to take part in the new structure is due to three factors:
They participate in it as advisors with a high rank in the administration.
They have accepted the establishment of a system that provides for peace in their area.
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The combination of traditional and formal justice implemented in Quintana Roo, has
produced a new experience were Mayan traditional judges nominated within the new
state system are still “learning” how to deal with their position. They are still
discovering how it works, they are watching how the other state institutions react to
their competences, how the people in the communities respond to their work. This
hybridization makes me to catalogue this system as restricted because it avoids the
possibility of a development of the indigenous justice as it is, even when the one from
the area has been weak for decades and hardly used.
The experience of Quintana Roo has been mixed, because on the one hand there is a
law that recognizes indigenous rights, and on the other side it is a law that recognizes
these rights under some circumstances imposed by the state only. In Mexico, the
Indian authorities’ decisions are accepted only “if they do not contravene the federal
constitution, human rights and the rights of women. That is, indigenous authorities are
ultimately autonomous judge.”(Sierra 2005: 294)
This law, instead of promoting the development of a structure from below, promotes
and establishes a structure from above. This law institutes a “higher” authority to
organize and supervise the acts of the judges. It is not a self regulated or community
based kind of justice.
This higher authority is settled on the MAI, This figure is a judge who sanctions the
work of the traditional judges and at the same time, an authority organizing and
supervising the judges. On the one hand he tries to promote the traditional Maya way
of dealing with conflicts; on the other hand he is also keeping the judges within the
confines of the model Quintana Roo has laid down. He is the link between the two
worlds, the translator, and the guardian in the name of the recognizing state.
Also, this “traditional” Maya system of administration of justice is not obligatory for
Maya people. First of all, the law defines itself as alternate: “Article 6.- The indigenous
justice is an alternative to the ordinary judicial courts and judges of the common
order...”
The word alternate means it is also voluntary. People can go to the state judges
without any reluctance. When both persons decide to attend the Indigenous Justice
and a solution is settled, it is when the decision is mandatory, if an agreement is not
reached for both parties then the traditional judge tells the persons to go to another
authority. In fact, the warning of “taking the case to other authorities if the problem is
not solved” is quite frequent. It is also a way to pressure both parties to solve its case

The structure proposed by the LJI gives Generals more attributions in a wider geographical
area.
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immediately instead of travelling far and spending money, time, and facing authorities
who don’t speak the language.
Another characteristic of this official traditional justice is related to pay heed to all
human rights and to all other rules and laws of the federation and the state; they are
seriously supervised via the MAI, who reports to the officials instances like the
Supreme Court. Also, through all this time, they have been developing their conflict
rules which tend to suffocate and debilitate enormously the recognition of “Maya”
justice-new-style.
At the beginning of this thesis I mentioned there are 32 different entities which are
responsible for carrying out the same number of policies towards indigenous groups
and minorities living in their respective territories. The argument used was it would
produce more effective results because the states are in contact with the population.
But the reality has proved otherwise because this alone generated a large variety in the
policies applied to the indigenous peoples because each of the states has a fair
amount of political independence.
In Quintana Roo, even when it has been a good move to leave the state the
responsibility of the implementation, establishing a full indigenous system, they have
forgotten to interact with the other two states of the Yucatan Peninsula splitting the
same ethnic group in three parts that share the same past, present and the same
future. This is because in the area, as I mentioned before in chapter 1, there is a
dominant group: the Mayan group. They have been legally divided in three parts,
three different policies. However, although some areas have been opened to build a
multicultural justice, the experiences are limited and are framed by the constitutional
requirement based on the model of legal monism. Hence, this is the reason why I
considered the formal legal pluralism found in the region as restricted.

7.8. Interlegality
The state of Quintana Roo introduced a mixed system that has been called traditional
and preserves some parts of the traditional structure. The clash of these schemes has
generated processes of emerging interlegality still under development.
As I have described extensively, the Mayans of the region have taken over the new
structure but have generated different ways to adapt their needs and idiosyncrasies to
the formal establishment. For example, they have imposed their forms, stamps, styles
and way of judging, they decided not to report all the cases, for the baptisms they
have organized their own Mayan Christian church, and their marriages are valid only if
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they take place in the churches of their ceremonial centers. Other towns have decided
to go against the MAI, choosing whether or not to use other formats.
They are still discovering what their jobs involve. Also, even when the MAI is the
central figure, traditional judges decide what information to pass on. As we saw in one
of the cases of divorce, although the sentences had been handed down in 2002, they
were not officially registered with the MAI until 2008. Likewise, there are an
indeterminate number of cases that never were or never will be reported. Returning to
the example of divorce cases, the judge commented that he sought to protect the
claimants' identity and personal privacy from the comments of the rest of the town.
They develop their own rules of conflict and manifest a normative system consisting of
the daily activities of official traditional judges.
The same applies when judging cases that are not specified in the formats; the judges
have to make their own decision or choose to follow the oral tradition, and people
abide by the reconciliation simply because of the force of the word they have pledged.
These cases are also reported. The judges have taken on other attributions in the
exercise of their duty. They judge cases from other towns, for example. However, they
will not judge every case that comes before them. In other words, they extend their
functions and their territory even beyond the formally established limits.
Summarizing all the features described, it is possible to see some characteristics of a
weak and incipient interlegality under development. It is a new phenomenon arising
from the clash between the law of the Mexican state system and the traditional
structure of the state of Quintana Roo.
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[Samenvatting]
In deze studie wordt onderzocht wat de aard en reikwijdte is van rechtspluralisme in
het Maya gebied van het schiereiland Yucatan in Mexico. Sommige Maya
gemeenschappen hebben nog elementen bewaard van hun specifieke manier van
rechtspleging en regeling van hun samenleving (empirisch rechtspluralisme). In 1996
hebben de autoriteiten van de deelstaat Quintana Roo (een van de drie deelstaten in
Yucatan) Maya rechters ingesteld en aan hen enkele officiele bevoegdheden gegeven
om conflicten te beslechten zodat deze rechters voortaan (ook) deel uitmaken van het
officiële statelijke rechtssysteem (formeel rechtspluralisme). Wat in Quintana Roo is
gebeurd is het invoeren, naast de gewone rechtspleging, van een gemengd stelsel dat
door de wetgever “ traditioneel” is genoemd omdat het enkele elementen van de
traditionele Maya rechtspleging omvat. In dit boek wordt de botsing tussen het
“officiële traditionele“ stelsel en de specifieke Maya rechtspleging geanalyseerd met
behulp onder meer van het begrip interlegaliteit.
Op het federale niveau heeft de Mexicaanse staat daarnaast op een heel andere
manier rekening gehouden met de specifieke Maya cultuur. In het Mexicaanse
wetboek van strafvordering staat een artikel dat de federale strafrechter vraagt om,
wanneer hij te maken krijgt met een verdachte die beweert Maya te zijn, deze persoon
te vergelijken met de gemiddelde Mexicaanse nationale cultuur teneinde vast te
stellen of de verdachte inheems is of niet. Op die basis kan de rechter eventueel het
strafbare gedrag verontschuldigen wanneer het feit binnen een Maya gemeenschap
niet verboden is maar in lijn is met de locale cultuur (“cultural defense”, cultureel
verweer).
In mijn onderzoek heb ik empirisch beide manieren in kaart gebracht waarop statelijke
gezagsdragers en rechters proberen twee verschillende werelden te verzoenen, de
wereld van Maya recht en cultuur, en de wereld van officieel recht en cultuur. Om te
beginnen hebben we een grote hoeveelheid gevallen bekeken van conflicten die in
Quintana Roo voor de nieuw ingestelde Maya rechters kwamen. Welke conflicten
behandelen zij, en hoe doen ze dat? Hoe staan de Maya rechters tegenover het
statelijke Mexicaanse recht, en welk toezicht oefent de staat Quintana Roo uit op deze
rechtspraak? De bevoegdheden van de nieuw ingestelde rechters zijn namelijk streng
gereguleerd en beperkt door een reeks van zo te noemen interne conflictregels, regels
die de verhoudingen regelen tussen twee jurisdicties, tussen de statelijke
rechtspleging en de nieuw ingestelde rechtspleging door Maya rechters. Langs deze
weg kan ik ook de vraag aanpakken in hoeverre de erkenning van “Maya cultuur” als
een bron van recht bevorderlijk is voor versterking van en meer respect voor die
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specifieke cultuur en voor de specifieke manieren waarop in die Maya gemeenschap in
Quintana Roo conflicten worden behandeld.
Tevens heb ik zaken onderzocht waarin een Maya verdachte voor een federale
strafrechter is gedaagd, om te zien of, en zo ja wanneer, een eventueel beroep op een
cultureel verweer (bij voorbeeld dat het gedrag in kwestie in de eigen Maya
gemeenschap normaal gedrag is) werd aanvaard. Er valt dan na te gaan welk beeld de
Mexicaanse federale autoriteiten hebben van de Maya cultuur en rechtspleging.
Op basis van beide delen van dit onderzoek kan ik vaststellen in hoeverre de staat
Mexico reeds zijn rechtsplichten heeft vervuld in het bijzonder jegens het inheemse
Maya volk en meer in het bijzonder jegens de specifieke Maya gemeenschap in
Quintana Roo. Deze volken hebben immers recht op erkenning van hun eigenheid
alsook recht op een vorm van zelfbestuur en het hanteren van de eigen rechtspleging.
(zoals onder meer het ILO verdrag 169 dit eist). Het zal blijken dat Mexico op deze
punten nog maar heel weinig voortgang vertoont. Het is eerder zo dat er hier en daar
een bescheiden stapje is gezet dan dat er al een duidelijk weg wordt gevolgd.
Het boek bestaat uit 7 hoofdstukken. In het eerste hoofdstuk wordt het probleem van
erkennen van inheemse rechten en het rechtspluralisme in Mexico behandeld, alsook
de doeleinden van deze studie en de methodologie.
Etnografische gegevens over de Maya's worden gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 2, zoals
hun cosmologie en godsdienst, en de huidige sociale organisatie. Dan volgt een schets
van de eigen rechtspleging met nadruk op de specifieke groep Maya's die in Quintana
Roo leven. Van die groep wordt ook getoond wat er heden ten dage nog over is van de
eigen instituties van rechtspleging.
Hoofdstuk 3 gaat over de hantering van het culturele verweer in een paar diepgaand
behandelde casussen van federale strafrechters. Het betreft vier gevallen waarin een
cultureel verschil tussen de verdachte en de gemiddelde Mexicaan is vastgesteld, het
culturele verweer van de verdachte is aanvaard en betrokkene niet is veroordeeld
De praktijk van de officieel aangestelde Maya rechters in Quintana Roo wordt in
hoofdstuk 4 geanalyseerd op basis van een lange reeks gevallen Welke normen en
beginselen worden door die inheemse rechters ingeroepen en hoe mengen ze
eigenlijke specifieke Maya normen en procedures met die van het statelijke
Mexicaanse recht?
De aandacht schuift in hoofdstuk 5 naar de vraag welke invloed mogelijkerwijs de
typerende conflictregels uitoefenen op de manier waarop de Maya rechters werken. Er
zijn namelijk nogal wat strikte regels die de bevoegdheden van deze rechters
inperken. Aan de orde komen zaken als de taal waarin de zittingen plaats vinden, de
betekenis en rol van de voorgedrukte formulieren waarop deze rechters hun oordeel
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op schrift moeten zetten, en andere voorschriften. Bestudeerd wordt de rol van een
belangrijk adviserend lichaam dat in 1996 is ingesteld om een verbinding te vormen
tussen de nationale autoriteiten van de deelstaat en de Maya wereld aldaar. In dat
adviesorgaan hebben prestigieuze Maya leiders zitting, de zo genaamde Generaals.
Tevens wordt gekeken naar de rol van een speciale toezichthouder op de nieuwe
Maya rechters, een functionaris die regelmatig hun werk controleert en bespreekt,
trainingen verzorgt en ook nog eens als hoger beroepsinstantie fungeert. Het blijkt dat
de rechters nog sterk aan het zoeken zijn naar een goede manier van ambtsvervulling,
vooral wat betreft het verzoenen van traditionele manieren van conflictoplossing en
statelijke. Zo is bij voorbeeld het instituut van echtscheiding in de traditionele Maya
sfeer niet gangbaar maar het is wel geldend statelijk recht..
Culturele verweren voor federale rechters worden nader geanalyseerd in hoofdstuk 6,
en wel wat betreft federale rechters in twee deelstaten van Yucatan. Hoe stelt men een
cultureel verschil bij deze verdachte vast? Welke rol is daarbij weggelegd een
antropologische deskundige? We concluderen dat in deze praktijk een verborgen
notie schuilt gaat, namelijk dat een inheemse persoon - gezien de vragen over
eventuele culturele verschillen en de procedures die worden gevolgd - gezien wordt
als cultureel onderontwikkeld en als iemand die buiten de zogenoemde gemiddelde
nationale Mexicaanse cultuur staat.
In hoofdstuk 7 tenslotte ga ik in op de mogelijke toekomst van de traditionele Maya
justitie zoals die nu functioneert binnen het nieuwe systeem van Quintana Roo. We
letten bij voorbeeld op de positie van de Generaals die zitting hebben in het nieuwe
adviesorgaan. Wat zij tegenwoordig voor hun eigen gemeenschap betekenen is,
vergeleken met het verleden, zowel een verandering als een herschepping. Het is een
verandering omdat de Generaals een deel van hun traditionele macht hebben prijs
gegeven. Het is een herschepping omdat ze nu in deze deelstaat sinds 1996 statelijke
erkenning en bevoegdheden hebben gekregen, niet als rechters maar als adviseurs.
Gevoegd bij wat is behandeld over de praktijk van de nieuwe Maya rechters geeft dit
alles aanleiding om het formele rechtspluralisme in Quintana Roo een heel beperkt
systeem te noemen. Maar we kunnen wel enige tekenen van interlegaliteit signaleren.
Op bescheiden manier zijn er elementen van Maya cultuur en justitie in het officiële
recht erkend. En andersom zien we de traditionele Maya rechtspleging elementen
overnemen van het statelijke recht, in een bewuste poging om elementen uit beide
werelden te combineren. We kunnen al een glimp opvangen van een nieuwe hybride
rechtscultuur en rechtspraktijk.
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This study focuses on the analysis of the nature and scope of legal pluralism in the
Mayan area of the Yucatan Peninsula in Mexico. On the one hand some Maya groups
have preserved elements of their specific ways of doing justice and regulating life
(empirical legal pluralism) On the other hand the authorities of the state of Quintana
Roo (one of the three states of the peninsula) in 1996 introduced Maya judges and
granted them some official competences to solve conflicts and by so doing made
them part of the state justice system (formal legal pluralism. The Quintana Roo system
is a mixed system that the law makers called “traditional” because it preserves some
parts of the traditional structure. The clash of this recently recognized “official
traditional system” and the remains of the proper and specific “traditional” Maya ways
of doing justice is analyzed in terms of processes of emerging interlegality.
At the federal level however the Mexican state introduced a completely different way
of taking the existence of a specific Mayan culture into account. In the federal code of
criminal procedure one article asks the federal judges when dealing with criminal
cases with a Maya accused, to fill in a small part of the official formula. This implies that
some form of cultural defense is accepted at the federal level.
In my research both ways are studied empirically in which state authorities and judges,
try to conciliate two different worlds, the Mayan law and culture and the official one. In
the first place we look at a series of cases decided by the new kind of Maya judges in
Quintana Roo. What cases do they handle, and how do they do it? How are Mayan
judges handling the Mexican laws and how the state of Quintana Roo is controlling
their actions? Their competences are strongly conditioned by a series of what can be
called internal conflict rules, rules that officially organize the living and coming
together of two jurisdictions, the official one and the Mayan one. This part of the
research allows me to reflect on the question in how far the legal recognition of "Maya
culture" as a source of law, allows for reinforcement of and more respect for specific
Mayan ways of handling conflicts and generally specific Mayan cultural elements.
Also federal cases in which a Maya person is the accused are described and analyzed.
When and how is a cultural defense accepted by the federal judges and what does this
mean for the way the dominant Mexican state authorities perceive Maya justice and
culture?
Taken together these two empirical parts provide ground for assessing how far Mexico
in the case of the Mayas and particularly the specific Maya group of Quintana Roo has
already lived up to its legal obligations (from the ILO treaty 169, among others) to
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institutionalize the right to be different and the right to some forms of selfgovernment and to practice their proper ways of doing justice. The conclusion will be
that in Mexico the implementation of these legal obligations is still very weak and
defective.
This book is integrated by seven chapters. The first chapter focuses on the problem of
the official recognition of indigenous rights and legal pluralism in Mexico, on the
objectives of this study and on its methodology.
In the second chapter some ethnographic data of the Mayan people are provided such
as their cosmology and religion and their current social organization. This chapter
contains a description of the traditional Maya ways of doing justice stressing the
special features of a particular group of Mayan people in the state of Quintana Roo It
also contains a sketch of the concrete ways in which (the remains of) traditional Mayan
institutions of administration of justice are recognized in Quintana Roo.
In the third chapter the way cultural difference is handled in federal Mexican courts is
described by examining extensively four different cases where Maya indigenous
people are being judged for criminal offensives but set free because of “cultural
difference”.
In the fourth chapter the practice of the new Mayan judges in Quintana Roo is
described and analyzed by discussing a long series of cases handled by these judges.
What norms and principles were invoked by the judges, how do they mix Mayan
elements and official state law norms and procedures?
In chapter 5 attention shifts to the effects on the functioning of these judges that
might be attributed to the rather strict conditions with which their competences are
hedged in. The focus is on the internal conflict rules that delimit the competences of
the traditional judges in Quintana Roo. Here I discuss e.g. whether the judges use the
Spanish or the Mayan language, discuss the standardized master model they are
supposed to use so as to bring their decisions in a written form. Also the role of an
official advisory council of so called Maya Generals (traditional leaders of great
prestige) is scrutinized as well as the role and actions of a prominent supervisor who
has the official capacity to train and to oversee the new traditional judges. Judges are
still experimenting how to reconcile traditional and official ways of dealing with
conflicts, e.g. as to divorce, an institution that did not as such exist under the Maya
population but is valid law in Mexico state.
Chapter six deals with the cultural defense practice in federal courts in the 3 states of
Yucatan, How is the existence of a relevant cultural difference assessed in the criminal
justice system? How is the existence of this difference proven through the
anthropological expert studies? The conclusion is that in this cultural defense practice
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as a matter of fact a hidden notion is played out. Through the way cultural defense is
legally approached and formulated and, particularly, proven, it turns out that the
indigenous person is perceived as culturally backward and therefore standing outside
the so called average national Mexican society.
Finally, in chapter seven I analyze the path the traditional Mayan justice is taking in and
through the new mixed system of Quintana Roo Hereby the position of the so called
Mayan Generals is the first point of reference. The path they are walking on represents
both a change compared with the past of Maya justice as well as a reconfiguration. It is
a change because these Mayan Generals have given up some of their traditional
powers. It is also a reconfiguration of their position due their acceptance of the
Quintana Roo law which gives them new attributions, not as judges themselves, but as
counselors.
Coupled with what has been described as the practice of the new official Mayan
judges I come to the overall conclusion that formal legal pluralism In Quintana Roo is
still a rather restricted one. It is however possible to see some traits of a weak and
incipient interlegality in the making. One can perceive some modest ways of
accommodation of indigenous law and justice within the official state legal sphere.
Also, the other way round, Mayan traditional practices seem to accommodate official
legal elements, as part of a conscious effort to find ways to combine elements of both
worlds. A glimpse of a new hybrid legal culture and practice can be caught.
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